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Holland, the

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Town Where

Folks Really Live

Volume Number 59
Letter

Comes

From

Holland, Michigan, Thurtday, April

WHOLESALE TREE PLANTING Marriages Beat
AT HARDERWYK IN PARK
TOWNSHIP
Divorces Here

Europe

News Items Taken

17,

From. the Files of

Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five

Hie News

flas

Bees a

Constructive Booster for
Holland Since 1873

1930

Number 16

Former Holland
Man Chairman

FOR THE GOOD OF THE
COURSE

Should Be More
Supervisors

Sir Philip Ben Greet and his
•‘Greet’’ Shakespearean
players direct from London are
and Fifteen Years
to Holland either on MonTAKES
or ED VAN- coming
GOVERNMENT GIVES DATA
YOUNG MAN KILLED AND
day, April 28, or Tuesday, April AH’ A L SO LONS NOT SATIS.
DEN
BERG
OF
HOLLAND
ON OTTAWA AND ALLECOUPLE HAVE FEET BROKEN
29. These artistswere secured by
FI ED WITH COMMITTEE
FIFTY YEARS AGO
•crubbed out on Sunday, have been
. GAN COUNTIES
mile north of the Harderwyk
APPOINTMENTS
The Ottawa County Board of Su- Dr. J. B. Nykerk thru the Redordered to discontinuethe rule and
A terrible accidentoccurred Fri- Church in Park Townshipon SaturGaudliep Laepple, our fine tan- scrub Saturday or Monday.
perviaore open the spring session path bureau. The News is inThe Departmentof Commerce at
formed just as it goes to press
day on Central Avenue and Seven- day in the morning, April 19.
• • •
in the court house, at Grand Haven
Washington D.C., announcesthat, ner, boosts of a new bouncing boy
but it surely is going to be a won- Charter Should Be Changed Immeteenth Street, when John ChervenThe planting work on this blow according to the returns receive^, at his home Wednesday. Misses is
and
in
organizing,
John
F.
Van
Joe Nauta of Holland High won
diately. Holland Now at
derful treat to lovers of Shakessky was killed while he was driving sand area is under the supervision
there were 36f816 marriageaper- doing nicely Mr. ‘'G” says.
the district oratoricalcontest over Anrooy, formerly of Holland, was
Disadvantage
pearean
productions.
More
about
a motorcycle and a couple have of agriculturalagent Milham and formed in Michigan during the
• • •
Hollis Baker of Allegan, Byron named in place of Ed Vanden Berg
it
next
week.
Be
sure
and
keep
their feet broken and are now in the county conservation commitMr. E. Plaggermanswas married Stokes of Union City, and Carl of Hollaml, who’s term of office exyear 1929, as compared with 37,that date open.
The Ottawa County Board of
the Holland Hospital where they tee of the Board of Supervisors. 300 in 1928, representinga decrease to Miss Van Anrooi, daughterof Marquard of St. Joseph. The con- pired.
Supervisors met thia morning
will be for at least a month.
The work being carried on there is of 484 or 1.3 per cent. In 1916, P. Van Anrooi of Graafschap.
On
the
auditing
committee
Al
test was held at Winants chapel.
after organising Wednesday and it
Coroner GilbertVandc Water has to demonstrate methods of controlRev. H. Uiterwijk,pastor of 3rd After the contest Holland students Joldersma of Holland was appoint- $189,000 IS ALLOTTED
there were 40,112 marriages rewas immediatelynoticeable that
impaneleda jury but aside from ling blow sand and reforesting
Reformed church, preached his carried Nauta on their shoulders ed to fill the place left vacant by
ported.
FOR
HOLLAND’S
HARBOR
there was "blood on the moon" ns
going to the scene of the accident worthless land. It is hoped that
Mr. Van Anrooy and ho will serve
During the year 1929 there were farewell sermon Sunday to a large from the chapel.
far as Holland’s representatlvea
the jury has adjourneduntil the eventually this property will beaudience.
with
G.
Lubbers
of
Zeeland
and
11,985 divorces granted in the state,
Improvement work in Michigan are concerned. The day before the
9
•
•
main witnesses are discharged from come a county park and scout
Fred
Graham
of
Robinson,
holdas compared with 10,531 in 1928,
costinga total of $696,000 has been newly-elected chairman,John F.
the hospital.
camp.
Mrs. Peter Schravensandc and her FIFTEEN YEARS
overs of last year.
representing an increase of $1,454
approvedby the house rivers and Van Anrooy, made his committee
It appears that John Chervensky
Last year scouts were enthusi- or 18.8 per cent. In 1916, there oldest son are on a trip to the NethChairman Van Anrooy made his harbors committee.
appointments and the Holland repwhose parents live in Europe, and astic about planting the trees. This were 5,327 divorces granted. There erlands, where they will stay six
Dr. A. Van der Veen of Grand
The projects include: Improve- reaentatives, after reading over the
Gertrude Schuurman, daughterof year the planting will consist of
Haven,
a
former
Holland
man,
has
months
in
Rotterdam
and
the
were 108 marriages annulled in
ments in Monroe harbor, $481,000; list, immediately felt that the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Schuurman, 1.000 each of the Western Yellow 1929, as compared with 82 in 1928. Hague. Note: Sehravensandewas a souvenir that was closelyassoHollaml harbor and Black lake, names of men from this city were
Virginia Park, and Henry Strcur, Pine, Scotch Pine and Austrian
ciated
witK-the
assassination
of
The estimated population of the one of Holland’s first barbers and
$189,000;Black river, $26,000.
not found on important commitson of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Streur, Pine and 1.000 each of purple wilstate of Michigan on July 1, 1929, ns was generally the case in the President Lincoln. The old relic
tees, in fact, it would appear that
Route 8, Holland, were all on the low. American Green and I^mley
is
a
ticket
calling
fur
a
seat
in
earlier
days,
the
shop
was
filled
was 4,692,000, and on July 1, 1928,
FOUR BEGGARS PICKED UP AT Holland names are found only in
motorcycle and at the street inter- Willow cuttings and 250 Chinese,
orchestra
row
of
Ford's
theatre,
with
birds
and
flowers
and
the
liv4,591,000. On the basis of these
GRAND HAVEN
the more menial positions.It is
section collidedwith a car driven poplar cuttings.
estimates, the number of marriages ing rooms were in the rear. The Washington, D.C., for April 14,
by Student Nicholas Gosselink of
Scouts will plan on bringing one
Four men were picked up on true that Alfred Joldersma wm
per 1,000 of the populationwas 7.8 shop was located where I,okker & 1865, the night John Wilkes Booth
the Western Theological Seminary, larp pail for each tan scout.
shot the president. The ticket was
Rutgers’ store now stands.
Washington street by the Grand named on the auditing committee,
i9‘^j;^TnsT8.ll!iT9287and
who will graduate in May. There wh.rh to carry the tree, to koep ttle n^ber of divorce, per 1,000
personallypresented to Dr. Van der
Haven police for begging. They however, that position was elective
was a head-on collision and as near hem mo„t, three .hovel, for each|of (he opu,ation w„s 2 66 in 1929r
Veen by Mr. Ford, proprietor of
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
were Curtis Gentry, Herbert John- and sanctioned by the board and
as can be ascertained,Chervensky tea Kent, and two a quarter
2.29 jB i928.
the play house, shortly after the
son, William Skellv and Bert Hay- not an appointmentmade by the
Ben Mulder, who has been living death of Mr. Lincoln. After Booth
went over the handle-bars of his iron rod for each ten scout, to use i A *ording t0 the ntoH Ottawa
den. They were given five days in chairman. Anyway Supervisora Al
motorcycle,struck his head on the in planting cut Imp. Planting, will
„ asfcw couples" fejati.fted on River Ave. near 14th street has had been shot Dr. Van der Veen
the county jail after appearing be- Joldersma, Peter Damstra, Ed Vandenberg and Peter Van Ark apoke
purchased the home of Henry remained at the Capital to witness
pavement, bringing about a badly
fore Justice C. E. Burr.
l"m' "'* n,m-' with marriage tie. Here are the Cronkright, located at 79 West Fif“right up in meeting” making a
fractured skull. The couple were
the hanging of the others in the
ilm .................
- 1 *«»«» for 1928 and 1929 in Ot- teenth street. Mr. Cronkright, the plot, amonp them Mrs. Suratt.
vigorous protest asking why Holalso thrown heavily to the paveDIED AT 90 YEARS
land had no representationon the
local barber, will move to Pitts- Note: Dr. Van der Veen died three
ment and a foot of each one was
Divorces
Annulments
Marriages
MAYOR BROOKaS
Good Ronds Committee? WhywMit
burgh.
broken. The three were rushed to
weeks
ago
at
Grand
Haven.
He
Sake
Peter
Braak,
father
of
Ja1929 1928
1029 1928
1929 1928
MAKES HIS
Holland hospital where Cherven• • *
was one of the leading citizens committee appointment early cob Braak, well known business ignored on the Committeeon Poor
0
1
42 43
459 511
Wednesday and these are as fol- man of Spring Lake, died at his and the Committee on Infirmary?
sky died fifteen minutes afterward,
Fred T. Miles, living near West there.
APPOINTMENTS
ALLEGAN
* • •
lows:
Mr. Van Anrooy stated that ha
never regaining consciousness.
home in Spring Lake Saturdayat
Olive,
left
for
Lansing
to
be
exam0
0
64 60
192 262
Good roads committee: George the advancedage of !KI years. He thought he had done the square
Chervenskywn* born on Feb 28
The
wedding
of
Reka
Bouwman
ined
for
admittance
to
the
MichiKENT
The following are the 1930-31
Borck, Grand Haven; James Chit- has been ill a long time and his thing making the appointment* to
1909, at McKeesna Rocks. Pa. His
10 gan Bar. He has taken a law and Dick Nyland took place at
5
625 658
1746 1845
tick, Chester township; David M. passing was not unexpected.
the best of hia ability and it is
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Cher- aldermanic committee appointments
course in the Internationalcorre- Gruafschap. Thc marriage was perMUSKEGON
stated that he refused to re-convensky, came to America in 1907 made by Mayor Earnest Crooks
spondence school for the past four' formad by Rev. Lamberts of East Cline, Spring Lake; Abram Anys,
0
0
191
169
620 590
Port Sheldon; and Fred Klumper,
sider these appointments.
from Jugo-Slavia.They returned to at the council meeting Wednesday
Saugatuck.
Master
Henry
Oosting
years.
Note:
Judge
Miles’
success
WAYNE
HOLLAND POULTRY
Zeeland.
At this juncture Abe Anya of
their native land in 1910 but the evening:
played
the
wedding
March
from
in
the
past
25
years
is
evident
from
47
79
AT BIG MANHATTAN
Ways and Means: A. P. Kleis, 15740 16031 6049 5063
Port Sheldon, now a member of
lad came back to Holland about a
Committee on taxes and apporthe fact that he has been a justice, Mendelssohn.
POULTRY
SHOW
the Good Roads committee, offered
year ago and was living with his A. Hyma, Wm. Vandenberg.
tionment: Peter Van Ark, Holland;
a prosecutingattorney for 12 years,
Streets:Frank Brieve, Wm. Van- SOLDIER’S CANTEEN
a resolutionthat one member from
uncle and Aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Mrs.
C.
C.
Nicholas
died at Pine William Smallegan, Jamestown;
and
is now Circuit Judge of Ottawa
FINDS ITS WAY BACK
A dispatch from Manhattan, Holland be added to this commitChervensky, 331 West 15th street. denberg, F. Yonkman.
George
Heneveid,
Park;
Peter
Creek
at
the
age
of
73.
and
Allegan
Counties.
FROM FRANCE
Kansas, where a large poultry ex- tee.
Claims and Accounts: Wm. VanA cablegram was sent to the parDamstra, Holland; and William
• • •
• • •
An incidentquite out of the orhibitionis to be stageo, indicated
His resolutionwas given support
ents who were planning to come denberg, A. P. Kleis, Henry Prins.
Haverdink,
Blendon.
Adrian T. Henkcn, the man who
A. Westerhof,formerlyin the
that Holland poultry will be shown. by Supervisor Van Ark of HolWelfare: B. Steffens, A. P. Kleis, diiiary took place this week when
back to America and instructions
endeavored
to
start
a
hospital
in
employ
of
Vissers
&
Son
grocery,
Finance
committee:
Bruno
PetRalph Zuwerink of Zeeland re
The message reads:
land but the proposal wm ruled
came back to have the body suit- B. Veltman.
ceived a letter from a cadet at the West Twelfth street has become Holland in the Boone home on West er, (irand Haven; Beniamin Brow“Five entries of chicks shipped out of order by the chairman for
ably buried in one of Holland’s Public Bldgs.: F. Yonkman, Wm.
Ninth
Street,
died
in
The
Hague,
identified
with
the
Van
Putten
Coal
er,
Holland;
William
Slater,
CrockCulver Military Academy in Indiby the laikeview Poultry Farm of
Thompson, A. Hyma.
cemeteries.
Co. The company now comprises Netherlands.The Hospital, Hol- ery township;Martin Ver Huge, Holland,Michigan, to the 1929 the reason, it is stated, that proINiblic Lighting: A. Postma, B. ana, informing him that the cadet
vision Is only made for five memThe weekly letter from the parwas in possession of a canteen of three partners: Adriaan Van Put- lands first,was a failure and the Zeeland; and Albert Hyma, Holland K.S.A.C.Chick Show at Manhattan, bers and not six.
ents in Europe arrived as usual but Steffens, J. Woltman.
association
went
bankrupt.
Henkcn
ten,
Jacob
Krijgsman,
and
A.
Westownship.
Kansas, arrived 100 per cent alive.
Sewers: B. Veltman, B. Habing, which Zuwerink once was the posWhat the Holland Supervisors
there was no son to enjoy it and
again left for the Netherlands. Public health committee: Charles Only chicks from strong, vigorous
sessor. The canteen was one which terhof.
want to have impressedforcibly
the relatives here read the missive F. Brieve.
From
there
he
went
to
Serbia
• • •
Mr. Zuwerink carried while in the
Misner, Grand Haven; Fred Gra- parent stock that have received corSidewalks:
B.
Habing,
A.
Postma,
with toar-dimmed eves. Another
An item clipped 25 years ago where there was a small war on and ham, Robinson; Al Joldersma, Hol- rect incubationcan be shipped for upon the citizens here is the fact
army in France and had been disthat Holland should have larg«r
letter is due Saturday but after F. Brieve.
from
the Grand Haven Tribune, he enlisted as a male nurse. Over- land.
carded
by
him
when
he
was
woundsuch long distances and arrive in
Licenses: II. Prins, A. Postma,
represenUtion on the Board of Suthat .undoubtedly the weekly news
work
and
sickness
brought
about
says:
Bastian
I).
Kcppel,
one
of
ed in the Verdun sector.
Agriculturalcommittee: William good condition.
perviaorsand in order to bring that
messages from home will cease to Wm. Thompson.
hi.- death. He was buried in the
the
-best
sheriffs
Ottawa
county
The means by which this can"One of the outstanding entries about the city charter should be
Civic Improvement:J. Woltman,
Haverdink, Blendon; Fred Graham,
arrive.
ever had, and an all around good Netherlands with military honors.
teen
was
identified
were
the
names
in
last
year’s
show
was
an
entry
Robinson; Roy Lowing, Georget • •
changed immediately. Holland hM
The body was taken to Dykstra B. Habing, F. Yonkman.
fellow is becomingone of Holland’s
Ordinances: A. Hyma, B. Stef- of Ralph Zuwerink and Janie Do
town township; William Smallegan, of Buff Orpingtons hatched by the 5 representativeswith a populaFuneral Home and later taken to
Miss
Ruth
Pieters,
daughter
of
leading
business
men,
and
is
interWeerdt, which he had engraved
latkeview Poultry Farm. This enthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Victor fens, B. Veltman.
ested in a number of institutions. Rev. and Mn. A. pietenq
"nd Henry try scorn! 96 points out of a possi- tion of 18,000. Grand Haven hM 4
Music: Wm. Thompson, J. Wolt- thereon during his idle hours.
A. Marshall, I’olkton.
representativeswith a population
Cherven, 326 Maple Avenue, cousins
aries
in
Japan,
has
accepted
a
poHe has just been elected manager
o
ble 100 and was the highest scoring
of less than half that number. ZeeConservationcommittee:Ralph
of the unfortunate lad, where pri- man, Henry Prins.
of the Holland Gas Co., with Jacob sition in Northwestern Classical
entry in its class.
Bragt, Allendale; George Root,
iand has 2 representative*with a
vate funeral serviceswere held and
C-. Van Putten, president;Geo. E.[ Academy of Orange City, Iowa.
“The
1930 contest will be held
at two o’clockRev. William SchuKollen vice pres.; and Isaac Mar- She. is a graduate of Hope College, Tallmadge; Abram Anys, Port in Manhattan, Kansas, April 22-25. population of one-aeventh of this
city’* population.
macher officiated at public services
Sheldon.
silje, secretaryand
• • •
The Lakeview Poultry Farm wiU
held in the German Lutheran
* *
| Car buyers this week are Henry Equalizationcommittee:George probably again hold up the honor Thia apportionment Is unfair but
church on Maple Avenue and 12th
Marshal Dykhuis has or.de red j Geerlings, a Buick; Nick Whelan, Root, Tallmadge; Peter Van Ark, of Michigan chicks.Through this Holland can change all thia and
The big annual session of the
Street. Interment was in R»*st Lawn
Holland; Gradus Lubbers, Zeeland hatchery, Michigan chicks have n should have done so year’s ago by
that
the owners of all Holland sa- a Reo; and Ben Mulder, a Paige,
Common Council when Mayor and
making proviaion for a just proporcemetery on M-21. The pall-bearers
township;
Phil H. Vinkemulder, good reputation in Kansas."
loons
remove
all
obstructions
to
a
tion in its charter which is possible
were John Dozeman, Delbert Fog- aldermen change places if there ate
Prof E. E. Fell has been re- Olive; Roy Lowing, Georgetown
view of the bar and the interior.
such places to change was rather PROGRAM INTERSPERSED
under the state law.
erty, Warren Fischer, Joseph
They were ordered not only to take engaged as superintendent at a township; Charles Goodenow, and RAY SCHIPPERS GOBS
WITH MUSIC AND TRICKS
a Lime affair. There was only one
It would appear that this city
Streur. Rudolph Heinecke and Siaway
the
blinds
but
all large pic- salary of $2,259, an increase of Henry A. Marshall, Polkton.
OF
MAGIC
TO
IONIA
PRISON
bouquet of flowers given by the
has been treated rather skimpy in
mon Simonsen.
$250. Charles Drew receives $1,450.
tures
and
plants
with
which
winBuildings
and
grounds
commitThe young man is survived by East End merchants to their friend
Raymond Schipper,of Grand Ha- committee appointments by its
The members of the Holland Ex- dows of “sample rooms" are so pro- The salariesof the teachers in the tet,; David M. Cline, Spring Lake:
and competitor, Alderman Henry
his parents and one sister who are
high school have been raised $50 Phil Rosbach, Grand Haven; ami ven was sentenced Saturday morn- former Holland citizen. We do not
Prins
of the first ward. The Mayor change Club at their last regular fusely ornamented these days, sabelieve that it was done intenin Jugo-Slavia and by five cousins
ing by Judge Fred T. Miles to six
meeting on Wednesday noon, April loon men being very fond of posies. per year and in grade schools$25 George Borck, Grand Haven.
tionally— however It would seem
in this country. Frank and Victor stated very sensiblythat he had no
per
year.
The
saloon
men
who
generally
months
to
two
years
at
Ionia,
and
16, enjoyed an unusually interesting
County officers are James Chitthat chairman Mr. Van Anrooy,
Cherven and Mrs. John Vander long message to give hut would
tick, Chester township; Charles he was taken there by Sheriff Stek- knowing the real situation, the just
Wege of Holland, and John Cher- give messages ns occasions pre- program. Mr. Eugene Heeter, the
choristerof the club, had brought
Goodenow and Charles Misner, etee the same afternoon.
VP and Mrs. Carl Eickelbach of sented themselves.
ven
WAS SURPRISED THE “DIEK" Grand Haven.
Schipper was convicted in the attitude of Holland’s representaWalter Groth, chairman of the the members of the Holland High GRAND HAVEN ELKS INSTALL
Chicago.
tives on the board, and the aymOttawa
circuit court during last
NEW
OFFICERS
NEVER WAS A SENATOR Roads, drains and ferries compatheticexpressionsof supervisors
The jury who will later be called committee who had charge of School band to the Tavern and they
term,
for
extortion
from
a
Holland
entertainedwith a short program in
(mittee: Phil Vinkemulder,Olive;
from neighboring townships and
pass upon this accident are the building the camp house at Scout
The installation of officers of the
man
and
has been out of jail on a
the
hotel
lobby
just
before
dinner.
Henry A. Marshall, Polkton towncities that he should weigh this
following: Dick Boter, Peter De point, invited the council to the
Grand Haven B. P. O. E. No. 12<Mi
Detroit News.— There are in
$3,000 bond. A stay of 20 days was
This
was
greatly
enjoyed
and
apGoede, William Visser, E. P. public dedication Saturday afterwas held at the Elks Temple on Michiganmen who pay taxes, read ship; George H. Root, Tallmadge; asked for by his attorneys, and matter again; that he shouPd make
Stephan, George Damson and Harry noon and many of the members sig- preciated.
Monday night, attended bv a large the daily papers and are engaged Peter Damstra, Holland; William there was some talk of a petition some adjustment or re-arrangeMr. Henry Wilson had an unusual
nified their intentionof going.
Jones.
ment in a few of these important
group of members. D. F. Pagelson, in businessand professionalaffairs, Haverdink, Blendon.
being presented to the court for a
The charter committeegave no- treat in store for the club when he past exalted ruler, was the installSchools and educationcommittee: new trial. The matter was brought committees. Mr. Van Anrooy havyet betray woeful ignorance of pubbrought
Mr.
Harry
Cecil,
chocolate
tice that an ordinance would be ining officer. William Connelly was lic men and matters. Here is evi- Albert Hyma, Holland township; to a head when Judge Miles meted ing been supervisorof Holland for
STEKETEES TO VISIT
troduced governing the payment of manufacturer of Detroit, Michigan, seated as the exalted ruler and
Richard Smallegan, Jamestown out the above sentenceand refusing a number of years knows thorDIEKEMAS
dence to prove it:
to entertain with his feats of magic.
certain salaries of city officials.
oughly that this city pays a large
township; and Ed Vandenberg, Hol- a new trial.
leader of the local lodge. The other
Occasionally
letters
come
to
LanThe Welfare committeereported His sleight-of-handtricks were re- officers were Clarence Law, leading
bulk of the taxes; he knows
land.
sing addressed to "Senator James
Schippors is 28 years old and was
Jacob Stcketeo, United States that $202 had been paid in regu- markable,to the embarrassment
Infirmary ami poor committee: found guilty of extortionfrom Ger- the attitude of its citizenry on
consul for The Netherlandsat lar aid — $116.77 temporaryaid, or and confusion of some of the mem- knight; John Pippel, loyal knight; Couzens, care of State Senate,’’ the
Bernard Rcghel, lecturingknight; writers unaware that Mr. Couzens George Heneveid, Park township; rit DeWeerd of Holland by a jury the matter of represenUtion. He
Grand Rapids, will sail with Mrs. a total of $318.77.
bers present.Mr. Wilson, in introWilliam
Wilds, secretary; Paul is a United States Senator, at David M. Cline, Spring Lake; and in circuit court. Besides giving the knows the caliber of men we are
Steketoe on May 10 for Holland,
ducing Mr. Cecil, told of his work
The
building committee reported
VandenBerg,
esquire; Peter Van Washington.Letters are addressed Itolof Dragt, Allendale.
man a jail sentence Judge Miles sending from here and being cogto visit friends and relatives. Mr.
in Detroit in giving freely of his
commanded him to pay $150 costs. nizant of these facts we believe
and Mrs. Steketee plan to return that the old Holland hospital an- time and talents in visiting a chil- Lopik, chaplain; Anthony Vor- to "United States Senator Carl E.
that he could see his way clear to
from the pleasure trip about Aug. nex on 12th street and Central dren’s home and giving them some hoeks, interguard;Albert Thie- Mapes, Lansing." Mr. Mapes, whose CALVIN GRADUATE GETS
give this city recognitionon some
avenue, recently damaged by fire,
ler, tyler; Claude VanderVeen, mu- home is in (irand Rapids, was a
EUROPEAN
TRII
15. They will be guests of Minister
enjoyment through his so-called
or these important committees. It
Insurance
and Mrs. G. J. Diekema at The had been repaired, that the bills tricks of magic. Mr. Cecil served for sician, and Arie Nadort, assistant State Senator in 1911, but has been
would seem that it is not too late
had
been
paid
and
the
insurance
musician.
a Representative in Congress for Albert VanEerden of the class of
Hague, at least part of the time.
a year and a half overseas,enterto make this re-arrangement
and
1925, Grand Rapids Junior college,
adjusted.
the last 17 years.
o
to
taining our soldiers at the army
we are hopeful that the former Holand Teunis Vergeer, graduated
The
president
of
a
state
associaCAPT. WEBB TO INSPECT The Holland American Legion camps. Because of the rather
HOW DO THEY DO IT?
land man will recognize this equitband was given $300 to apply on crowded program not enough time
tion of industrialists recentlytele- from Calvin college in 1926, have
COMPANY I) MONDAY
Suicide able request.
been
awarded
special
scholarship
1930 band appropriations for concould bo granted to Mr. Cecil and
Edward Bok has related in one phoned to Secretary Dennis E. AlCapt. Lester A. Webb, United certs. It was also reported that the he has promised to come again in of his books how Edison once wrote ward of the State Senate, asking honors.
Mr. VanEerden has received the
FORMER HOLLAND MAN
.missionary’union meet in
States Army officer attached to the band gave a very successfulconfor him the Lord’s Prayer in a if Gerrit J. Diekema is not one of OttendorferMemorial Fellowship
another year.
NINTH STREET CHURCH
FINALLY SUCCEEDS IN
126th Infantry,will conduct an in- cert in Carnegie Hall.
Michigan’s
two
United
States
SenFinally,the Club felt honored in space covered by a dime. Now 1
KILLING HIMSELF
Extra lamps are to In? placed at welcomingback as its speaker and read that a Londoner has written ators. He said all members of his in German for the year 1930-31,
spectionof Companv D of Holland
The Women's Missionary Union
Monday, Anril 21. The public is in- ProspectPark for the benefit of guest, Dr. Arnold Mulder, now it twice on a piece of paper the associationcontemplates memoral- which provides for a year’s study
Three times Carl Bigge, for ten of Holland, Zeeland and vicinity is
and travel in Germany and other
vited to visit the armory during the roller skaters.
professor at Kalamazoo College size of a six-pence— twin in circum- izing the states two senators. European countries. lie received years an insurance man in Holland, to meet next Wednesday afternoon
Mayor Earnest Brooks in a and formerly editor of the Holland ference to the dime. And some time He expressed surprise when he
^inspectionand watch the demonstration of work learned by the pleasing manner thanked the re- Evening Sentinel. Dr. J. E. Kui- ago a farmer in Portland,Oregon, learned that Mr. Diekema never his bachelor’sdegree at the Uni- endeavored to commit suicide and and evening at the Ninth St. Chr.
Ref. Church in Holland.
versity of Michigan in 1927 and the at last succeeds in Detroit.
guardsmen during the past year. tiring members of the Common zinga, vice-president,
presided and engraved all the letters of the al- has been a Senator,but is the pres- master’s degree in 1928. He is an
The
following
report
from
the
The speakers in the afternoon
Council,
namely,
Aids.
Westing,
Company F. Grand Haven National,
introduced the speaker in the ab- phabet on the head of a pin. Then ent United States minister to The instructorin German at the uni Detroit Free Press gives the story: include Mrs. Lee S. Huizenga and
McLean and Vissers, for the serwere inspectedlast Monday.
Netherlands.
The
principal
of
a
a
resident
in
Alberta,
Canada,
once
sence of President J. J. Riemers"Carl Bigge, 45 years old, 12162 Rev. H. J. Mulder who will speak
versity now.
o
vices they rendered to the city of
presented the Duke of Connaught— school addressed a letter to "State
HOLLAND BANKERS GO TO Holland during their terms of of- ma.Dr. Mulder said that he had been when he was Governor-General of Senator Joseph E. Hooper, Lan- Mrs. VanEerden,a daughterof Manor boulevard, who headed an on home missions. Dr. Henry Beets
Prosecutor Bartel J. Jonkman, will insurance firm bearing his name, of Grand Rapids will speak on his
fice, and for the co-operationthey
COOPERSVILLE
asked to speak on the subject, Canada— with an address of wel- sing." At no time has Mr. Hooper accompany her husband on his trip died in Red ford annex of Receiving trip around the world, in the Holhad given him and the other membeen
a
member
of
the
Legislature.
come
containing
36U
letters
on
a
land language. He will also address
A meeting of the Ottawa county bers of the Council in work for the “How Life Looks to a Writer,’’ but grain of wheat.
Battle Creek is his home, and since abroad. They expect to leave about hospital at 11 p. m. Saturday as the
Aug. 1. Mr. VanEerden is well result of a bullet wound inflicted in the Union in the English language
bankers’ federation will be held in best interests of the city of Holland said he would not do so as he very
1925
he
has
represented
the
Third
known in Holland and his wife is a suicide attempt earlier in the day. in the evening.
Masonic temple at Coopervillo, Fri- The Mayor also welcomed the new humbly claimed himself not to be
District in Congress.
"Taking a nfle to the basement Miss Nellie Breen, who expects
also known in Zeeland and vicinity
day evening, April 25. F. M. Breun- Council members, namely: Aids. a writer. He chose as his subject MICHIGAN RANKS THIRD IN
“Putting the Best Foot Forward."
where her mother once resided. of his home, Bigge clamped it in a to leave in July to join Miss Joinger, cashierof Muskegon Savings Prins, Habing and Thomson, and
THE FUR INDUSTRY
BIG-HEARTED
This, he said, Kalamazoo had done
Mrs. Jonkman formerly was Mrs. vise and attached a string to the hanna Veenstra in her work in the
bank, will be principal speaker. All asked for their co-operation in
banks will have representativescarryingon the work which he through its celery advertisement Fur output in Mcihigan amounts “That Scotch lad is no tight- , Anna Vanden Bosch of Zeeland, trigger. Standingabout five feet Sudan mission will also ive a talk
although he felt Holland celery
wad.”
in front of the muzzle, he jerked at the evening meeting. All outpresent, including Holland.
suggested should be done, having
seemed to him the best in .the to more than $3,000,000annually, “No?"
o
the string. The bullet lodged in -his of-town visitors are invited to have
in mind at all times the best interaccording to Ned Dearborn, proworld. So we can put our best foot
“No. He just told one of the
supper at the church.
CHURCH TO BE HELD AT breast.
ZEELAND MAN
ests of the whole city.
fessor of forest zoology in the
forward physically, intellectually,
Siamese twins he’d take her to
"According to his wife, Bigge reKALAMAZOO; HOLLAND
. RUNS INTO RAILROAD
School of Forestry and Conserva—
and spiritually.
lunch— if she could get away."
MAN ANNOUNCES
cently underwenta nervous break- CALL OF BELL BIRD CAN BE
SIGNAL AT HOLLAND
tion at the University of Michigan.
TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND Physically,he said, like Helen The
dowm.”
HEARD THREE MILES AWAY
State, according to Prof. DearRev. Thomas E. Welmers of Hope
Keller, wo should try to overcome
DOLLAR DAMAGE SUIT
This is not the first time that Mr.
Gerrit Scholten of Zeeland badW
H
n, rrr.ks third in the value of
physical handicaps and build up a
TRIED FOR SECOND
Six Holland churches affiliated college, stated clerk of the particu- Bigge endeavoredto kill himself. The bell bird of South America
damaged his car and escaped with
.u: *r«. ucl’on.
TIME
strong body, fit for action. Miss
with the Christian Reformed lar synod of Chicago in the Re- About seven years ago while living is so called for the peculiarsound
slight injury on Saturday evening
In abund nee and value of proKeller, though deaf, dumb, and
church in America, have been made formed church in America, has an- on East 17th street he took poison of its voice which resembles a alow,
when he struck the safety signal
duction, th'- muskrat outranks all
beneficiariesin the will of Lucas nounced May 7 as the date for the and the skill of several Holland solemn tolling of a bell. It is a little
Retrial of the $26,000 dar age blind, was still ambitions and h-»s
base on the Pere Marquette cross!i nig. i r jr-bearers. From 1,000,wonderful
work
in spite
of all
Smith, former Holland realtor, annual meeting of that body in physiciansand the aid of the police white bird about the size of a pig.......
....
...... —
.....
ing on East Eighth street in Hol- suit filed by Mrs. Alice P. Thrall . done
000 to 3,000.000pelts are taken anwho bequeathed$1,000 to charity. Third Re'ormed church at Kalama- brought the man through'although eon. A horny excrescence growing
the Pere Marquette railway that would tend to discourage her.
land. The signal was also broken. against
nually gnd the price toda]
M
_____ I
r\S
a TnfnliA^f
tiollv Kir
ivnramror
a r\no r\A
zoo. Officers are: President, Rev. it took hours of work and a stom- out of its forehead communicates
Intellectually,
by
perseverance
and
Scholten was driving east at the is now being heard before Circuit
if ! t" »“» a member, recoivM J600 and W. J. VanKersen of this city; vice ach pump to get rid of the poison with the bird’s palate, causing the
crossing when his car hit the sig- Judge Fred T. Miles in Allegan application,we can master unfav’ l r°f'|other five churches each receive president, Rev. C. H. Spaan of in the man’s system. He had taken peculiar sound, which can be heard
nal on the west side of the tracks Circuit Court, In a previous trial orable circumstances and get the
Grand Rapids.
mental
training
needed
to
cope
an overdose.It is stated that a three miles away.
a
verdict
of
$7,000
awarded
the
a glancing blow. This caused 'the
forbearing animal, i"
JhL 1'
,heW
The Chicago synod represents feeble attempt was made a second
car to be thrown against the other plaintiff was appealedto the su- with our problems. Finally, he Michigan of commercial importance
*
the classesof Chicago, Grand Rap- time just before the Bigges left REVISING THE DICTIONARY
signal, demolishing it. Scholten preme court, which ordered a new said, spiritually,we should learn are the opossum, coyote, racoon,
ids, Holland, Illinois, Kalamazoo, Holland and he was saved a second “Unavoidable accident’’— Able where
to appreciate the higher or in- badger, otter, mink, wild cat, beaver
was thrown clear of the car, which trial on a divided opinion.
The Grand Rapids Press of Sat- Muskegon and Wisconsin. These time more easily, since he had reMrs. Thrall is asking damages tangible things of life, whether of and red fox.
all the members of the jury have
was badly damaged, and suffereda
urday contains a picture of Miss classes represent a total of 133 duced the amount of poison taken. cars, too.
wrenched ankle and other bruises as administratrixof the estate of religion,art, painting, or sculpWith the wolverine,marten, fishher husband, William Thrall, a sec- ture. The speaker quoted from er and lynx exterminated, the uni- Henrietta Oudemool, West 15th St., churches,about 16,000 familiesand The third time in Detroit proved “Sinking fund”— An appropriation
about the body.
tion foreman for the P. M., who writers claiming that our Amer- versity is carrying cn n program of Holland, who is to be graduate approximately 35,000 communicant successful.
for battleships.
0—
The first district court of honor was killed two years ago, when he ican business man has learned to conservation with its fu estry cur- nurse after June 1. Miss Oude- members. Michigan is represented Bigge was rather an energetic “Bachelor”— A man who doesn’t
mool heads the class of 30 to be by 90 churches and about 23,000 citizen, taking an interest in public
make a living but does not know riculum.
have to hang all his clothes on
of the east central district of the fell off a handcar.
graduated May 22 from the Marian communicant members.
how to live. His plea was that we
affairs. He at one time was a
one hook in the closet.
Ottawa- Allegan area of Boy Scouts
Louise Withey school of Blodgett
leader in the democratic party here. “Executiveability"— Art of conAndrew Spike of Holland was ar- in our busy life should keep the
^vill be held in Zeeland High school
Good Friday service in the Sev- hospital. This class also has a
The spring run of suckers from
vincing your wife that you hired
Monday. Rev. R. J. Vandenberg is rested by Officer Kolkman for driv- gateways of our temple open so as enth Reformed church, West 14th
Lake Michigan in the Kalamazoo FRANKLIN RANKED HIGH AS
noo
to miss the higher things of
record number.
your pretty stenographer because
ing
while
intoxicating.
He
was
arlocal chairman. Scouts from Troop
street, wilj be held at 7:30 p.m. The
river is under way. The usual run
life.
of her efficiency.
SWIMMER
20 at Hudsonville and 21 of Zeeland raigned before Justice C. De Keypastor will preach a sermon on the
Mrs. Veryl Shields, principalof of game fish also has started but
Benjamin Franklin, famous
will be eligible.Arrangementare in zer and was fined $100 and
Edward Yntema of
ai,d Mrs. Carl Bowen and subject “The Burial in Joseph’s the Allegan County Normal, an- it is unlawful to take them. Other statesman,was so proficientin
charge of District Commissioner W. and given 15 days in the
Garden." The service will be con- nounces Dr. Ernest Burnham of W. fish included in the run are red swimming that he was tempted a visitor at the hon
H. Vande Water. Scout Executive jail. If he fails to pay the fine family drove to Chicago where they
ducted in the Holland language. S. T. C. will be the commencement sides, red horse, mullet and a few early in his career to turn profes- and sister-in-law.
Peter Norg will be iif general within* 15 days he will be returned spent the week end. — Grand Ha- Everybodywelcome.
speaker here June 10.
sturgeon.
,
sional and devote all his time to it Otto Yntema of J
to jail for 75
ven
Tribune.
charge of the court.
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Holland Boy Scouts under the direction of the County Scout Executives and Scoutmasters will plant
6.000 trees and cuttings on the
county property three-fourthsof a
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NEWS

THE HOLLAND CITY

blood.

HOLLAND
B. A.

CITY

MULDER,

was a rare combination since this ing the/ different numbers her
talent to form a double choir.
Models — Misses Lavern Essenenunciation was distinct She han* As the Holland City News goes to allowed for a mixed program in dled the affair with an easy grace burg, Ruth Koster, Daisy Zandstra,
which
the
grown-ups
and
the
little
press the following program is beFRIDAY
that is
pleasant attribute in Marie Klcis, Janet Yonkers, Jean
folks could participate.
Zwemer, and Ruth Van Dyke.
Trinity Reformed church will
Manager Cariey graciouslygave giving a revue of this kind.
The Reformed Church ministers ln*THE
The firms aiding this style show
round out a career of 19 years May
a part of the program of the eveThe
following were the children
An
Easter
CanUta
arranged
for
1. Beginningwith 45 families in will hold a Good Friday Service in and sung by the Men’s Chorus of ning to this enterprise. The decor- who participated: Jean Van Raalte, are Allen Tot and Gift Shop, and

HOLLAND TRINITY CHURCH LOCAL MINISTERS
PARTICIPATE IN GOOD
WILL CELEBRATE MAY 1

NEWS

PROGRAM

Editor

ttw.sth 8t
Holland, Michigan
(Eitabliahed 1872)

Arthur Brisbane

Terms $1.60 per rear with a discount of 60c to those psying in
advance.

1911, recent statisticscredit the First Reformed Church, Friday,
the Sixth Reformed Church. Cor.
church with more than 300 fam- from 2:00 to 4:00. Seven ministers, Lincoln Ave. and 12th St., Holland,
ilies, approximately 826 communi- Rev. H. Van Dyke, Rev. T. David_
. , ,
cant members, and a Sunday son, Rev. John Vanderbeek, Rev. J. MichDirector:J. Vandersluis
school enrollment of more than 900. M. Martin, Rev. Paul Van Eerden,
Accompanist: Bernard VanderBeek
Rev. C. P. Dame and Rev. E. Tanis

ations and stage settings wjre Selma Cherven, Joan Mapes, Marindicative of a garden scene, foun- jorie Brooks, Angy Lou Bequette,
tains and running water with a Dorothy Visscher, Anita Cherven,
backgroundof foliage and nestled Nedra Cobb, Elennore Duffy, Barin this settingwas a rustic home bara Telling,Betty Dean DeVries,
Trinity church dedicated its new
with spacious veranda, rustic fur- Dotty Jean Heasley, Caroline IngApril
17,
1930
building in 1912. An annex was will each speak ten minutes on one
First Episode: PRAYER AND niture and all the attributesthat ham, and Ruth Eleanore Truebuilt about two years ago to meet of the words of the cross. Rev. J.
speak for comfort and rest.
Wayer
will preside.All are wel- PRAISE: '“Hear My Cry, O Dm*,
its
growing
needs.
The
church
is
cently the percentage of Insanity
Gabriel; “There is a Green Hill Far
The first scene opens with little
come.
An
opportunity
to
come
in
was very high. Living Isolated under the pastorate of Rev. C. P.
tots taking a leading part. The litand go out between the different l Away,” Kern.
lives, working hard from dawn until Dame.
tle folks are all decked in gingham,
addresses will be given. An offerlong after dark, seeing nobody hut
ing for the Chinese Famine Fund Second Episode :
DIES: playing about tho fountains and
by

Radio and Flying
PobUibed every Thursday evening
Child Health Day
Entered as Second Gass Matter One Cubic Inch, One Ton
at the post office at Holland, Mich., Round Your Corners
«nd«r the act of Congress, March,
Among farmers’ wives until re1897

t

a

TRIUMPHANT LORD

.

*

.

HK

received. ^

the sometimes dull, tired husband
singing in unison the popular balTOOK DOPE NOW DRIVING
and farm hands, was had for the
lad, “Happy Days." Its a regular
Office - - - * 5060
LICENSE IS REVOKED
A Good Friday Service will be
mind.
vacation period for the children
held in Trinity Church Friday eve- ners Dies,” Kratx.
i’hen came rural free delivery,
I’h(
Musical Tumblers by Harold but naturally the color and style
Tablets he took to alleviate pain
bringingpictures of the latest fash- from neuritisSaturday cost Verne ning at 7:30. The pastor of the
of children’sdress is here porA REAL ROAD
church, Rev. C. P. Dame, will
ions, and the telephone,with news Dickerson, 38, of Grand Rapids
Third Episode: HE IS RISEN: trayed. Following the entree of the
preach.
The
choir
will sing. All arc
AND THE
<»f neighbors, finally,greatest bless“Christ the Lord is Risen Today, children the adult models timely
$55.25 in justicecourt here Moning of nil, Ihe radio. Farmers’ day morning when he pleaded welcome.
Kratz; "Rejoice, for the Lord is and fittingly appear decked in silk
The good roads movement in the wives tunc In, and retain their san- guilty to a charge of driving while
Risen Today,” Hughes; “Look Here of plain and figured material suitMAN FROM GERMANY
.
under the influence of narcotics.
and Wonder,” Kratz.
United States has been productive
able for morning wear. And so on
VISITS
LOCAL
PLANT
To the exceptionalwoman, rich, Dickerson,.a salesman, told officers
Offertory:“The Holy City, the different styles of tots and
of so much enthusiasm that we are
able to do whot she pleases, but he took several narcotictabletsto
Adams, by Bernard Vanderbeek.
grown-ups were shown, whether
likely to reach the conclusionthat hithertofindinglittle amusing ex'Paul Goedecke, presidentof Klaurelievehim from pain while drivthese be for play, for school, for
ber
and
Simon,
Dresden,
Germany,
citement
after
sixty,
Hying
offers
our presenthighway mileage is adFourth Episode:
LIVES: afternoon wear, for street wear, or
ing from Muskegon to Grand Haequate for all purposes and that relief.
ven. He struck another car en was in Holland Tuesday and “Easter Hymn,” Fearis: “Throw for social functions. Naturally,
Wednesday
while
making
a
purThe British duchess of Bedford, route and state police took him into
Wide the Gates of Pearl,"Hughes. headgear played an important part
there is no necessityfor going to
sixty-four years old, goes up and custody.His license was revoked chasing tour of the United States.
Musical Tumblers by Harold in all this.
the expense of further building on down the earth at u rate of speed
He is here to buy machinery for the
for 90 days.
In the grand finale one is remindmanufacture of piston rings for ^ Fifth Episode: ASSURANCE
that old Satan never dreamed of.
a large scale.
of bedtime stories. The little
motor cars.
She has just sinned the second
AND HELP: “The Heavens De- ed
The facta show differently. The
He visitedthe Re-Uu-Hetc-Prufclare," Fearis; “Rock of Ages,” tots meandered in, appearing
leg of u night from London to FENNVILLE, „ v/n. r»
United States has three times as South Africa, an able pilot and meDIES AT 92 YEARS company, local manufacturersof Ashford;“Hold Thou My Hand,’ rather sleepy and tired, rubbing
many automobiles as the rest of chanic keeping her company.
their eyes but withal appearing
machineryand machine equipment.
Beirly.
comfy, ready for a good night's
Mr. Goedecke is also making a
the world, but Europe has four
Mrs. A. S. K. Burton, 92, an
rest in their little pajamas in
times our surfaced roadway.
You would say thnl h fijinj: man ordained minister and a long-time study of the American manufacturvariegatedcolors and a wide range
ing methods. He stated that the facresident
of
Allegan
county,
died
STYI.E SHOW AT HOLLAND of materials.Here again the
We stand twelfth in the world in •>r wniumi could write a hook,
•Things 1 Have Seen.” that would Sunday at the home of a nephew, tories in this country are about the
THEATER IS UNIQUE AND grown-ups, beautifulladies in fact,
the proportion of highway mileage
trlipse Volt it re’s ’•('hoses Vues.” Louis Knox, five miles west of same as in Germany but added that
INTERESTINGAFFAIR also made their debut in pajamas
some here are much larger.
to square miles of territory.
(Things Seen), for Voltaire crawled Fennville.Burial will be Tuesday
o
.......
cnsemoie of silk material, some
ensemble
afternoon in Taylor cemetery at
A vast field for highway develop- irouml on the earth's surface.
exotic and some very feminine,
Ilowexcr. not the eyes hut the Ganges. Mrs. Burton often had
ment remains almost untouched in
Gives Oratorio
From year to year different Hoi- but all in all an unusual array of
beart niul brain do the real seeing. filled pulpitsin this vicinity during
this country- Great stress has been
land firms have participatedin un- pajama styles. Fittingly the orher residence here. She always
laid on constructionof trunk highusual style shows at the Holland chestra played "When Day Is
Gundlil, starved Hindu whose sin- was an ardent worker for temperThis
Eve. theater. These were always large- Done" and at the close the lights
ways. Farm-to-markctroads now erily causes the British empire ance reform and has been a memly attended and were of specialin- were slowly dimmed, spreading a
:nore anxiety than all his Don.UUd.- ber of the Women’s ChristianTemneed attention.
mu fellow Hindus combined, learns, perance union almost since its orig- SIXTH REFORMED CHURCH terest to the public because of the soft glow over the pajamased figAt present there is a determined
unique
ur«*;
,in_
,
is other enthusiasts
have done, that inal organization.Mrs. Burton was
HAS UNUSUAL GROUPS
movement, led by the American ihe spirit is willing, but the flesh one of the early “crusaders” against
This year the show was put
Miss Rose Whelan, who was in
ON VOCAL ARTISTS
by the jeane’s Shoppe of this city charge of the program, was an
the liquor traffic.
Farm Bureau Federation,to proHAS UNUSUAL GROUP
weak.
o
and the Allen Tot & Gift Shop. It ' exceptional announcerand in givOF VOCAL ARTISTS
vide the farmer with the all-weath- Weighing barely 100 pounds, eat-
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INCREASE

YOUR CROPS
o/Com, Beans. Clover

Alfalfa
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Jeane's Dress Shoppe; hats worn
by adult models, Vogue Hat Shop;
hair dressing and cosmetics,Jane’s
Beauty Shop, second floor, Warm
Friend Tavern; awnings, Holland
Awning Co.; furniture, Ottawa
Furniture Store.

1930 crops of corn and beans
1 J pay for tho explication of Solvay PulverizedLimestone. It
is finely pulverized, furnace-dried, and gives results the very first
year-a Sound Investmentwith IncreasingValue.
According to the Ohio Experiment SUtion, the application of
two tons of limestone in a four year roUtion of corn, oata,
wheat and clover, over a thirteenyear average,resulted In an
average increase of 14.25 bushels per acre of corn, or a financial
return of $12.82 per acre. (Com value at 90c.)
Solvay Limestone is delivered in bulk or 80 lb. bags.
See your local dealer for prices, or write us direct.

Aak
ruse
_
iHSi- Solvay PutvamtEO

SOLVAY SALES
CORPORATION

»l«o for

illuatrated bookleton

TWIW.JtflwwoAm

Limestone.

Detroit,Michigan.
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“Triumphant Lord”
Thursday

features.on

- --

no meat, taking no stimulants,
er, year-round highways that he
ALLEGAN CO. MASONIC
walk of ‘jno miles, that would
John Vandersluis,veteran musical
needs and deserves. This can be
LODGES TO HOLD RALLY director, is drilling a male chorus
seem a Joke to an Irishman or a
done, in most states, without ex- Scotchman, has exhausted him. He
for a cantata never before attemptThe 10 Masonic lodges of Alle- ed in local churches. The chorus is
cessive cost to the taxpayers by ennuot go on.
gan county will unite in a big rally composed of 35 men, all picked
employing economical, low-priced
Hodge, Calif.— President Hoover, and good fellowshipmeeting Wed- from a church of less than 250
but long-wearing surfaces.So long
designatingMay l as “Child Health nesday evening, April 23, at the members.
as an overwhelmingmajority
The music was selected from
Day,” urges parents and all others Federated church in Allegan. The
American farmers live on roads to co-operate.
principal address will be given by Easter sheet music by Vandersluis
James J. DeKraker of Big Rapids, and arranged in episodes by Rev.
that are impassable during several These are some Ingredientsof _________
who will talk on the “Spirit of Ma- John VannerBeek,pastor of Sixth
months of the year there will be a child health:
Fresh air and sunlight They cost sonry.” DeKraker was the winner Reformed church, in which the canserious road problem.
of first honors in the 1928 Masonic tata is being staged Thursday eve
nothing.
Kegulnr hours, long and regular speakers contest, professionalclass. ning.
For a church of its size, Sixth
Vocal and orchestralmusic will
sleep. They cost nothing.
LARGE VYN TRUCK, OFTEN Eating slowly, which costs noth- be included in the program and a church is unusual in its material
ing and develops teeth and Jaws, large
arge attendance is anucipaieu.
anticipated.l.
C. for choirs and choruses. The
SEEN HERE, BURNED
!. Bassett of Fennvilleis the coun- groups include a male quartet,
avoiding adenoid and other trouWITH FREIGHT
ty chairman and Paul M. Rhodes double male quartet, women's quarbles.
Good, simple food, with variety, of Kalamazoo is district chairman. tet and chorus and enough musical
The smolderingremains of
from day to day. That costs troularge truck and trafler belonging ble, principally.
to the Vyn Co., of Grand Haven,
may be seen on US-16, the wreck While designatinga child health
resultingfrom a fire. The truck day the government might think of
was on the way from Grand Rapids the mother's health, also, and the
to Grand Haven. The flames completelydestroyed a valuable load disgraceful fact that this nation
ing

leads all others, civilized, In the
number of mothers that die In
childbirth for lack of competent at-

of generalmerchandise in the truck
and trailer. Edward Barnett was

driving and the flames spread so
rapidly he was unable to save any
of the cargo. One man is not able
to unhook the trailer, so that, too,
was consumed. A passing motorist
noticed flames under the driver’s
seat and warned Barnett just
time to make his get away from
the gas tank holding 25 or 30 gallons of gas which is located directly
under the seat. A strong west wind
blew the flames under the truck

'.help through the Agriculturalde-

partment

word per

charge 25c. AH ads are cash with

NOTICE — Have your
suits or Topcoat

We

St.

FOR SALE—

BOER'S TRANSFER
sun's radiation,heat and
power are supixisedto come from
ihe “stripping of atoms." The electrons. revolvingaround the nuclei,
are stripped off and shot Into

FOR SALE— Some

way from what appeared to be a

.....

__ automobile accident, Mrs. Isaac
bad
DePagter of Grand Haven was well
taken care of at the Holland Hosital, and was taken home Satur-

S

$he was driving on US-31 a few
miles beyond Holland,when her car

^

*

Victor

3tpl8.

Dull

FOR SALE—

Complete concrete
block of machinery. Save $1000.00

FOR SALE—

earth.

oak

only

$395.00
Small down payment, balance on

$48.00

3tpl7.

2
3
9

SjS’gc

easy payment plan.

Four Jersey cows,

fifteen to pick from. See Jess Snyder, RR2. Phone 735F3. H. A. Han-

An electron. In proportionto Its
size. Is as far from Us central on block manufacturing outfit, consen &
nucleus as the sun is from the sisting of one multiplex machine

finish

BABY GRAND
from $575.00 to

Modern Case

FOR SALE-Threshing outfit.

kins.

&

Piano, reduced

PIANO

Son.

heavy.

HIL1TED

old

tfc.

good farms

make

Richmond

east and north of Zeeland, also Red River Special, 28x46; also
some good homes in Grandvilleand 15x30 I.H.C. tractor and tender. On
display at Henry Phillips. Inquire
in Grand Rapids. A. M. Beukema,
at Mines Lake store, route 2, HopReal Estate, Grandville,Mich.

i

DEPAGTER 18 NOT BADLY
HURT IN HOLLAND ACCIDENT
Escaping in some miraculous

100 8-weeks

is reason-

ad.

',

MRS.

£

BEAUTIFUL

PIANOS

able. Moving $1.00 an hour. One
man and truck in city of Holland
FOR SALE— Three good horses,
.05 per hundred in carload lots. your choice of five. See Jess SnyPhone 2081. 115 East 19th St. Men- der, RR2. Phone 735F3. H. A. Hantion
3tpl8.
sen &
3tpl7.

space. The nuclei, left alone, arc
Grand Haven Tribune— E. _. packed one against another, with
Praim, who has conducted a music no space separating them from
gtore at the comer of Washington their electrons and from each
and Second streets, will move his other. It is as though you stripped
business to the Ball block in the away the planets from suns In
store recentlyoccupied by the City space and packed the suns solidly
Grocery, conducted by the late Ger- ' togetherin n lump. That would be

William DePree Co., which has
been establishedin a house at 712
Washingtonstreet Mr. Pruim will
be the manager of both businesses.
The store will be remodeled and redecorated inside so that within 10
»lays the firms can be moved.
Mr. Pruim has been in business
for the past 10 years but has leased
his building to others so he has
been forced to seek new quarters.
He has been selling furniture for
the furniture company from the
show rooms on Washingtonstreet.

£ **

BE SURE TO STUDY THESE PRICES

Barred Rock pullets. Phone 7141F4.

The

rit Ball.
He will combine hia music business with the furniturebusiness of

^

must adjust our stock in order to
several changes in our store

FOR SALE

weighing a ton.

HAVEN

:-r:

^

This great money-saving event will start Saturday, April 19th.

FOR

S PREE AND PRU1M WILL
JOIN FORCES IN GRAND

^

SACRIFICE SALE

425F3.

Line.

>:

SEVEN DAY

My

2706.

dent that nothing could be saved.
A consignment of brass and copper, too, was destroyed. The gas
fortunatelydid not explode, the officer reported.
The truck was filled with Grand
Haven freight and the trailer with
west-boundfreight Vyn’s large
trucks are often seen in Holland
hauling freight for the Goodrich

^

$

MEYER MUSK HOUSE

Easter

made by me.

prices are very low. Suits or topor trade for lighter coat $24.00, former price $45.00.
car, 1925 Master Buick. Good con- Call early. See the wonderful selecUranium, heaviest of all metsis, dition. 165 East Ninth St. 4tpl9
tions of woolens. F. Johnson. 115
is now produced for 1400 a pound.
E. 15th St., phone
3tpl6
Some of It was shown to chemists
at Atlanta. The present price Is
WANTED some GOOD SMALL FOR SALE— A Campbell electric
low. Recently the stuff was price- FARMS to list 20 to 60 acres. Must
stove with oven and fireless cookhave good buildings. J. Arends- er. Needs no special wiring. Also a
less.
It weighs twice as much as lead, horst, Corner College and 8th St.
baby buggy in A-l condition.En3tcl8.
hut cosmically considered,that Is
quire 214 E. Cherry. St., Zeeland,
not heavy. Leara from science
Mich. Tel.
3tpl6
that the substance of certain stars,
SALE— Boat and boat
because of terrificgravity and comHave you anythingto sell, adpression, weighs two thousand house. Phonographwith 35 records.
vertise it in this column.
Baby’s
play
bed.
Oak
book
rack.
91
pounds to the cubic Inch. Imagine
3tpl8.
the outer Joint of your thumb W. 9th

of oil, paint and other highly flamable merchandise it was soon evi-

Sons.

Phonographs

GERHARD! UPRIGHT PIANO $fiQOO

3tpl7.

with forms complete (makes two
FOR SALE— Maco dynamic loud8x8x16 blocks at a time). More speaker. Will sell for $8.00. Regu-

Each atom is a little solar system, so biiiiiil you do not notice than 650 pallets with the above.
lar price, $35.00.Call 514 Central
a millionof these systems In the
Also one silo block 6x8x16 macomer of your eye. Our universe chine with several hundred pallets. Ave.
Is really loo complicated,at least Also tamper, trowels, etc. One conFOR SALE— Large oil stove

Mahogany Finish, Good Tone, only
Many Other Bargains in .Good Used Pianos
too

numerous

to

This beautiful Upright
Cabinet

mention

Model Phono-

graph $(J (JQ with ten
records
only

tor our feeble minds.

crete mixer for power attachment. oven at 165 E. 9th Street. $2.
3tpl6
Sixteen cars complete (each 60 blks.
Importantto city governments capacity) and hundreds of feet of
Berlin, which makes city rule s track. Original cost was $1375.00.
FORDSON tractor in good conscience, not a graft, is gradually Priced for quick sale to remodel a dition at a bargain. Dickinson’s
rounding off corners on streets building, $375.00. A chance to start Hardware,Fennville,Mich.
with heavy raffle. Big omnibuses a paying business of your own on
can turn rounded corners without very little capital.
WANTED— Single man on farm.
pulling out Into the street, luterfer
DERKS & BUTER
E. E. Legget, Fennville. 3tpl6
ing w ith other vehicles.
Coal & Cement
Phone No.
Zeeland, Mich.
FOR SALE — Violin and Music
3tpl8.
The used airplane problem
Stand. 514 Central Ave.
already causes anxiety. With
constant Improvement,passenger WANTED— To buy. Used furniFOR SALE or trade for city
planes become obsoletewhile still ture, rugs and stoves. Holland Fur- property,80 acre farm. Enquire at
niture
Market,
76
E.
8th
St.
Phone
in safe working order. Highly ex
3tpl6
7th street.
3tcl8.
pensive machines, they have little

Wonderful Buys

$7.50

Holland six years ago for India as Irectlons.
1930. by

King Ffatur*, S*nd>att.Inc

ZEELAND

)

FOR SALE or trade for city
property: 52 acre farm with good
buildings and 2 acres of woods.
Fine for chicken farm. Enquire G.
Vande Vusse, 276 S. Maple street.
Zeeland. Mich. Phone 39F4. 3tcl8

46

Radiola

Screen Grid 19

2256.

FOR SALE—

formerly

priced at

$OQ CA

$179.00, now

heifers. Wagon with Harrison rack.
Bohn syphon refrigerator.125 lbs.
ice capacity. Leon Shepard, Fennville,
3tpl6

Bush Sc Lane

last

Elec-

tric, single dial con-

Mich.

,r"u39.00
Co"'
plete.
only

timber.

Also other articles. Enquire at OgFAMILY— Good eight room house, den Farm, near Ottawa Beach.
3tpl6
lights and water. Four lots, all
fenced. Some smal fruit. Good outWOULD like to trade one Dodge
buildings. Shade trees. A good I
place to have chickens.Priced rea- touring, one Reo truck, one Ford
sonable with easy terms. In High- truck for good second-hand sedan.
2tcl6
land Park Addition. Albert Balsi- Call
ger, Allegan,
3tpl8.
Marcelling, flngerwaving, comb
waving. Fast drying. Manicuring,
GLADIOLI Bulbs, mixed colors. facials, medicated salt glow treat$1.00 per 100 large size, postpaid.
ment for oily hair. Egyptian henna
E. Spears. Allegan, Mich. MK9, 3 packs, rinses, shampoos, at Matilda
miles
3tpl8,
Rosene’s Beauty Shop, 27 W. 8th

Battery Sets, complete with tubes and
batteries, *22.50

7177F2.

east.

NEW HOME

If

you ever intend

6873.

Buy

At a dinner recenUy great praise
was lavishedon the hostessbecause
of her skill in making biscuits. She
responded by saying the credit was
due the flour she uses, which is I-H.

17

West Eighth

Star car. Good condition. Good rubber.Price $40. Knapp
Tire
3tcl8.

Shop.

-v'-

to

buy

Now. We

rawer Oak
Cabinet, Only
d

$27.50
$5.00, $10.00

a Piano,

only $45.00

and up

Radio, or Sewing Machine

cannot duplicate these prices

Street
Small

FOR SALE

'SPECIAL Four-

EIECTRIC SEWING MACHINE Portable DemonstratorModel
Used Sewing Machines

Above Newark Shoe Store.
Phone
120.W.

street.

while they

OsJ.JV

GOOD HOME FOR LARGE

has been connected with the Sherman Memorial Girls High School Zeeland is becoming Indtcr
m Chittoor. She is suoported by known in the poultry world as one
of the greatest egg producing cenTrinity Reformed churcn.
ters in the middle west as well as
FENNVILLE TEAM STARTS one of the greatestchick producing 50 BARBERRY, 1 yr.. $1.00. 75
centers.Several hundred thousand
Everbig Strawberry,$1.00. 100
team of Fennville eggs are deliveredto the egg buy- Wash Asp, $1, All postpaid.Gobles
atarted its out- ers each week. One dealer gathers Nurseries.Gobles, Mich.
looks good, up eggs with a fleet of trucks.
3tpl8.
ing had other These eggs are shipped to Chicago.
This
man
started
in
business
five
The work of
HOUSES FOR RENT
deserves years ago with only a small truck
$20.00 AND UP
and collected the eggs himself. Tothus time
J. Arendshorst, Inc.
day he is occupyingthe largest
Realtors „
A. Steketce warehousein the city. He now em61
E. 8th St.
ployes 15 men and has several
IHdB,
trucks on the road,

Come and Get Yours

30

Model,

Up

Jersey cows and

FOR SALE— 30x40 barn

Mich.

in

Phonographs

9

out of the car
Holland Hospital by a passing motorist.
Reports
at first
.... .....
r _______
irst were spread
Among others of our great Inthat Mrs. DePagterhad been seriously injured,as several saw the dustrialists. Alfred P. Sloan, Jr.,
car and concluded she must have head of General Motors, appropriates millions each year for scienbeen badly hurt.
tific research. Thanks to this wise
-o
TRINITY LADY MISSIONARY and profitable course,followed by
ihe nation’sgreatest corporations,
ON HER WAY HOME
Steel. Standard Oil, etc., Important
Mian Mary E. Geegh, who left discoveriesare made in many dl-

miasionary for the Reformed '(©.
Church in America, is on her way
home on her first furlough.She

Radios

t

Zn

a

Ave.

order.

For the expectant human mother
there is no such help.

which was soon envelopedin
roaring zlaze and fed by a Quantity

^

'i-:

ACRE

60
farm for sale, rent or
Ads will be inserted under this
tention.
trade for city property.Inquire at
If n sow Is about to have rf Ut- heading at the rate of one cent a
Bartel’s Shoe Store, 575 College
ter. or a cow a calf, the governinsertion. Minimum
15tfc.

ment stands ready to advise and

* ++

,

„

:N

Down Payment, Easy Terme
Ho,Und- Mich’

THE HOLLAND CITY
ALL PLEASED THAT

AN EASTER MESSAGE

street in this city. Zwiers applied
for a printer’s job but not knowing

In the Sixth Reformed church,
the English language made this
impossible. He is a good Dutch located at the corner of Lincoln
printer, however — so Dutch publi- avenue and 12th street, the pastor,
cations please note.

Gorrit Hoojfstraten,manager of
Ihe Buchler store at Holland was
The Fifth district of the AmerIn Chicago on business.He has as ican Legion Auxiliary will meet in
his guest at his home his father, Grand Rapids Tuesday, April 22 at
Mr. Gysbertus Hoogstratcn of noon. All reservationsmust be in
Kalamazoo,who accompaniedhim on Saturday of this week. Call Mrs.
to Chicago.
Herbert Stanaway.
Mrs. Emma Van Hall, 623 ColMr. and Mrs. John Boeve, Marlumbus street, Grand Haven, is seri- gueritc Stegink and Jeanette Plockously ill at the home of her daugh- meyer arc spending a few days in
ter, Mrs. Mary Van Duren, 138
Chicago.
West Thirteenth street, Holland.

Mrs. Merton A. Clark has

fv Kobert Gallagher, arrested for
reckless driving, following an automobile accidenton Saturday afternoon at Grand Haven was turned
over to the Juvenile court by Justice C. E. Burr, when upon his arraignment he was found to be under
17 years of age. Gayle Michael, the
driver of a car involved in the
same accident, was arraigned on the
same charge and pleaded guilty. Ho
was fined $25.00 and costs of $4.25
and placed on probation for one
year.

Harry Zwiers, a young Dutch
printer from Hoogeveen, Netherlands, arrived in this city a few
weeks ago and lives at 100 W. 18th

Rev. J. Vanderbeek, will preach on
the subject: “The Risen Lord, a
Life Giving Spirit” Several selec-

tions will be rendered by

the

church choir, all of which are suitable to the occasion.In the morning worship the Lord’s Supper will
be celebrated and new members
will be received.

HOLLAND RURAL CARRIERS
GET PREPARED FOR
STATE CONVENTION

re-

BUD HINGA WILL
REMAIN COACH

'age

CLUB

,

Social Progress club held1
!

turned to her home on Washington
Holland rural letter carriersare
Boulevard after being confined to
awaiting a conference with state
but will face the strongestschedule step.
Blodgett hospital in Grand Rapids
officersrelativeto plans for the
in years. The grid schedule numThe speaker pointed out that the
for ton days.
annual state convention to be held
bers five Grand Rapids teams, be- presentstate code providesfor clean
here
in
July.
“What the Resurrection of
sides other strong contenders from milk, but, he added, clean milk is
Preliminary work has been asJesus Proves”— this is the subject
not necessarilysafe milk. Pasteurstate schools.
of the Sunday evening sermon of signed to committees which will
Hinga has seven veterans as a ization is the best known method of
take
definite
form
as
soon
as
state
Rev. C. P. Dame of Trmitv church.
nucleus in football next fall.
making milk
__
The choir of the church has been officers launch the work in detail.
"Bud" says he is pleased to
Masonic
temple,
located
east
of
the
making preparations for Easter
make Holland his home and HolHUDSONVILLK
and next Sunday both in the morn- federal building,has been leased land is mighty pleased to have him
ing and in the evening the choir for conventionheadquartersand here.
will render special Easter music. sessions. The women’s auxiliary
Rev. J. F. Heemstra, pastor of the
An invitationis extended in par- also will hold its convention here.
John Galien qualified at the city local Reformedchurch, attended the
The
program
will
be
featured
ticular to all who have no church
with a banquet and sight-seeing clerk’s office for the officeof Justice ministers’ social circle held Monday
affiliation.Come ami worship in
at the home of Rev. A. Maatman of
of Peace.
trips.
Trinity church on Easter.
Oakdale Park, Grand Rapids.
Dr. and Mrs. R. J. Hager and fami ily of Grand Rapids were the guests
j of Mrs. Hager’s parents, Rev. and
Mrs. J. F. Heemstra of this village,
last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Vandc Boegh
entertained Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Bourgman and family of Holland to
•Sunday dinner. In the evening Mr.
fSand Mrs. John VandeVelde and Mr.
and Mrs. Jack VandeVelde of Grand
Rapids called there.

safe.

STORE

WOMAN WHO TRIED TO BURN
HERSELF DIES

FLOUR SALE
Our

Greatesl Sale of

tin*

Hope college athletesare workThe board of education of the
ing out in preparation for coming Christian schools has received recontests. The baseballteam is newal of contracts from 23 of the
showing much improvement in its 24 teachers for the coming school
second week of outdoor practice. year, a record not eaally duplicated.
The outfield worries were partially Dr. G. Heyns will continue as superintendentand John A. Swets as
erased by the return of John Flikkema, a veteran, who had not bees principal of the high school. Coach
Albert H. Muyskens and John F.
out this season.The next game will
Jellema, who have been members
be played April 26 at Hillsdale.
of the faculty since the institution
Cant. Marvin Mecngs and Lewis
yearn ago,
Scudder are the only available track wan launc)
veterans.Other candidates are also will return. Miss G. Vanderwal is the only one of the present
showing much enthusiasm, but lack
teaching corps to leave. It ia inexperience.A triangularmeet with
Kalamazoo and Olivet colleges will deed pleasing to hear that Mr.
Heyns will remain the head of the
be held soon. Tennis activities unschool. He has made an able exder Capt. Bernard Arcndshorst are
ecutive.
also under way. Several veterans
are back.
HELP ALLEA spring training school in bas- HOLLAND
GAN START FISH POND
ketballis being held under the direction of Capt. C. Lawrence Beckllrv. DoiinlO(irvi BarnlHitiM*.
Allegan Gazette— The Allegan
er two days a week.
Rod and Gun club have about made
Rev. Donald Grey Barnhouseof
arrangementsfor the lease of tb#
Tenth Presbyterian church, Phila- FAMILY FLEES FIRE IN ALLE- Turner pond on the norm s»ue oi
delphia, famous radio preacher
the city, just off Main street, this
GAN COUNTY
city, at the foot of depot hill, which
over the Columbia chain at 4:30
Fire of undetermined origin de- they contemplate using for a flaheach Sunday afternoon,will Ik* at
stroyed the farm home of John Ny- rearingpond. Present at their rei
Calvary Undenominational
church
ing last Tuesday
hof, near Overisel. The contents of jar monthly meetir
at Grand Rapids for n series of the building were burned, but the evening were a number of vialtora.
meetings April 22 to 25.
barn and outbuildingswere saved. who gave them much information
Services will be conducted each Nyhof and his family barely es- pertaining to their contemplated
evening at 7:30 and 2:30 each caped. Neighbors were unaware of work. Among the number was Walafternoon with special music for the blaze until they saw the ruins ter Hughes of the Benton Harbor
state fish hatchery, Richard Congevery service. Many Holland people several hours later.
don, districtconservation officer,
will take the opportunity to hear
Morrie Kuito, Ottawa county conRev. Barnhous as he is well known
MICHIGAN HAS HALF TOTAL servationofficer, Joseph Rhea, preato all local radio fans.
ident, Jacob Lievense secretary,
NUMBER EMPLOYED IN
Mr. Barnhous ia recognized as
Henry Rowan and Henry Vander
GREAT
LAKES
INDUSTRY
one of the leading fundamentalist
Schell, members of the Holland
preachers of the Presbyterian deFish and Game club. It is the intenAn army of 5,438 men is em- tion of the club to start a second
nomination and is in great demand
as a speaker in fundamentalist ployed in the commercialfishing pond next year if this one works
centers.He has been n member of Industry of the Great Lakes. Mich- out satisfactorily.
— o— ....... .
the faculty of the University of igan, with the most extensive fishPennsylvaniaand served in th|.> eries interestsof any one of the
The following officerswere electstates on the lakes has 2,237 men ed in Olive township last week
aviationcorps in the World war.
A baptismal servicewill be con- engaged in this business, or ap- Monday: For supervisor, Philip
ducted oy the Immanual church of proximately half of the total for Vinkemulder; clerk, Marcus VinkeHolland at the Open Bible Churah the Great Lakes. Manv of these mulder; highway commissioner,
at Grand Rapids on Sunday after- find work at Grand Haven and Chris St render; treasurer,James
noon, April 27th. All arc invited Saugatuck and a few off Holland Knol; justice, Jacob L. Hop; board
harbor.
to attend this service.
of review,Maurice Luidens.

Tuesday eveaccepted a renewal of contractwith ning at theh ome of Dr. and Mrs.
the board of education for the com- Thomas W. Davidson, 79 West 11th
ing year and when the schools open street.
in September Hinga will begin his
R. F. Keeler read an interesting
eighth consecutive year as director panel
?r on the growth of the milk
nidus
ustry. In his paper he stated
in athletics.
Since Hinga came to Holland he that the period from 1890 to 1900
has developed teams in basketball was called the preservative age,
and football which has placed Hol- when it was the common practice to
land High among the leading con- use salicilicacid, boric acid, and fortenders for state high school madehyde to keep the milk chemically sweet. At that time milk was
honors.
Hinga is well pleased over the brought to the city in cans of variprospects for a strong gridiron ous shapes and sizes and measured
squad and court team next season, into the consumer’s dish at his doortheir regular meeting

Mrs. Mathew’ Krumneek of Robinson died at 5 P. M. on Friday
night at Hatton Hospital, Grand
Haven, as the results of terrible
bums. Her clothes were soaked
with kerosene to which she touched
a lightedmatch, with the intention,
it is thought, of suicide.

Three?

HOPE ATHLETES WORK OUT HEYNS WILL CONTINUE AS
HEAD OF HOLLAND
IN THREE SPRING SPfliTTj
CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS

SOCIAL PROGRESS
MEETS AT THE HOME
OF DR. DAVIDSON
The

Coach Melvin (Bud) Hinga has

NEWS

nmMRHM

MEN

-

^ear!

Compare These Prices! Stock Up Now!

Or Country Club

King's Flake

79®
99®

2ll/rlb. Sack

Or Gold Medal

Pillsbury

21H-ll>. Sack

Smart Coats for

Look Your
Best This

Your Easter
And They Look Double Their
Coals

EASTER

Drive!

must be youthfully frminim*

.with little inicrcsting details that
That is what you get
when you huy a Spring ('oat at \\ urd's!
.

.

spell character!

Kellogg's

WARD'S

Shoulder Capex — Sett Scarf Style*
licit cd Model*— Fitted Line*

Corn Flakes and Post Toasties

BROADCLOTHS - :o VKRTS -TWEEDS
COLORS TO SUIT YOUH INDIN IIHIaL NEEDS

T

<

IN

1

Large
Packages

*9.

2

Chipso

Free

37®

20-os. Package Country Club

F

I

T

14.75

Smart Dresses for Your Easter
Priced to

Pancake Flour
Willi

R

P-RTCES

V.

One

H

Make You Buy!

Each Pur.liase of a Can of Country Club
Maple Syrup for
You’ll feel charmingly refreshed

when you

try on a

colorfulprint with puffy hahy sleeves ... or a rep«l

Frock

of dignifiedcharm!

be

you’ll find a Dress in

.

.

.

Whatever your taste mu*
this thriftily priced group

Suggestions for

THE •EASTER* SEASON

Clever Millinery
You are not the only one who has the ffups and
downs!” But Spring Hats enjoy it! Up on the left
ride, down on the right in just the most coquettish

Easter

manner, inviting you to huy! Lacy braids . . . fanc>
straws ... in colors to complete a smart EasUr

Hams
All popular

ensemble!

brands of

Smoked, Skinned, Sugar
Cured Ham*. Cudahy Peacock, Armour Star and
Swift Premium Ham* cut
from small pig*. All ham*
will weigh from 10 to 14
lb*. And the price will be
right. Get your Easter

Ham

98c
Unusual Dresses and Hats

Large Size, 3 for 10c
Small Size

-

from Kroger’s.

for the Girls' Easter
Every little girl
wants a new

Easter

these

Dress! See
adorable styles—

YOUK

4 -

23c

you'll
|K)t»ing in one of
— perhaps
these new fascinat— without heing ing modes! Shop at
teased by a style- Ward’s — for the
one

consi ious little

A

lady!

children’sEasterl

98c

Carrots

DOLLAR, BUYS MOR.E AT

.. .

N

huy
two

—and

Large Size

Bananas

Bonnets— priced lo
delight mothers!

ou won’t mind
so thriftilypriced your little girl

Head Lettuce

25

Here arc chic Easter

3

25c

Montgomery
Ward & Co.

KR.OGER. STORE
25-27 Eait 8th

St.

Phone

2828

Holland,

Wlch

i

i

News

Local

John Guichelair student at Calvin College, preached at Central
church in Holland, Sunday. Rev.
Hooker preached at Nykerk and
Peter

Dahm

ZEELAND TEACHER ANNOUNCES ENGAGEMENT
TO HOLLAND MAN

Allegan will soon be able to sell
Mrs. Marine Hekton, 68 years
its $185,000 in bonds with which old, died Wednesday afternoon at
to start its dam building project her home at 166 Fairbanks Avenue.
toward a municipal light plant. She is survived by her husband,
The city was injoined from build- three brothers and two sisters. Fu-

ing about a year ago awaiting
government sanction but this has
now been secured and no outside
agencies can interfere longer in the

at Borculo.

project.

The semi-annual party of foremen of the Eagle-OttawaLeather
Co. at Grand Haven, was held

m

NEWS

THE HOLLAND CITY

Four

.“jy

‘RELATIVE SANCTIFICATION” posed of Donald and Marinua ZEELAND GIRLS WIN
Schipper,
hipper, B. Sterenberg
flterenberg and L.
SAUGATUCK CONTESTS
HOLLAND READY TO
An interesting subject will be Cook. J, Sternberg rendered a
WELCOME TOURISTS •taken
up by Rev. J. Lanting of the

U

OOOOOO0O<HNH1<HHMM>OOOO 00

Miss Leola Jablonski,one of the
Secretary Charles A. Gross of
neral services will be held Saturday Zeeland high school faculty, enterthe Holland Chamber of Commerce
afternoonat 2 o’clock from the tained with an engagement an- is fosteringplans for the welcome
Dykstra Funeral home. Rev. R. C. nouncementparty in honor of Miss of tourists to Holland in the sumCone, pastor of the Grand Haven Marie De Cook, a fellow teacher, mer months. Gross has been exCongregationalchurch, of which at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Jar- tended courtesy parking space for
Mrs. Hekton was a member, will rett N. Clark, of that city, Monday
touristsin front of the commerce
officiate.Interment will take place evening.
headquarters by the police board

saxophonesolo. Dick Windemuller Miss Winona Wells, senior in the
Immanual church Sunday evening gave a very dramatic reading af- Zeeland high school, who placed
at 7:30. The subject will be “Rela- ter which R. Plaggemars enterfirst in the oratorical contest held
tive Sanctification"or what does tained with a solo on the harmonat Saugatuck, will represent this
1 Cor. 7-14 mean.
ica.
subdistrictin the district contest
“The unbelievinghusband is Rev. P. Yonker, pastor of Six- in Kalamazoo the first week of
sanctified by the wife and the un- teenth Street Christian Reformed
May. Miss Lois Post, a sophomore,
believingwife is sanctified by the church, spoke to the group on the
gave the Zeeland school the second
husband,else were your children reason why there should be unity title of the day when she placed
unclean, but now they are holy.” In between the young men’s societies.
ubdistri
first in the subdistrict
declamation
the morning Mr. Lanting will Dr. Garret Heyns was the main meet at the same time. She also
preach on the subject “The Risen speaker of the evening. He spoke
will represent Zeeland at KalamaSaviour.”
on how an old man liked to view zoo. Seven schoolscompeted in the
the possiblilitiesof the young man. subdistrictcontests,among them
Convention pictureswere shown Allegan, Grand Haven, Otsego,
YOUNG MEN’S SOCIETIES
HOLD JOINT MEETING after refreshments were served.
Zeeland, Marne, Coopersville and
Saugatuck. A large delegationfrom
Charles Samson, M. D.
each school were at Saugatuck.
A joint meeting of all the Young
igix
Winter and* Prof. Paul
_
Men’s clubs of the Christian Re- Practice limitedto Eye, Ear, Nose Prof. Egbert
imp of Hope
mejp
college anil
formed churchesof Holland waa and Throat. Glasses fitted. Office E. Hinkar
held Tuesday evening in the Four- hours 9-12 a.m., 2-5 p.m. Except Lloyd Moore of Western State
teenth S treet Christian Reformed Wednesday p.m. Saturday evenings Teachers’collage . at Kalamazoo
served as judges at the large conchurch. About 150 men were pres- 7-9. Phone 4632.

Frank Kitson,aged CO, for many
Years a big league baseballpitcher
in the old days, died Sunday night nt Lake Forest Cemetery,Grand
Miss De Cook, whose home is in and will place arrows on posts diThursdaynight at the Spring Lake at his home, three miles north of Haven.
Orange City, la., thus announced rectingthem for informationto his
Country dub. One hundred twenty this city. Frank Kitson played more
her engagement to Mr. Wm. Saun- office.
couples attended.Talks were given than 12 years with the major
Mrs. Nancy Hertz was arrested ders of Holland, whose bride she
Last year Gross engaged two
by Mrs. Louise 1’eet, wife of Pvt. leagues,starring on the mound for Wednesday evening on charges of
will become within a few weeks.
boys for the distributionof 1,000
Peet.and William H. Hutton, presi- Detroit.Washington and Baltimore. selling liquor and keeping a place.
The guests, besides the guest of
among tourists. These
dent of the company.
He wound up his baseball career Her home was raided last Saturday honor, were the Misses Mildred booklets
boys counted 10,000 cars passing
with
Kansas
City
in
1902.
Upon
reby Holland police with co-operation Davis, Sena Tlgnhof, Marian Van
James L. Scoville of Grand Rapthe intersection of River and
ids, was examinedin JusticeCourt tiring to his farm near here Kitson of Zeeland police and the sheriff. Vessem, Amanda Zwemer, Ruth Eighth streets in five hours. One
built himself a home out of stone She was taken to the county jail in
at Grand Haven, Monday, on a
Van Korsen, Mrs. Minnie Fair- thousand cars carried foreign liGrand Haven to await the next ses- banks, Mrs. Amelia Van Ommen, censes.
charge of drivingwhile drunk, third picked up from his farm.
sion
of
the
circuit
court
because
of
Edwy C. Reid, editor and puboffense. He is in jail in default of
Mrs. Winnifred Languis, all of
$500 bail. He will be tried nt the lisher of the Allegan Gazette, who failure to provide a bond of $1,000. Zeeland, and Miss Doris Brower
next term of court before Judge has been sick and confined to his Mrs. Hertz was turned over to and Mrs. P. Van Ess of Holland.
home more than three weeks, is Deputy Sheriff Kramer and was
test.
Miles.
A delicioussupper was served,
ent.
of
arraigned before Justice J. R. Deth- the dessert of ice cream coming in
recovering and soon
A. Westerhofacted as chairman
FOR SALE-800 Barred Rock
A juicing ceremonywill
Plnft mers of Zeeland.
moulds representinga wedding
of the meeting. Prayer was offered Pullets. First come choice 12 weeks
lurethededic.t.onof the new cum,, a]s() fic»k
confined hjs h,)nw
ring. ThO table was lioautifully
by Rev. H. Bouma after which he old 80c. Apply Harry Morris, the
LOST— Laundry Bag. Between
for Holland Boy Scouts set for next
SOON
in Allegan. Fred E. Tanner, one of HOLLAND
decorated to suit the occasion,anil
welcomed all the guests. A selec-i Blue Horse store, 139 River Ave. Kalamazooand Holland.Notify adSaturday. The camp is locatedon the superinendents of the poor of
LEAVE FOR AFRICA
in the center of which was placed
tion was given by a quartettecom- Phone
2tcl7.
dress on bag and receive reward.
the property of Henry Gating, who
Allegan county, who has been very
trimmed with pink
\i
.a wishing well tnmmeu
offered a free lease. Material for
sick for three weeks, is able to lx*
o^^l'is ,*ecora*'on8
peas climb- WHO ARE THEY ANYWAY?
the building was given by Holland
up and around the house it is re- Mr 'and
ing the well posts. Inside the well
CAR IS HURTLED ACROSS
merchants and the labor by the ported.— Grand Rapids Press.
city, is planning to leave Holland
was the secret in the form of a
WIDE DRAIN
American legion. Many scouts are
Under direction at Miss
£fric"
“f1’' heart-and-ring announcingthe enplanning to attend the festivities.
Zeeland Record.— About the sickZierleyn, teacher of Knglish in "at^
V" ot1™1-,'! gagement. At each plate were nutThe newly-elected Allegan City Hudsnnvillc Hijth school, member,
l" ^"tor'";kShi 'I'1" cups that carriedout the idea with est looking car we have ever seen
1 go as a representative
of the Sudan
officials were inducted into office |0f the senior-junior classes will pre- 1 K"-fL“urepiJ8e",lflluVe IV in® r,u"*n signboards attached,showing where was parked opposite the Record ofThursday evening. Mayor Joseph | ^nt their annual play, “The Empty
, ',"ar‘‘ ",th h,‘a(,«iuartersin the secret could be found.
fice on the parking grounds SatThe remainderof the evening urday morning and it proved to be
F. Mosier named Alderman Chal- House,” in the Congregational hall,
.
,
mere Montieth mayor pro tern and , April 25 and 26. There are 14 in 1 - M.1?* Bret,n ,s w K^duatc of Hoi- was spent very enjoyably at play- a great curiosity for spectators. The
land High school and Western State ing bridge.— Zeeland Record.
reappointed Alderman C. Clay Ben- the cast.
car was a complete wreck and was
.pi ,
, „ , , , i Teachers college and has been enson chairman of the street combeing towed by a wrecking car
he Allegan Gun and Rod club gaged in the teaching professionin
mittee. The council ordered East is erecting a target house, which varioUJ, xhooh for
assisted by a sedan.
years.
ave. graded and graveled. The sum is made in sections and is to be
Two young Holland men, returnMiss
Veenstra,
widely
known
here,
of $15,000was ordered paid to Coning from Grand Rapids at two
portable. Club members will assist has been a missionary in Africa 10
tractor Frank Dvk of Holland for Conservation Officer Harry G.
o’clock Saturday morning, landed
constructionwork on the Griswold Plotts in enforcing the fish and years. Miss Breen’s appointment
in the ditch, completely smashing
covers
a
period
of
two
years.
She
Memorial auditorium.
their sedan and miraculously esgame laws, especially when the finished her training recentlywith
caping with minor injuries. One
The Allegan County Board of trout season opens May 1.
a short course at Moody Institute,
of the men was cut about the face
Supervisors are in conference this
One of the real landmarks of the Chicago.
by broken glass and Doth men were
week. Those from this vicinity are Allegan county fruit industry
The first steps toward restocking badly bruised.
Harm C. Verbeek, Overisel; Guy passed heje Wednesday when the FENNVILLE HIGKr 4-il
SouthwesternMichigan with wild
The accident occurred about a
Hekhuis, Fillmore; Leonard Vis- cooper shop, now owned by the
CLUBS PICK CHAMPS turkeys will be undertaken this sea- mile east of Vriesland station at
sere, Laketown; James Sweed, Man- Fennville Fruit exchange, was
son at the Wolf Lake State hatch- a point where the road has settled
lius; John Scarlett, Saugatuck, and) razed to the ground. This shop has
ery, 12 miles west of this city. Four greatly and a culvert makes a conThe
achievement
dav
program
George Schutmaat,
made apple and pear barrels for
arranged by the 4-H clubs of Kenn- dozen eggs, imported by the Kala- sideraple lump in the road. Apmazoo chapter of the Izaak Walton proaching the culvert at a rapid
ville High school was held WednesPlrttro?' A“cTuntyareport.;
day night. It was in charge of .Miss League, will be hatched, and the pace, the driver braked the car to
Catherine Broadwell and Mrs. birds will be released late in the lessen his speed and in so doing
hoo’and 60* Jcres^of laml
» ne»'
Keith R. Landsburg, instructorsin summer. Fifteen pairs of wild ducks lost control. It suddenly swung to
lius township, Thursday afternoon to *ts pack‘nR P,antdomestic art and agriculture.The also will be added to the hatchery the left, just grazing the abutment
and night. About 50 men from Dr.
Fisher, who formerly prize winning girls were the Misses fowl for breeding purposes.
on the south of the road, stripping
Hamilton and vicinityfinally sue- worked on fruit farms around Anna Kacempa, Evelyn Lockman, The breeding of turkeys and off the rear axle. ‘ The wreck then
ceeded in putting out the blaze. Fennvilleduring summer vacations and Marie DeGeus. Homer Strick- ducks will be undertaken as a re- jumped a ten foot drain and buried
,
.
while attending Michigan State colsult of the great success attained a its radiator in two feet of muck.
% Hr*- Partridge and her -sister,
waa signallyhonored recently faden. Irwin Hutchins. John Kluck, year ago in the raising of pheasThe car had evidently hurtled on
Herman Onken and Alvin HutchMiss Hughes, arc opening a
a meeting in Menatchee, Wash,
ants. Nearly half a thousand pheas- end, smashing the windshield and
ins
were
victors
in
the
boys'
commer camp for girls under twelve at The meeting was arranged by the
ants were released at the close of front top before toppling back.
the Hughes place near Macatawa | Wenatchee Valley Traffic associa- petetion.
the season. Only a negligibleloss That the men had been traveling at
Park for July and August 1930. tion. ]n presenting Dr. Fisher with
was incurred in hatching and rais- an excessive speed was apparent
Cards are ount announcingthe a travelingbag, President Elmer J. YOUNG HOLLAND MAN WINS ing them. The pheasants found such Sudan mission will also give a talk
W.
C. T. U. SILVER MEDAL
a plentifulsupply of food in the locked at 66 miles, mark somewhat
forming of a new Real Estate and | Nelson said the guest of honor had
--1- of
-''done
f-Insurance firm under the
name
j done much to make it safer for
John Rosene of Holland, was alfalfa fields of the hatchery that below the actual speed because of
J. Arendshorst. Inc., to be located fni»t growers in the Wenatchee awarder! the prize in the silver other State hatcherieshave substi- the reduction caused by applied
at 61 East Eighth street. The per- 1 valley to grow, harvest and ship medal contestwhich was one of the tuted alfalfa or sweet clover in the brakes.
sonnel of the firm are John A rends- J apples. Dr. Fisher has been sta- featuresof the W. C. T. U. mother areas devoted to raising the birds.
Several more breeding ponds for
horst, Charles E. Drew. John Van toned in Wenatchee as a federal and daughters banquet held Friday
CHOOSES
perch, bass, and bluegills have been
Appledornand C. C.
pathologistsince 1903.
BRUNET BLOSSOM QUEEN
evening in the Masonic temple. He
r MT— J.— u*,,,,.-! nnA fumii v • Judges in Grand Haven and in will l)e entered in the district gold laid out since the close of last seau n.nj are traveling I Allegan are being confronted by an medal contest to be held in Coop- son, when a total of 96,000 fish Miss Verda Allen, 18-year-old
;.v.v;.v,
Pine Ave., Holland
unusual number of drunken drivers ersville.Other contestants were were obtained from 96,000 eggs. brunet, has been named Miss Grand
through the eastern states. A
This
year
hatchery
officials
hope
to
from Grand Rapids these days. Marion Bocks and Lester WassenHaven to represent this city at the
postal card was received from
Monday Allegan had 2 and Grand aar. The contest was in charge of obtain 500, (UK) bluegills and 300,000 Benton Harbor blossom festival.
Washington.D. C. telling of the
bass from the breeding ponds.
Haven also had a couple. Sunday Mrs. George D. Albers.
She was bom in Grand Rapids but
good time they are having. They
“hang overs” no doubt.
has l>een a resident here for the
The banquet was attendedby
are now on their way to Baltimore.
last nine years. She is a graduate
Lorraine Lubbers, 14, of Hamil- ' about 200. Mrs. Edith Walvoord ALL ABOUT RADISHES;
Attorney Thomas N. Robinson
of the Grand Haven high school.
ton, died at Holland hospitalfrom | president, Mrs. J. C. Willitts spoke
has left for Cleveland.Washington
IS THE TIME
Miss Cleon Betts, 18, also a
pneumonia.She was a daughter of j for the mothers and Miss Martha '
1
and New York City on a business
brunet, was named alternate*. She
. •
:.i
* ____ „Qi,
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Lubbers. Two ! Slowinskifor the daughters.A
Radishes, unknown in the wild also is a Grand Haven high school
trip. He will h* g ne fo
r- sisters and two brothers survive, candle lighting sendee was a spestate, were grown i" Europe before graduate.
ten
i pu^ai sendees wdll be held Fri- 1 rial feature. It was a real enjoyable
tb* •'n]nzjLiiilonoi America,
•‘'evenjp r!., iClupeted for ifif
RfcsuU#
day xt-Hamitm.
ait an we;; tskin curs of by Cm.uthese times as much as 50 per cent honor.
contest conducted by the Fennville
Fred Garton, Cheshire, Allegan, ersville folks.
y
of the radish seed planted annually
high school were announced here was awarded $4,000 damages from
in the United States is produced in
Tuesday. The' team from the Pearl
Third Christian ReformedChoral
Harold Powers, Cheshire,in a
The plans of the ANCHOR staff Michigan.And 50 per cent of the
society of Zeeland, will present its
school won the contest and their best
friendly suit today heard before for the issuingof their special fun lima beans canned annually in the
speller was Marian Smith, who reJudge Fred T. Miles. Garton issue, to be called “Tne Spoon United States are produced in Easter cantata in the Bethel church
of Holland, April 21.
ceived first prize. Miss Thelma claimed he receivedtwo skull frac- Holder.” are rapidly taking form.
Michigan. Europe and Asia were
Rainey of District No. 6. Saugatuck
You’ll be charmed with this colorful suite the
you see it.
tures, one of which has not yet Coert Rylaarsdam of the junior growing beans before the Christian
township, won second.Smith missed
healed, while riding with Powers | class has been appointed chairman era.
Glowing
colors
are
blended
softly, one into the other.
only one word and Miss Rainey when an automobile accident oc of
'' the associate
‘
editors, who will
Prof, (rtjorge Starr, of Michigan
missed two. Eighteen schools were
of the surf, of the sun, of the beach, of the woods, bring the
curred in Cleveland, O., July 28, produce the magazine.A campaign State College, says the producing
represented,all in Allegan county.
1929. He asked $3,(HMI.
has been started among the various area of radish seed centers in
beauty of the outdoors into your
Beautiful cretonne
The Holland Rusk Basketball Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kamferbeek, '^‘rary societies to encourage their
Arenac County, with scattered acreof smart design adds its note of charm. . . . The
champions of the Western Michigan
Graves Place, are visiting with purchasing large numbers of the
in nearby counties. The seed
AAU, left today for Ann Arbor their children, Rev. and Mrs. I. book to send to their alumni, in- age
group is woven entirely of a specially treated
usually is grown by farmers under
where they are to play in an invi- Van Westenburg and family, of serting an alumni page of their
contract with seed companies, Mat. Daily 2:30; Eve.7 8 9
fibre that resists long hard usage without tearing or
tational meet at the U of M.
7811 South Lincoln street, Chicago, own creation. This page will no whose market for it is nation wide.
breaking. For comfort the cushions are of the
On “Good Friday" at 7:30 p.m. III. The dominie is serving the doubt take the form of a special Farmers receive from 14 to 18 cents
there will be a special devotional Hope Reformed church at Chicago. alumni letter.Its value will be a pound for the seed. The crop is
automobile-type.
furniture brings quite as
Friday and Saturday, Apr. 18, 19
servicein the Horn1 church parlors.
Arnold Mulder of Kalamazoo, considerablyincreased by the pres- produced at comparatively low exbeauty, comfort and long service with it
Professor Willard L Robinson will formerly of Holland, delivered an ence of the fun issue containing pense, and, wjth exceptionallyfavdeliver an address on “Jesus In address before the Women’s Liter- pencil sketches of both students orable conditions of seasons, soil
at little cost as docs this Ypsilanti suite.
the Garden of Gethsemane.”Rev. ary club of Muskegon this after- and faculty, humorous stories, and fertility and cultivation, from 600
Kibitzer
Have you ever seen anything so
T. W. Davidson will preside and noon on the subject, “Great Men 1 other types of departments of dis- to 8W> pounds can be grown on an
fine
at
such
a low price! It’s special!
W. Curtis Snow will be in charge of Haven’t Met."— Holland Sentinel.
tinct appeal. Societieswhich have acre. However,
Hoi
some farmers lose
the special music. Everybody is
There will be a Good Friday ser- already taken action on this worth out because they do not use comMonday, Tuesday, Wednesday
welcome.
vice at the First Methodist church while alumni contact move include: mercial fertilizers.
John Karreman, retiring city on Friday from 1 to 2 o’clock. Dr. Dorian,Sorosis, Knickerbocker,and
Lima beans for canning are
April 21, 22, 23
treasurer, is closingup his work in John C. Willits the pastor of the others which are working on it grown chiefly in countiesnorth and
the city hall preparatory to turn- church will be in charge. A cordial through committees.
northeastof Grand Rapids. In these
The people who are working on counties are canning plants that
ing over the books to Nicholas welcome is extended to all to atthe various departments will l>e contractwith farmers to plant
Sprietsma. the newly elected treas- tend this service.
!
urer.
Miss Evelyn Beach, daughter of named next week. The Milestone many thousands of acres annually.
The following students who at- Chester L. B. Beach. 125 West 11th alumni sales are to be argued for J Michigan, it is explained,attained
tend school out of- town are spend- street, is one of the musicians who in this publication.The magazine its outstanding leadershipas a prowill sell for 10c on the campus.
Thurs^ Friday, Saturday
ducer of radifch need and lima henna,
ing the Easter vacation at their will broadcast from Cleveland,Ohio.
not because of soil and climate,
homes in Holland. Ivan Bosnian, Easter evening. She is a member of
April 24, 25,26
Marquette University. Milwaukee; the Massed Choir of 200 Oberlin John Scarlett, supervisorof Situ- but, as to radish seed, because one
Donald Laenhoqts, MarquetteUni- student voices. The broadcast will gatuck township, has announced his of the largest seed companies in
MARILYN MILLER in
versity; Miss Margaret Westveer. be from the studio of WTAM, candidacy for county clerk at the the world is located in Michigan
NorthwesternUniversity; Andrew Cleveland.It is to be at 7:30 Easter September primaries. This makes and this company two decades ago
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Stcketee,Marquette University.

three candidates for that position.

began to encourage farmers to

grow the seed. The canning companies interested the farmers in

JAS. A.

Sally

lima bean production.

A.STEKETEE&SONS
A Store Crowded With the Newest Spring Apparel
Springs Smartest

Marvelous New Spring

DRESSES
Prints, Crepes, Chiffons

and Georgettes

Easter Is Here

HOLLAND

Ovftr the landacapedull an<! clrr.ir
The sunshine (alia and (hen n

Matinee Saturday2:30

«-

thrill

Quickens the cruat on the

212-216 River

Out of the south the white clouds
veer.
Nature,lha wakened,
••Easter is here:'’

Saturday, April 19
in

BOARD OF

ACTS P K O

3

rust:

Chiming afar from Joyous bells,
Carolled by children, sweet and

Vaudeville

[K\
19

3

Monday, Apr.
R

Rosa

Snowflake, Basket weave. Covert
Sporty

Spray and

Tweed Mixtures

Belts, Capes, Tucks,

Fur Collars.

A DEPOSIT HOLDS ANY COAT

Since there is still the profound
of man that he shall rise
from the dead, what really doe*
anything else mailer much? What
really matter here the tears we
sited and the sorrows that assail
"ur hearts? Of what consequence,
after all, are our disappointments,
our troubles and our cares, If
when it is all over we shall find
those who we have lost and he
flsuin with those whom we love?—
Chicago Tost

Border

the

Straws
Felt and
Straws

*

I

Easter Thought i
•'1 am the light of the
world. He that followed) Me
ahull not walk In darkneaa,
but ahall have light of life.”

!

of said

of

City

at 9:00

Added

Treasure Hunt

Tuesday, May 6, 1930

Tuesday and Wednesday

and that

Apr. 22 and 23

it

will continue in session at least four

CONSTANCE TALMADGE successively and as
ry,

Lace
Straws

Review
Holland will meet

hereby given that the Board

and Equalization of the City of
at the Common Council Rooms
o’clock in th6 forenoon of

in

All

rLES: Princess Silhouettes. High Waistlines.Shoe-

in

14.75

New Spring Hats

Materials Include

Cloth, Tricolaine, Silver

RIN TIN TIN

On

is

21

belief

24.50

0 Smartest

Notice

Higher and higher the messaga
swells:
•'Easter ia here!"

REM

O’Brien

Officer

Story of old— yet ever new—
Told us again In' quickened dust,
?oM us in seed m changing hue,
In flower, in breeie, in waking
•

WM. BOYD

murmurs low:

Thought for Easier

$9.75 and $15.75

Holland, Mich.

rill:

— W.

5.50 9.75

Ave..

Evening 7 and 9

clear,

Three Underpriced Groups

CO.

Old Reliable Furniture Store

hlllsidt-

aere.
Wakens the seed and loosens the

-

BROUWER

Venus
Thurs., Fri., Apr.

and

at least six

much longer as may be

25

do

so,

any person

may then and there examine

OSCAR PETERSON,
Broadway Hoofer

necessa-

hours in each day during said

four days or more, and that
24,

days

Dated Holland, Mich., April

17,

desiring

to*\

his assessment.

City Clerk.
1930
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A Six Weeks’
T

FREE FROM HOLD-UPS

o u

Former Holland
Girl Was Killed

r 0 v e r

__

Land and Sea
DR. IIROWEK TILLS OF HIS
j TRIP IN THE WEST INDIES

AND CARRIBBEAN

SEA

By Accident
THAT

j

I

TION

Always

was no tender sendee

Q

The

8

guments

for the

modern

safety deposit box.

available.

Papers, jewelry and valuables kept in a safety deposit box are safe.
:

They are protected against every

and de-

possible agency of loss

struction.

G)

A

safety deposit

box

gives

you

secrecy and security at the

same time. The essentials arp very much to be desired in
cases, such as wills, deeds, mortgages, bonds, insurance papers,
income tax data, etc. Keep them safe from prying eyes.
Keep them secure from theft and fire.
G[ Think how convenient! A safety deposit box
ble to you during banking hours.

is

always accessi-

weapons.

During the inquest several witnesses were sworn who knew the
relationship between the young
couple.

When we returned from Caracas
in the evening to embark it was
already dark. Each small boat
carrying about 16 people, and there
were three of them going between
shore and ship. I remember when
we were about half way, we heard
shouting and calling in the dark.
All each boat had was a small hand
flashlight. That other boat’s motor
had stalled and they were drifting.
Our boat went after them. It was
very hard to find them, while we
were in a trough the waves be-

JSM

FIRST

STATE BANK

box at less than a penny a

made

can furnish you with

day. The

-Make

this

-

D1EKEMA,

Savings

President

Pres. WYNANI) WICHEKS, Exec. Vice

Pres,

and

Cashier

BANK

FIRST STATE

•

-

The Bank, with

HOLLAND,

and Surplus

the Largest Capital

MICHIGAN
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Jon

a I

Mppt

OLTMANS FAMILY COMING TO
HOLLAND FROM JAPAN

111661

demonstrator

a

of Pontiac

s

finer

performance

K

Dorr, Walter Yager, and Violet
Arbogast of Grand Haven, were

AttXSCtS

From Holland

, tWo

-

rixrte

1

and

,

Dr. S. L DeWitt took the stand
as the first witness.With a skeleton he explained Just how the bullet had entered the heart of the
girl piercing her bosom just left
of the sternum, entering the body
belqw the third rib and taking a
downward course until it lodged in
the bony part of the spine.
As the result of an autopsy last
week, he gave his opinion that all
possibilities that SicVman was responsiblefor any conditionswhich
might have led up to a mental
condition whereby suicide might
have occurred,were removed.
The father, Hiram Boerema of

strong in their testimony that the
young people cared for each other
Rev. and Mrs. Albert Oltmans, and there nad been no trouble be^^611
veteran missionaries in Japan for tween them.
the Reformed Church in America,
Both Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Kruithave advised their friends here that hoff, at whose home the shooting
trough of the sea. We were hardly ably because while they are abunthey and their two daughters, Eve- occurred,testified as to the peaceable to see each other because of dant, as they were two years ago,
lyn and Janet, plan to leave the orb ful relationsthat existed between
the turbulent waters and at this or scarce as last year. It seems to
Two liOcal Debating Slant
ent early next June for this coun- Sickman and their sister. They
critical moment the tow rope bo a matter of weather. No one
Trek to Convene of Pi
try.
snapped.Oh! that was a terrible need fear to gather these mushwere firm in their belief there was
Kappa Delta
The quartet has given 120 years nothing between them which could
moment! Once more they drifted rooms for there are no other at this
of service in Japan. Mr. and Mrs. be regarded as circumstantial.
with the current.
time of year and their form and
While other Hopeitcs were on- Oltmans have devoted 88 years to
...........
j other.
............
Then we had a collision as we texture are -unlike
Sirkman’s character appeared
any
They
again tried to get them. They were are usually couicaNn' form,' ’in ap’'- j j'*yinbr:« « are-free soring vacation, the work in that country and their beyond reproach,from information
helpless. Finally our commander pearance much like pieces of th'’
memlx-rs of our de- daughters entered the field in 1014 the prosecutor could gather previdecided to take our boat load to sponge, and in color ranging from''';1*'’ s<P|;‘d.Messrs. Vor Hey and following their graduation from ous to the inquest.
In statements made by the famship, and then with his empty bout light brown to black. They also Hoogenboom, traveled to Wichita, Hope college.
Mr. and Mrs. Oilmans were ily, they entirely absolved Sickman
varv in size.
size. They
Thev inhabit
inhabit old
old Kansas, to represent Hope College
j go
after the helplesscraft floating vary
at the mercy of the wild waters. 1 meadows, orchards, and wood-lots, at the national P.K.D. convention. placed on the emeritus list a few from any blame. In the redtal of
was afterwards asked if 1 was not but most of those marketed are The boys left from here in I logon- years ago, but they were loathe to details of the tragedy, Sickman,
afraid. ‘‘No,’’ I said, but would found in the cut-over pine tracts. boom’s car on Friday noon, and leave the country of their adoption they testified, behaved In every
hardly admit it, hut 1 wished all the In flavor they are delicious but not came to Wichita late Sunday eve- and since that time Mr. Oltman- way honorable and upright. In his
time I was on the Caledonia.My equal to the field or autumn sort. ning. They attemptedto prepare has devoted his time in the interest horror, at what had oocumd, he
brain was busy with the Titanic, Do you know that all toadstools for their first debate, which took of leper work. The Oltmans family hud thrown the gun in the rear of
Andasta, Vestris and the Milwau- are mushrooms? Toadstool is only place early Monday morning,but have always made Holland their the (.'rescent Theater, but led the
kee.
a name for the disreputablemem- Nature demanded its due ami the home when here. The children were officers to it immediately following
boys fell asleep.
all educated in our public schools his return to the house, where he
After we were all ashore, at said bers of the family.
Between Monday morning and and local college.
then discoveredhia sweetheart was
city, we were placed in very good
Tuesday afternoon (after awakendead.
automobilesand taken over the ;=6
?
0
it
ling I our men participatedin five COMER HOME AFTER 21 YEARS
That he knew he was carrying
Amies mountains to Caracas, Venezuela, the capital of this country of OTTAWA COUNTY MAN WOR- j debates, taking now the affirmative
a gun without a license, he adIN THE WEST
South America.
mitted, when he voluntarilytook
SHIPS IN HOOVER’S CHURCH and now the negative of the P.K.D.
the stand to tell the jury anything
It was a most thrillingdrive.
which might lead them to the truth.
Didn’t some one once say "To live
David Hekius of Zeeland,who has
vcrsitii'sof South D .knt i liluhit I instructor in the Grand Falls, S. D.
well one must live dangerously?"been spending the winter months in
He told of finding thc gun in an
’'"IT old garage
*.
at the home of Archie
V\o here had the opportunity to Florida, returned to his home in T«a , Oklahoma’, iiml Unftpld Col- lli[’11Kh'?'
lcK0 (Onuon). "It, or
r ndurnnd to Roland Monday and i,
«
prove the remark. Those of us who Beaverdam the past work. While
s. He admitted he liked guns
.W,th. hl\ ’“I1", Mr»took this long, twisting, turning, in Florida he also took a side trip won thro,' of th,.«. five ,ou-ount,.r».h;!“ylW
and succeeded in fixing this
Nagel kirk, where he is now recupzig-zagging trip, through tunnels, to Havana, Cuba, and on his re- and would have won a fourth,the erating from an illness of several weapon up so It would work.
along the brows of precipices,up turn trip stopped at Washington, first one, had they had time to pre- weeks’ duration. After he spends
He had carried it but one other
to the edges of these Andes moun- j). C., where he attended services pare for it.
the summer here it is hoped that time, he said, and that was near
Stanley Ver Hey tells an intertains, will always cherish the mem- on Sunday at the same church
he will be able to resume nis work the river where he and a friend
ories of one of the world’s most where President and Mrs. Herbert esting ancedote.He was introduced there having received his twenty- shot It once. He carried the gun
beautifuldrives. We were winding Hoover were worshipping. He also to the dean of women at Wichita second annual contract in the same that fatal night, he said, to ahow
his girl, because he was proud of
up and up until we reached an alti- called on Rev. and Mrs. R. Van University. She told him of two school.
tude over 4,000 feet before descend- Farowe at Williamson, N. V., and fellows from a small college in
Mr. Bareman last November be- it and also as a protectionas holding into Caracas, which is .*1,000 Rev. and Mrs. Dave Hoganl at Mar- Michigan (she could not recall the came ill with influenza but soon ups had been frequent in that secfeet above sea level. No doubt there ion. N. Y. His return trip also in- name) who hail traveled two days
tion. His mother had warned him
and nights to reach Wichita, de- recovered sufficientlyto continue to be careful and to be home early,
will come times when I cannot cluded Niagara Falls.
his work. A few weeks ago he
bated on a new question, and neverhe continued.
theless won three of their five again became ill, from which illWhen the shot was fired,he said,
ness
he
has
not
yet fully recovered.
meets. VerHey answered: "Well,
Peter Bareman, his brother, went he was standing with his back to
madam, that's us!"
the door buttoning his overcoat.
Our fellows report a very hospi- to Grand Falls last week, when he Previous to that he had been huntdecided
to come to Zeeland for the
table reception at Wichita. They
ing for a shell which he thought
were royally entertained by Dr. summer.
fell from the gun near the davenHekhuix of Kansas City. They report, where the couple had been
turned early on the Monday morn- Faculty Member Married sitting since 10:80 p. m.
' ing followingspring vacation, after
He told the jury as his girl made
During Spring Vacation her
having achieved a feat unique
lust statement, saying she
i among forensic activities
of any
might as well shoot herself if he
college this year. Their interest
Mr. Deckard Ritter was married did not come back on Friday night,
speaks well for our student spirit. to Miss Jeanne Langheteeon Mar. she seemed to have the gun in both
,31st. The wedding took place at hands examiningit. Sickman
Fianiltv IVfpmhorc
! the home of the bride in New Orcould not tell in which hand it was
r uLUIiy ITieinuerS
leanS( L((UisiunaImmediately after
in when the shot was fired.
Four Classis
the wedding Mr. and Mrs. Ritter
While Prosecutor Clarence Lok, .. 7, 'motored northward to Holland ker believed after careful investiDuring last week and this, the where they have taken up their res- gation into the case, that the shootClasses of the Synod of Chicago arc idence at 88 West 12th Street. The
ing was the result of an accident,
holding their annual Spring Ses- bride is welcomed to Holland.
he did say the boy would not go
sions. The College was well rep(Mrs. Ritter has taught English unpunished and he would prefer a
resented at each of these meetings: and French in the New Orleans
charge of "carrying concealed
Prof. A. E. Lampen at the Kala- schoolsand for the past three years
weapons."
travel or cruise, when I am fretting consequently did not avail thnn- mazoo Classis, Kalamazoo;Rev. P. has been presidentof the Alumnae
Upon the request of the jury
and chafing under the task and du- selves of this opportunity we only E. Hinkamp at the Muskegon Clas- of Newcomb College, Tulane Uni- that the lad has suffered sufficientsis,
Coopersville;
Prof.
T.
E.
Welties of the daily routine. Then in offer our since rest sympathy. La
versity, in her native city).
ly he is willing to abide by the pea moment I can drop it all, and Guayra is only 6 miles from Cara- mers at the Chicago Classis, Chitition,he said.
hark back to this fascinatingmoun- cas, as the crow flies, but we trav- cago; and Dr. J. B. Nvkerk at the
ZEELAND LIBRARY KEEPS
Funeral services were held for
tain drive, or to the world’s most eled nearly 80 miles around and WisconsinClassis, Milwaukee. In
PACE WITH TOWN
Miss Alta Boerema from the Van
famous and most beautiful drive, again around the same mountains each gatheringthere prevailed a- The report of the Zeeland libra- Zantwick Funeral Home on Satur"The Almalfi Drive," of Naples in order to get there and we took wonderfully fine spirit toward Hope rian, Mrs. M. Fairbanks, for the day afternoon,where a large numItaly, Napoleon’s famous mule trail the shortest distance, as there was College, and resolutionswere' past month March, 1930 shows that ber of relatives, friends and interadopted to encourage the support of
in his European conquests, where only one way.
the local library is continuing to ested spectators attended the last
the school. Everywhere the delewe had dinner in the Alps, in the
Many, times could we see the . gates to the Classis were well satis- serve a large clientele. The number rites for the girl who was killed by
Hotel Cappuccini, where Longfelof books withdrawn during the 17 accidenton Wednesday.
clouds below us or over
•
• 0W Us !,r- ove.r,, aKHinst, fied with the work at Hope, and they
low wrote nis famous poem on AlThe casket was banked with
days the library was open reached
neighboring
mountains.
especially
recommended
the
work
malfi in 1883, or to go over the
a total of 1945. While this is not quantitiesof flowerssent by many
nght
through
the
clouds,
and
i
! an(, attitude of the faculty.
Needles Drive of the Black Hills of
the highest mark reached, it is the from here and others outside the
became so moist and misty that
... ________ 0
1
South Dakota, most beautiful and
our bright head lights could not , Th(> nieetin>,of thc y.M.C.A. highest total ever attainedfor city. Services were conducted by
marvelousof this particular^<1.
we had to
March, of which one week was two clergymen, Rev. Edward Hui. .
, hU(1 t0 held on the Tuesday directly after
in the world. If Scarface “Capone" ponetrale’
10 p,a> 8are *0
bregtse of Byron Center and Rev.
stop or drive very carefully and
nation
was
well attended, spring vacation week. The average
is allowed to live here, he can find
slow until clouds disappeared. I Aftor „ftmp sinKin|r and som,. wn. daily circulationwas 114 with the John A. Klaaren of the Eighth Remany hiding places among the
peak mark being 181. The smallest formed Church of aGlewood. Miss
This was a most enjoyable ex- ; tence pravors on the part of the number of books circulatedon any Hannah Van Poome sang a solo.
needles and caves, in case of necescursion,
as
a
new
concrete
highway
audience.
Dr.
J.
E.
Kuizengn
of
the
sity, I can assure him; or the CoThe body was taken to Lake
.... ?
..f'- * .• at day was 75. Over seventy per cent
lumbia River Drive in Oregon which was just recently constructed be- Seminary spoke on "Foundation." of the books circulatedwere fiction. Forest Cemetery for burial, borne
my family and I took last summer tween La Guayra and Caracas. For He emphasized the necessity of A donation of twenty books wa> to its last resting place by five
with Mount Hood and Mount Ran- many of us, this automobile trip building our future structures on received and eighteen new books brothers and .a brother-in-law,
ier always in view; the same being was one of the high spots of the he same basis of fundamental were purchased. Fines amounted Adrian Kruithoff.
the prettiest mountainsof all the entire cruise, for this was the first truth used in the past. Dr. Kuizen- to $8.62.
Henry Sickman. who has been
United States, several hundred feet time we really entered our sister < ga’s talks are always heard with
held for several days as the only
high; or the drive over the Rocky continent,South America. The rest i pleasure by any audience.
eye witness to the accident,was
Annual Glee Club
Mountains at Blewet’s Pass, where of the world classes us as the
allowed to go to the funeralof his
About 150 attended the WCTU
a sign at its foot reads, “Ten miles Americas, the Northern and Southsweetheart, by the prosecutorand
Not
to
Be
Competitive
ern,
and
as
one;
hut
we
are
indeed
Mother and Daughter Banquet
to the summit.” Last, but not least,
sheriff.
the Roosevelt-Redwood drive from so very far apart, speaking differ- which was held Friday evening at
Tacoma, Washington, to San Fran- ent languages, North America, the Masonic Temple. Mrs. Willits (Although both of the Glee Clubs
The Men’s Glee Club of Central
cisco, on to Los Angeles, where we English,and South America mostly of the Methodistchurch gave a have completed their engagements College at Pella, Iowa, was in town
see the oldest living things in the all Spanish, and living under con- slk for the Mothers and Martha
^included in the itineraries of their over the week-end at the compleworld, the redwood monarch?. The ditionsso foreign to one another, Slowinski responded for the daugh- trips, they still have a few en- tion of a two weeks tour through
, and entertainingsuch widely varyj biggest trees that ever grew.
ters. A candlelight service was gagements in the vicinity.The this section. The eighteen men
Y’es, America has many of the ing viewpoints towards life, that beautifully worked out by seven Girls’ Club sang in Grace Reformed used a large bus to reach their
real big natural wonders of the we are far from being one country, girls. A declamation contest had Church, Grand Rapids, Friday towns, among which were Kalaworld; where can we find another even if we do make the Western been held on prohibition sub- night, and at Third Church of this mazoo, Allegan, Coopersville,and
Arizona Grand Canyon; or a Ni- Hemisphere. We are all republics, ject*, the prize being a silver city Sunday. The Men’s Club will Grand Rapids. They sang here at
agara Falls as far as volume is but certainlynot all the same sort medal.
appear before the Music Club of the Sixth Reformed Church on
concerned which is only 175 feet of republics. We change our presiSt. Cecelia in Grand Rapids on Lincoln Avenue.
deep. I have seen them of 1500 feet dent at election time even if he is
HORSES
April 25th.
o
We will receive a carload of Among the events which both Dr. Fritz Yonkman. now of Bosbut smaller streams; or the geysers ever so good, so many years and
of Y’ellowstone
For those that he is through. Not so in Venezuela, horses on Friday. April 18. at the clubs are looking forward to is the ton University, recently made a
craved the Andes drive, life has but instead,if a man is successful farm <»f Abe Van Woven, one mile State College Glee Club Festival welcome financial gift to the newbeen so enriched, and for those in conducting the government of "nst of Zeeland. These horses are which will be held on the 14th of suits fund of the basketball team.
that stayed aboard ship to play- the country and is popular with the for sale and everyoneis guaran- May in Lansing. The anticipation
o
safe, for the boiling waters did not masses, they uphold him in all he teed ns represented.Van Hoven & of going is great for there they will
Roy Fox of St. l/ouis, Missouri,
does
and
give
no
heed
to
election
Tinholt,Zeeland. RFD 3, Mich.
appeal to them and the dangers of
be able to compare their own work is visiting at thc home of hie famountain climbing not inviting, year. More about that next week.
Itcl6.
with the other clubs in the state. ther, Ralph Fox.
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tween us were so high that we
could not see them. At last we
succeeded to throw a line to them ^OOOOOOOOOOOOOOWMMW N O
and we began to tow them. HowMUSHROOM TIME IS
ever, just as we got near enough
a huge rolling swell swirled bePretty soon, after an April
tween the two boats and each be- shower, the morel or spring mushcame near unmanagable in the room will probably appear — probI
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the gun which caused the girl’*
death was his, should not be prosecuted for carrying concealed
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today, the

New

Scries

Pontiac Big Six marked with a

RED ROCKET

will be

on

the

A. \

111,1X0

AX'D RID*

make the car

streets of this city. Notice its speed,

brakes

easy to handle. And riding casc'is

handling. Ask

increased by comfortable new Fisher

for a

demonstration-—

SPEED AXD POWER. A
horsepower engine, the

lar

gest in

this car’s great

acceleration.
IV

ESS*

The engine is very
new type
rubber mountings and
smooth due

famous SAME lhc
a

finer

j

*

bodies and improved Lovcjoy

to

armonic Balancer

car which counteracts

Ask

to drive the car with the

ROCKET.

Or come

to our

and arrange to learn what splendid
performancePontiac now is offering
at

low cost.

Ptice» »r» f. v b. Pontiac. Mich., plu* drlirery
charict. Shock abtorb+n ttandardequipment.
Bumper* and tprin, cover* at alight extra coil.
General Motor* Time Payment Plan availableat

minimum late.
Contider the deliveredprice ax well a* the li*t
(/• o. b.) price when comparingautomobile valuee
. . . Pontiac delivered
price* includ* only author-

SERIES

PKODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS

BODY BY FISHER

OAKLAND SALES AND SERVICE
G. H. Kooiker, 121 E. 8th, Holland, Mich. Phone 2551

1

RED

salesroom

NEW

NEWS

Hy-

60

any

power, speed and

SMOOTH

delightfully

draulic Shock Absorbers.

six of Pontiac’s price, accounts for

THE

II

IXO. A new roller bearing steering
system and improved four-wheel

quick getaway, smoothness and easy
anytime, anywhere you see this car.

A

EASY

DOLLAR PER YEAR^

AT-

A jury drawn in the shooting
case at Grand Haven when Alta
lloerrma,a former Holland Junior
High student, wan killed in the
presence of Henry W. Sickman,
brought in a verdict of "accidental
death.” A special reouest was included, that Henry W. Sickman,
only eye witness, who has been held
since the accidentand who admitted

ter for landing people on boats.
These small boats would go up and
down with the moving water, like
bobbers, and we had to simply
watch our chance when the small
craft would come even with our
platform; then we would jump in
or off as the case happened to be.
Many a one landed differently than
anticipated, still none met with an

daily increasing number of burglariesand thefts and the

ever mounting number of tires are two of the most forceful ar-

ALLOWED TO

SHERIFF'S

There were very strong rolling
waves here of at least C> to \\ feet
high, and that made no easy mat-

Convenient

Steel

W AS

TEND FUNERAL WITH

'

Behind

GRAND

MAN HELD FOR INVESTIGA-

La Guayra, South America.
Our ship arrived at La Guayra,
Venezuela, early in the morning,
on the 26th of January. We anchored in the roadstead nlumt a
mile from shore. This ao-CtlM
roadstead was like a swift current
of a big river with some real swells
in it. We were taken ashore in our
ship’s motor and life boats. There

Safe
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Prices Paid Meet All Competition--Come and See Us - Let Us Help
Managed By

Local

Egg

United

Truck Service at Your Door

Producers

Michigan Egg and Poultry Exchange is managed and operated by
actual producers of eggs and poultry. They are men who have thousands of
dollars invested in their business — they are men who are giving loyally ot
their time to help their brother producers create a better and more protitable market for their poultry products— they are men who are serving this
community and its producers of poultry products without one cent of pay
for their work.

If

Thi*

you— farmets, and everyone else, who are producing poultry products in Ottawa and Allegan fount ies. take advantageof this valuable service which cannot be estimated? Or will you slap the^e men and the institution they manage in the face? The ehoiee is yours the decisionrests upon
your shoulders. Your future profit depends on your decision.
Will

right at your door. No charge is made for this service. The ^Klnh‘ul.
and Poultry Exchange is a poultry producers organir^ation. and is
fore conscientiouslyfightingfor better market prices This assouation *dl

thm

Pr£1^
t

ruck Ser-

vice At Your Door.

The Michigan Egg and Poultry Exchange buys eggs

in

an honest way.

All eggs are carefully graded after they arrive at our packing rooms.

best eggs bring the highest prices, and
fair to pay as

much

Isn’t it only fair

man or woman,

why

tions are sound and permanent. They are not based on temporary, compel

shouldn’t they?

Would

The
it

be

for small and dirty eggs as for nice, large, clean eggs?

and businessliketo pay the egg producer, whether it be
premium and an extra profit for the choicest eggs?

a special

Don’t be alarmed about this grading method. If you are producing
eggs as good as the average now. you may expect higher prices than is being paid on the average market ; and, if you are producing eggs above the
average, you will receive prices accordingly.Last year we paid about $1.00
per case more than market prices. Come in — talk it over.

New York

We

live prices. United

Stand

— Divided We

i -

Tall.

HOLLAND

IN

Extra Premiums Increase Your Profits

Car Load Shipments to New York

Eggs Bought on Graded Basis

Fall

By marketing your poultry products through this associationyou are
making extra profits for yourself.We meet all competition— we pay the
highest prices for your poultry products. Our prices and market connec-

HATCHERIES— fAKE NOTICE- Your flock owners are entitled to
a service from you. You are giving them a splendid service by producing
for them more profitable egg machines and meat producers. \ou can help
them increase their profits by making arrangements with us to get their
eggs after the hatching season is over. Males may be left with flocks.

NEW YORK PRICES PAID

You

You will be surprised with the results the Michigan Egg and Poultry
Exchange will bring about. All it needs is the United Effort ot the Egg am
Poultry producers of Ottawa and Allegan Counties. It is so easy to support
this Association. Anyone can market their poultry products through this
Association. There are no strings attached to it— no membership— no
stock to buy — no contracts to sign. You are as free as the birds in the .k>.

you so choose, a truck will make regular stops atd pick up your eggs

pay the producers of eggs and poultry as much for ^e\r
highest prices which are now being offered, and added to this is

We Stand-Divided We

-

the largest city in the World, and it is the greatest consumer of poultry products in the world. New York offers the best markets
for poultry products the year 'round. The Michigan Egg and I oultn Exchange has made a permanent connection with the well known and rehab e
firm of Kurtin & Kurtin; this concern is one of the largest egg buyers in
New York and sells more eggs in this great city of New York than we can
is

You are in the poultry business to make money Eggs is your greatest
source of income, and poultry meat is secondary. The egg marketing situation in this locality has always been a "thorn in the producers flesh and
always will be, unless a suitable organization is supported and managed by
those who are deeply interestedin the marketing problems of the poultry
producers. The 'MichiganEgg and Poultry Exchange is the organization
which you should support.

produce.

Shipmentsare made

carload lots. This causes the tremendous saving
in shipping of nearly $1.50 per case. A part of this saving is passed on to
the producer and a small part of it is used to pay ordinary expenses. W ill
vour eggs be included in that next carload we ship to New York. Lenclit
yourself— market your eggs with us.
in

You can increase vour profits without investing one cent. You can
help build this organization without going through any red-tape process.
You owe it to yourself,and your children,and to all those for whom you
are responsible— what ?— a permanent marketingorganisation,established
for the benefit of the poultry producer.

MICHIGAN EGG AND POULTRY EXCHANGE
-

Formerly Ottawa Egg and Poultry Assn.

’

Cold Storage Plant

lovely

antW

surprised at her home on 1 received many
Lawrence street, Zeeland, when a present were Louise, A >e
The Intermediate and Senior C. number of relatives took possession Donald Lemmon.
K. societies of the Reformed of her home last Friday evening to Zoerhoff.Janet, Joanna, tie
Churches will meet in a union sun- help her celebrateher birthday an- Glupkcr. Susan and J^uuie
Winner!* in the Zeeland W.C.T.U.
rise meeting in Second Reformed niversarv. The evening was happily. Johanna and Edward \ an
essay contest, in preparation for
Church. Zeeland, at 7:30 Faster spent in games and a general good ; Harriet SchrotcmlmiT.Mr. ami
the nationalcontest, were an- Sunday. Rev. J. Minnema of Vries- time, and delicious refreshments : Kdward Ryzenga.Hattie Kyzenga.
nounced and given their awards at
land will present the message and were agreeable items on the pro- Mrs. Gerrit \N oilers. Ju
a meeting Tuesday evening. About music will be furnished by Jans- gram. The guests, besides . the . Susan. Harvey and ('7nt
500 school children took part.
members of the B. Schout family. John Miestee,Gertrude and Harry
sen brothers quartet.
Those winning first place in the
were Mr. and Mrs. John Schout and Deters. Harry konin^ Gerrit K c Jacob
Poest
sold
his
farm
one
grammar grades were; Alvin Ix-enchildrenof Allendale.Mr. and Mrs. j heksel, Tryfena and Theresa Woudmile west of Borculo this week to
houts. Ray Van Ommen. Helen
Johannes Schout and children of wyk. Henry. Ben and Susan Lu
Fairbanks, and Hazel Stephenson. a Mr. Vander Zwaag and has Borculo. Miss GertrudeSchout of bers, Kathryn and Lnwren
Second places were awarded Viola moved into his residence on East Holland. George Vundcn Bosch of Den Bosch. Richard Elenbaas.Janei
Rykse. Agnes Walters, Ruth Tcl- Washington St., Zeeland.
Olive Center and John Holder of aml Evelyn Kleinheksel.(;<[1™,U
Helena Styf. daughter of Mr. Zeeland.
genhof and Joyce De Jonge. In the
Wnordhuis. Pi\ij,uhttnna
poster contestJacob Roelofs placed and Mrs. Arend Styf of West McMiss Ann Boonstraentertained^ Ryzenga and ,rn,f
Kinley
St.,
fell
while
roller
skating
first.
with a linen shower for Miss
V|.7pp
Winners in the essay contest in last Saturday and fractured her Welling a( the home of her sister.
EHEM-./.r-u
junior high school were I.aura right arm.
Mrs. J. Walter, on Wall street, last
- -- "... .
, ,
Berghorst and Dwight Wyngarden.
Good Friday sendees will he held Saturday night. At eight o'clock] Prayer meeting will 1,,‘
•'
Second honors went to June Kicft in the North Street Christian Re- there were twelve guests presentto mir local church in comm* m
and Gladys Morodyke.In the pos- formed Church Friday in both the surpriseMiss Welling when she ar- ,,f Good Friday. Rev.
ter contest Bernice Bouwens placed Holland and English languages. rvied. After an hour or two ofjhuis our local pastor, wii <
Rev. H. E. Oostemlorp will preach bridge the guest of honor opened
first.
The high school essay contest in the Christian Reformed Church her gift packages. Luncheon was
George Harold De Witt i* still
was won by Lester De Koster, Ed- at Beaverdam Friday afternoon. served and the rest of the evening nursing a sore
ward CnbalT won the poster contest.
Mr and Mrs. H. Kortermg and
Mr. and Mrs. G. Zuwerink of K. was spent in n social way. Those
The Zeeland school for Christian Washington St.. Zeeland, have de- present were Miss Helen Welling, Mr.. and
Nick Dykhuis
enter„i,„ Mrs.
.... .......
Instructionstaged the contest in
cided to move to their farm in Mrs. C. W. Bennett. Mrs. J. W. j mined relativesami friends from
the sixth grade with Florence Buter
South Blendon. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Chamberlain.Mrs. Henry Borst. S Chicago last Sunday. The guA*
and Dorothy Cook winning places.
Zuwerink. thier children, who have Miss Edna KJunder. Miss Mabel De! were Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brink
o
been living in the Mary Fox resi- Jonge. Miss Angeline Brummel, and daughters ami son Janies and
Kenneth Richland and Mr. Blacknil NTV NURSE BUSY WITH dence on Main St. will work the Miss Gladys Meeboer, Miss Antoinfarm in company with his father. ette Van Koevering, all of Zeeland; wall ami daughter May.
TOXIN-ANTI-TOXIN
Henry G. Boevc, manager of the
Mr. and Mrs. John Karsten en- Mrs. Oliver J. De Jonge of Hudsonfurnace factory at Cedar Rapids.
Zeeland township is offering tertained with a bridge party at villc; Mrs. Beni. Beukema of Grand
Iowa, was called to Holland on
toxin-anti-toxin and vaccination their home on K. Main St.. Zeeland. Rapids; Mrs. U. Boonstra of Chibusiness and wh;l< here he also
for the prevention of diptheriaand Tuesday evening. The guests were cago: besides the hostesses.Miss
Ann Boonstra and Mrs. John Wal- visited his parents. Mr. ami Mrs.
smallpox free of charge to the peo- Mr. and Mrs. H. Derk.s,Mr. and
G. Boeve. He also called on relaMrs.
E.
J.
MacDcrmund,
Mr.
and
ters.
1 pie of the township.
Mrs.
Roy
Somers,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George F. HuizinToxin-anti-toxintreatmentsare
The rain of the last few days is
given by local physicians in three Ken Folkertsma, Mrs. Della Plewes ga have returned to Zeeland from
much needed ami will do world s of
and
Miss
Jennie
Karsten.
Winners
Miami, Fla., where they spent the
dose**. Vaccination will be given at
good followed by warm sunshine.
the time the third dose of toxin- of main prizes were E. J. MacDer- winter.
The News thanks you, Herman
mand
and
Mrs
K.
Folkertsma;
of
anti-toxinis administered.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Vos. K V. ;
Conu. aKain.
consolations.
K.
Folkertsma
and
The county nurse. Miss Madge
„ „
N. State St.. Zeeland, Thursday. Korler ^
Derks.
Breshahan. R. N’.. is urging parents Mrs.
rs.Hein
ten Uerk.
• April 10. a daughter; to Mr. and
HAMILTON
of rhildren of pre-school age to
Zeeland police again arrested ]{ormai1 Weaver, Noordeloos,
take advantageof this service as Gerrit P. Wyngarden of Holland Tuesday, April 8. n daughter.
J. J. Van ‘Dyke and family
well as those of school age. Fri- late Saturday night for driving a
Next Sunday Rev. J. Van Peur- moved to this village from Holday. April IK. and the two follow- car while under the influenceof
sem will preach on the topic "The land last Monday and are now reJ ing weeks the doctors and nurse liquor. Ho was arraignedbefore
Easter Surprise," at the morning siding at the home formerly owned
will visit the schools in this order. Justice Henry Huxtable, who fined
service,and "The Easter Power" bv Henry Verhulst in the north end
!• a.m. Townline DistrictNo. 8. him $75 and $4.90 costs, which he
at the evening service.The evetown on West St. Well, we all
j 9:30 a.m. Beaverdam District No. paid, and revoked his driver’sli- ning service will be featured by of
agree with Mr. Van Dyke. There is

ZEELAND

CONTEST WINNERS
IN W.C.T.U. ESSAY
made known

James

,

•

•

•

n,

opens up an annex to his department store on Columbia Ave. Prices on this
opening will suffer slashes such as they never before suffered. We need the room for summer
stock comming in. New and second hand clothing and millinery for people who must buy it right.
not a chain store so feel perfectly safe to

come in and buy what you need.

Sam

president and general manager. Corsets,

Wise,

mens

suits, Ladies dresses, childrens coats, Men's

ladies' underwear,

and

mens bran new summer

underwear, regular price 40c, sale price 15c.
Ladies' hose, men's sox, boy's shirts, child’s suits
from ages 4 to 6
face

.

Prices

25c.

Toilet arcticles,

powder, used furniture, shoes and rubbers,

army goods, ladies' and men's knickers lor sport

summer hats 50c. Bran

wear, men's and boy's

new

finishing nails, 4

and 6 penny

nails 4c

a

lb.

One inch screws 8 cents per pound, Hinges
10 cents pair, bolts and nuts

10

centsllower pots

complete 5c. 1 box washing powder

FREE

purchased.We open the same

time as the large chain stores.

SAM WISE

i

-

I

j

(

|
I

Helen.

'

t>

,

h

1

i

DEPARTMENT STORE
Wise, Prop, and General

202-204 Columbia

Ave.

Manager

Holland.Mich.

Grand Opening Starts Tomorrow!
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j
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Your Unlimited

,

^

knee

Confidence
You can probably think o( several investments which you might consider
sale for a portion ol your funds.

-

j

.

ll<rL.

ives.

j

.
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Sam

.

I

i

with every 50c

•

’

SAM WISE

is

Holland, Mich.

•

,

This

-

,

A SAVINGS ACCOUNT at Ottawa
County’s oldest bank carries with it the
satisfying

knowledge that

this institution

develops its policies— always— to deserve
your unlimited confidence.

DEPOSITS made on or before the 5th o(
the month draw merest from the first#
i

HOLLAND CITY
STATE

BANK

MOIBAl OtUOVt

OTTAWA COUNTY'S OLDEST

BANK

cense for ninety days.
specialmusic by the choir. Visitors no place like Hamilton.
I Leonard Kievit moved
from the are always welcome.
A fellowship meeting was held
Ossewaarde residence on South
by the League for Service and the
The
Wednesday
evening
class
of
10:30 a.m. Vriesland District No. State St. to the house on Colonial
the Third Christian Reformed Ladies’ Missionary Society of the
2
Ave. which he purchased from
Church of this city pleasantlysur- First church in the church parlors ican Reformedchurch.
! Mrs. Jacob Schaap passed away at
11 a.m. Drenthc DistrictNo. 3. Jacob Janssen.
prised their pastor, Rev. W. Hen- las‘t week Turn day evening.Dr.
the Holland hospital Sunday eve11:30 a.m. West Drenthc District
De Pree. Lot 10 Stickley Sub. of
The American Ugion Auxiliary, driksen,at a social meeting in the Albertus Piet-rs of the Seminary Mrs. Albertus Pieters visited at ! ning. Lorraine Lubbers,age 14,
No.
5.
the
home
of
Mrs.
B.
Voorhorst
Zeeland, will hold their Fifth Dis- church on Tuesday evening. After [gave a splendid addrejs on The
•KBS | Pt. of SE '/i Sec. 28 Park Twp.
passed away Monday afternoon as
------ - -.~<J ----- -----Tuesday evening.
trict meeting in Grand Rapids next a short program a beautiful desk Enthronement Ceremonies
.no
Frank V. Van Dyk to .las. A.
the-result of pneumonia, also at the
Two more fires have done considTuesday.-April 22. Cars will leave lamp was presented to the pastor Emperor of Japan," bringing out In
Brouwer Co. Pt. Lot 115 of River- LANDWEHR VICTOR
Holland hospital.Tuesday a little
erable
damage
in
this vicinity. On
the
Legion
rooms
at
11
a.m.
All
an
interesting
way
the
pagan
beJohn Wichers fc wf. to Eldon] side Add. to Holland.
by S. Waldyk in behalf of the class,
daughter Ul
of Wil
Mr.. and Mrs. Geo. WIIUU
Ende
IN HOLLAND TENNIS
uaugnwr
Wednesday
evening
the
home
of
who wish to go must notify
.‘/token of esteem. The class has liefs revealed in these ceremonies.
Moore &• wf. Pt. Lot 23 East Park -Fred Plump A; wf. to Nettie Codied after severaldays of illness on
Julia Look* rse before Saturday soj aV(.ratr(.attendance of between These ceremonies in which the sa- Mr. and Mrs. John Nyhoff between
Add. to City of Zeeland.
burn. Pt. Lot (I. Blk "A" Original
Edgar P. Landwehr has been tho arrangementscan be made. j sixty and seventy, and they have cred jewels, mirror and sword make this village and Overiscl was de- account of intestinalflu. Funeral
serviceswill be held on Thursday
Frank Charter & wf. to Dollie Plat of City of Holland.
awarded the championahip in tennis
Nutrition Class No. 1 will meet | been studying the lives of the sev- up the emporor’s regalia,Dr. Pie- stroyedby a fire of unknown origirt. and Friday afternoons from the
Dulyea. Pt. Lota 3 & 4 also Pt. Lot
I at Holland High school. Landwehi
Before
it
was
discovered
the
blaze
.u. home
l
..e Mrs. Henry Baron
ii..-,... eraj Reformers. A delicious two- ters stated, reveal the heart of JapJoe Diekema & wf. to Ben Diekat the
of
homes and the First Reformed
11 Bik "C” West Add. to City of
ema & wf. W‘, Lot 11. Blk 16, SW defeated Charley Dykstra in the on LawrenceAve. Friday afternoon courso luncheon was served and a an and show the task which the had made such headway that the church.
finals after Dykstra had defeated
family had difficulty in escaping.
general social time was enjoyed. missionary faces. The succe * of the
Henry Jekel & wf. to Gerald Add. to Holland.
The Sunrise Prayer meeting
Frank Visscher and John Leland at :45 o’clock
Home and contents were a total
The
Rev. Hondriksen promptlyre missionary work has so far b*"n
Lew
Bos,
a
former
citizen
of
Jekel & wf, NVi SE'i SK14 and
which was to have been held next
Johanna Rieperda to Dallas H. in the quarter and semi-finals. Dykloss.
On
Thursday
n
brush
fire
in
three times as successful u* the
RWtt SKli Sec. J 5-5 5 Holland Smith k wf. Lot 7 and 12, Luger's stra had bested Landwehr in the Zeeland, who has been ill for sev- sponded with a few well chosen work
Sunday, Easter morning, by the
of our church in America. Dr. Manlius township burned over 500
words appropriate to the occasion.
eral
weeks
at
his
home
in
Grand
Twp.
C.E. Society, has been postponed
first
set
by
a
6-2
count,
but
Land
Add. to City of Holland.
Pieters believes that the day will acres before it was brought under
John P. Wilkes k wf. to Leonard
wehr retaliatedby defeating Dyk- Rapids, passed away on Monday
•ontrol. About 50 men from this indefinitely.
come
when
the
crowning
of
the
cm
EAST
. ..... - ..... - .....
..... u
Mkhielsen& wf. Pt. Lot 12 of A.
Abel Rmeenge k wf. to Geo. Mooi atra in the second and third sets afternoon at the age of sixty-five
The services at the First Reperor of Japan will reveal the na- /illage and vicinity finally succeedyears. He is survived by his widow,
C. Van Raalte'sAdd. No. 2 to City Roofing Co. Parcel of land in SW j 6-2 and 6-4.
formed church were conducted by
ed
in
putting
out
the
blaze.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ryzengu of lion’s faith in the Christianreligion.
anil one son and one daughter,
frl L, of Sec. 9-5-16 W., Park Twp.
of Holland.
-------- o
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest De Haan Dr. S. Vander Werf in the morning
Lewi* and Marian Bos. He also East Saugatuckentertainedwith a Specialmusic was furnished by the and son Roger Dale, and Marie Tien and Student Mocd in the afternoo~
H. J. McEuen & wf. to Peter R.
C.
H.
Landwehr
and
Ernest
Indies
of
the
league
for
Service.
A
Martin Glass k wf. to Jarrett N.
leaves two brothers, Libhe B*»s of miscellaneousshower at their home
Kamps & wf. Lot 26 McBride’s
on account of the illness of the pasClark A- wf. Pt. Lot 12 A. < . Van Sulkcrs are in the East on a busi- North Blendon and Jack Bos of Los Tuesday evening in honor of Miss social hour was enjoyed after the of Holland were callers at the First
Add. to City of Holland.
tor.
ness
trip
for
the
Holland
Furnace
Ref.
parsonage
Thursday
evening.
bride-to-be. I program.
Angeles. Califorin. The funeral ser- Grace Elenbaas,
Herman Cook to Mrs. Mamie Raalte'sAdd. No. 2 to City of Hol- company.
A large number of Hamilton Little Kioth Nicboer has again
lands
Games
were
played
and
prizes
j
Mrs.
Martin
Sale
and
vices were held this afternoon at
Cook 4r wf. Lots 43, 44, 45, 46, 47
returned home after severalweeks
were won by Joanna and Geraldine returned home from the Holland folks attendedthe evangelistic meetA 48 of Buwalda’s Add. to City of
The contract ha'* been let for the two o’clock at the Zaagman Funer- Glupker.Janet Kleinheksel, Law- j hospital last week Wednesday. f ings which were held in Overisel in the hospital.
Mrs. H. H. Karsten is having her
al Home on Eastern avenue in
Zoeland also parcel of land in 8W
Mr. and Mrs. Risselada and J.
last week.
residence on E. Main St., Zeeland, new residence of Dr. ami Mrs.
Grand Rapids, and burial wa.^ made rence Vander Bosch, and Albert. A regular meeting of the Mens
Cor. of Lot 41 of Buwalda’s Add.
Henry
Kuit
of
Zeeland,
to
Herman
The
whole
vicinity
is shocked and Knoll visitedat Nieboer’s Monday
remodeled. They are temporarily
Oakhill
Lemmon.
dainty two-course | Bible class was held last week
alio parcel of land in Sec. 19-5-14
in Oakhill cemetery.
evening.
occupying the home of the late Ten Brink, also of Zeeland. Don
Mi s. B. Schout was most pleas- luncheon was served.Miss Elenbaas (Tuesday in the parlorsof the Amer- saddenedby three sudden deaths.
W.. City of Zeeland.
Lukie of Holland i» the architect.
Mrs. Mary Fox.
-Ottawa Beach Resort Co. to H-
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10 a.m. Indian Greek District No.
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SAL’GATUCK

a

cemetery.
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THE HOLLAND CITY
Peter Nor? was in Detroit Mon- school of architectureat the Uniday on Scout business.
versity of Michigan, is spending his
Miss Louise Bosnian is entertain- spring vacation in Holland. Jack
ing puests from Chicago at her Fields, also of Ann Arbor, is spend-

CHICAGO LOSES

“WATER

ITS

STEAL” FIGHT IN

50c

SUPREME

0

—

n Mr. and Mrs. A.

Buehler Bros., Inc.
Cash Market
The Food Emporium of Holland

Hams (none

Saturday.

belter] ........

...

Government Inspected Meats.

rages

—

I
of*

-

‘

ple in the United States

who

not know what a “kibitzer” is.

50

But they are all discovering the
..

meaning for themselves, now that
word that took news- Paramount has produced “The Kibitzer.” now at the Colonial theater

.
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_

^

i

Groceries of

Fashion

a

FOR JOINING

A

number of members for
The garage of John Zwiers nt the Presbyterian church at Grand
•!f>8 West 18th street was com- Haven was Liken into membership
pletely destroyed by fire Tuesday on Palm Sunday, when 144 persons
morning. The origin of the fire is united with this rhurch. The class
unknown hut it is believedto have was receivedby Dr. C. A. Bowler,
been started by children playing with little ceremony. This large adwith an oil stove in a playroom near dition to membershipresultedfrom
the building.The damage is esti- the Ixtyalty Campaign which is bemated at about $100.
ing conducted anil the personal
work of Dr. Bowler. This church
Frank Duhrkoph, manager of the was formerly served by Rev. De
local J. C. Penny store, is attendKraker a graduate from Hope coling the spring convention of the lege.

anywhere in
Phone 2941

record

Plate on Easter
BUT

.

.

.

.

man and every

every

boy wants to look his

organizationwhich is being held in
Chicago this week.

Buehler Bros.,

The members of the Board of
Public Works made a special trip
yesterday to inspect the municipal
plant at Lansing.

34 W. 8th

Inc.,

Old Days,

License, in

Natural,

Marked End

of Lent
By evening four hundred years
ago In England on Easter eve all
Several friends gathered at the was ready for the "resurrection
home of Betty and Dale Bocve at play.” In one of Henry VIlI's old
010 Central Avenue on Saturday records we read the strangeentries
afternoon to help celebrate their for Easter eve. “For Hired for the
birthdays.Betty was five years old resurrection,one penny." “For
and Dale two. The children received brede and ale for them that made
many pretty gifts. Games were the stage one shilling." These old
"layed and prizes were given. Mrs.
W’. Oonk and Mrs. H. Kruidhof
-crvrd a dainty luncheon. Those
Present were Mary Lois De Fouw,
Mary Kruidhof. loin Kruidhof.
Phyllis Stnit, Gladys Tubbergen,
Puth Pierson.Eleanor Oonk. Billy
Oonk. Leon Roggen, Marvin Van
Zanten, Bernard Van Zanten, and

HOLLAND, MICH.
PHONE 2941

A

Mn/si r/w

»,<->*

^kasui

That's the idea we had in mind when

stinctively “takes ” to
right

.

.

.

and wear

comment of

worldly ones, sentiment does exist today.

And for the most of us we can be plad that it does.
Most of the better things in life spring trom it.
Thoughtfulness, compassion and happinessalways do.
That’s why most iolks want to pay tribute to the
memory of someone they have loved. It springs from
a feeling that anything as fine and beautiful as that
memory

should never be forgotten.

A

beautiful

Me-

morial littinglyexpresses such a sentiment.

Ottawa -Allegan
71 E. 8th

St.

Holland,

Monument Co.

Mich.

Phone 2520

Nicholas Hoffman. Jr., has qualified at the city clerk’s office for the
position of constable.

feel right

• • •

look

right.

$9Q

50

"v*
Craftshirehave

hand

I

Whatever skepticsmay say ami regardless of the

them. They

in-

Craftshire Suits

dies’ Auxiliary held

SENTIMENT

we bought

nnd accessories. A man

these Spring Suits

The

Metropolitan club and Laa joint meetm-/ Monday evening. After a short
I business session Fred McEachren
the State Legislaturegave an interesting address.Bunco was played
i und prizes were won by Mrs. Ted
. " ymn and Paul Michielson.Lunch
I was served and all enjoyed a social
. t me.

groomed self

well

Bitty and Dale Boeve.
f«»

tailored in

STYLE. They
slill look

2 Pants

feel right

handsome woolens

use and abuse, and

on you! They Ye

that will

well! You’ll

stand months of

ENJOY

Easter in

a CraftshireSuit!

WatchingSun Dance.
plays amused folk until midnight.
Then suddenly rang out the cry.
"Out with Lent," and the drinking

Easter Oxfords

began, lasting until sunrise. Shortly before dawn little parties everyThe semi-annual social meeting where went out to see the sun
of the Monica society will he held dance. If they hail been drinking
i this afternoon, Friday, at 2:15 at
all night It Is little wonder that
i the Central Avenue Christian Rethis old religioussuperstitionof
formed church. The collection the sun's celebrationof the resurboxes will be received at this time. rection was real to them!
1 Bert Gilcrest of Holland and
Harold Jnnsma of Grand Rapids
Easter
left Tuesday evening on a motor
See the lend, h^r Easter kecnmir
! trip to Brush, Colorado.
Rleee a* her Maker rose;
George Schuiliiig.78 E. 20th Seed* ao lonK In dnrknesa sleenlnK
: St., has applied for ,a building
Burst nt last from winter snows
permit to build a double garage. Earth with heaven above rejoices:
Fields and garlandshail the spring;
Shaughs and woodlands ring with

$g

69

In those pood looking oxford#
you’ll put your Ik*sI foot forward
. Easier and all year!
They’re wonderful values.
.

.

Your Hat

voices
alng.

Broadcloth

Here, Too!

Is

While the wild birds build and

Shirts

— Kingsley.

I
i

Jaunty styles in fine, firm
felt that will win you many

Must Carry the Croia
There is one nieaiiingo( t’al
ary, and a meaning which needs

an approving planee. Turned

re-emphasis.If the Christianworld
is to retain the significance of the
cross ss a factor in Its life nnd
message. It must do more than
cling to It— It must carry It. In no
other way can It realize the resurrection power of Easter. — Ex
change.

out hv a famous maker.

50

You’ll like them!

Solid White# and Spring
Blue#

.

.

.

smartly

tailored,

neat attached collar. For
Easter, Business and Sports.

$J

48

s
Simple Enter Dinner

Silk Lined Ties, Spring Colors

After donning their new Easter
garments the English country people long ago used to dine off tansy
pudding and bacon or tansy pudding and “good red herring.”the
tanjy being the symbol of the hitter herbs commanded to be eaten
at the Paschal feast

.

4*

Turn
j,

Off llir

Hr#/

.

•

Don't put
i/«ii

Wafer Heater?

• •

off, call

it

home? Morning,

Wash

Lonpie Suits
often

is this

question asked in your

afternoon, evening— even at

night—

today

$|

Suits
00

the eonstant demands of an old type water heater.

Have you ever watehed yourself — is this the way you
it? First thing in the morning, down the basement to

Why

drop in and

not

do

light the water heater — nine oYloek, after the breakfast

dishes are washed, to turn

it

out— about half

past eleven

up
more

dow n again to have hot water for the kiddies to wash

when

they eome in from school — one oYloek once

out— four o’clock down again to light up for
dinner — six o’clock to turn it out. About ten in the
evening — oh well, 1*11 not take a hath tonight. Too tired.
to turn it

More and more people recognize the convenienceof a

order your insurance
you order your

groceriesor buy your

is right

here to enable

us to give you

Automatic

one

Water Heater
W hy not

let a Rival

provide the comfort of

of hot w ater in your

a

ready supply

all
I

you do

.earn

is

how

turn

property if

necessary; otherwise

ten on the spot.
put

it off, call

VISfgSSKS

00

Skates Coaster

Caps

89

skates like these. Sister wants
them, too! Steel tires; smooth,

For play and for errands— the
wagon every hoy wants. Hardwood ImmIv
. steel disc wheels

rubber cushionedriding!

with rubber tires. Very sturdy.

Brother has no monopoly on

.

.

Montgomery
Ward & Co.
2 5-27

Just

PhoBe 5016

29 East Eighth St.

CO.

....
Wagon

Boys’

today.

our display room today.

HOLLAND GAS

$2.39

Don’t

down and easy monthly payyour need in your home. Visit

SPECIAL CAMPAIGN NOW GOING ON

. .

the policy will be writ-

faucet.

size to fit

the

For the very young man’s Faster. These
wash suits will keep him well dressed till
he falls in a puddle... then they’re washed
crisp and clean in a jiffy.

in-

a few dollars

ments puts a

Roller

Some

home?

a

Boys’ Oxfords

effi-

come and

spect your

But easier work is only half the story! A Rival Automatic Water Heater in your home means pleasanter
work. It means Hot W ater always on hand, day or night
—

will

Dad and Mother like

sturdy fabricsami low price!

clothes? Everything

cient service.

Ilival

Smart young men from 6 to 16 approve
their style.

just as

Holland,

-

Michigan

. •

*98c

•

Boys’ and Youths’ Easter Apparel

,

HoW

do

s

I

I

ids.

deliver any order C. 0. P.
the City for 5 cents.

D

Look Like

National Repute.

We

‘

ALL-TALKINGPICTURE
PLANNING TO INCREASE
HELPS TO SPREAD WORD
HOLLAND WATER SI PIMA

No Man Wants to

17c
Regular Hams 12— 14 lbs. ....................... 26c
Regular Hams Heavy (whole or half) ........ 20c
Center Cut of Smoked Ham (to fry) ........... 32c
Pure Pork Sausage .............. • - ........ AlVi
Choice Pork Roast (any size cut] ................ 20c
Fancy Beef Pot Roast [young beef] .............. 20c
Fancy Cream or Longhorn Cheese .............23c
Veal, Lamb, Eggs and Chickens
Cut Wax Beans 2 Cans for ....................... 25c
No. 2] size can of Peaches ......................
20c
Sugar Cured Picnic

J.

costs

for

|

The last hope of the Chicago Holland,Mich., became so enthused The board of public works is! It |, "he’
sanitary district for continuing the
diversionof Lake Michigan*waters
for sewage purposes vanished tofor 2 days, April 18-10r
day. The United States supreme they not only wrote a letter of-np- n new well on the Eighth-st.station
, J.? I.!..:!
u,
Harry Green, gifted genius of
is the word that became so popular
court, in its final decree in the 20- predation, but thought that they property on M21. The additional
Aid society.
that it got itself made into a very
.
Hebrew
dialect character-portrayyear-old complaintof the Great shouldI pay 50 cents .....
......
. .....
a seat.
Accordsupply is figured at the rate of successfulBroadway comedy. It is nls on thp !tcr(.pnt u the
Rev. J. Bruggers of Coopersville,Lakes states, ordered that by 1938 inply they enclosed u money order •J.iioo.uooguUonM>er day"
the word that became so widely
. .
.
.
Rev. Hekhuis of Grandville, Rev. the diversion be reduced to 1,500 lor SI. Needless to say their remit- * Figures tabulated by the board used in the American languageof | 1,1 u‘ l"llure- After one has seen
Heeren of Allendale and Rev. B. cubic second feet, and that all
......
.
...........
....
„(11.
our
time
tance was returned with much show 610.250,090gallons were our time that it got itself into a
hilariouslyfunny acting of the
hitman of Kalamazoo met at the of the litigation be assessed against thanks for their evidence of appro- pumped in 1929. exceeding the dictionary.
part, one has a very definite idea
Reformed church house Monday to
record of previous years.
Still there arc millions of peo- of the meaning of the word.
discuss plans for the SynodicalConThe decree of the court, written
by Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes,
ference for next year.
in a general way followed the sugBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Edward gestions of Charles Evans Hughes,
Walters, 177 East Sixth street, a
who was special master in the case.
son, Warren Lester, on April 2; to
The new chief justice took no part
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Knoll, 330 W.
in the present decision.It unh(
13th street,on April 12, a son,
the principle that Chicago could be
Duward Junior.
allowed only a small diversionfrom
William Winter, student at the the St. tawrencewatershedin adUniversity of Michigan, Ann Ar- dition to its domestic pumpage. It
bor. is spending the week at his rejected all appeals from Chicago
home here.
for a further temporarycontinuation of the diversion, and ordered
Mrs. Victor Baribeau died Monspeedy constructionof sewage disday evening at her home at 330
posal plants in order that the diverFirst street, Grand Rapids, after
sion may be reduced without danan extended illness. Mrs. Baribeau ger to the health of Chicago.
was formerly Miss Anna Dykema of
•oHolland where she spent most of
GRAND HAVEN CHURCH
her life. Funeral services were held
BREAKS ALL RECORDS
Wednesday morning at Grand Rap-

"P1

Meat & Grocery Specials

FOR A RADIO SEAT

Grand Rapids Herald— Recently

COURT

| inp the vacationwith him.
home.
Sons of the Revolution will hold
A sprinptlme tea will be given
Richard Robbins, a praduate of
their Inst meeting of the year Satat the home of Mrs. E. C. Brooks
urday evening at Warm Friend Tav- the class of 1928 of Holland High
school and now a sophomoreat the Tuesday, April 22nd, by Mrs. W. J.
ern.
Olive’s division of Hope church

....

NEWS

East Eighth Street
Holland, Mich.

Phone 2828

59c

THE HOLLAND CITY
Neal Houtman and Roy

GANGES

|

The Holland Rifle club will hold
are taking the one-week course at | an outdoor shoot tonight, Friday,
the Electric Metermen’s school con- 1 jay Wabeko, U. of M. graduate
ducted at the U. of M.. Ann Arbor, student, is spending the week in
Essenburg Building and Lumber Holland.
Mins Nclvina Wasscnuar,who has contpany are building n new horn*
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
tini her nursing course, is for W. E. Worden of Chicago at Bremer, on April 5, a son, Andrew
.....
the home of her parents. Suugatuck. The home will fOSt ap- Junior; to Mr. and Mrs.' Elmer
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Wassenaar,35 proximately$10,000 when com- Schopers at the Holland hospital,
pleted.
East 15th street.
a son, James Lee, on April 12.
Joe B. Hadden has applied fori Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Hartman and
Gerrit Hoogstraten of the Bueh-

Local

BalH nek

NEWS

News

WHATSWRONG AND WHERE?

j

j

..

$£33Ss

•gsL’iSis'isKs,

ler Bros. Market

was

in Chicago on

--

bustneu.
Mrs. Henry Winter has returned
Northwestern National Life Insurto her home from the Presbyterian
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Banket are ance company,
hospital, Clrtcngo.
visiting friends and relatives
, ... ..
I George h. Winter of Michigan
Kenneth Van la'nte, student at
...
rv
:
, , I’niversity Medical school, is spendMichigan, is
Mlss LucilleOsborne, uistructor |
vnrin{r vacation with hi*

im
ylnVnMrv
. i
»

in

South

Hlfh

.

^

Ann. "^
-•
W

hi, *pri"|r v"caUon

^

nesday.

Studio— 54 Graves Place.

-

Telephone 2618

S

.

died Sunday morning at the home
of his daughter, Mrs. Jack Blue.
280 West Seventeenth street. The
deceased is survived by five chil-

dren, three daughters and two
sons. They are: Mrs. Jack Blue of
Holland. Mrs. Rupert and Mrs. M.
Mulder <if Grand Rapids,James and
John Annema of Grand Rapids,
i Funeral services were held Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock from
the home of Mrs. Jack Blue. Rev.
J. Vandorbeck, pastor of Sixth Reformed church, officiating. Inter-

ment took place in Rest Lawn
cemetery. Grand Rapids.

HERMAN

YOU

ing Chopin's “Ballade in*C Major”
and the meeting was closed with
the singine of “America the Beautiful." Fifty ladies were present to
enjoy the luncheon which had been
arranged by Mrs. Wm. Olive and
Mrs. C. C. Wood and was served
Rev. Jacob Brouwer, pastor of
by the ladies of Hope church.
the Emmnnual Reformed church of

Henry Masselink, Anthony Smith
and Russel Kemper, students at the
University of Michigan,Ann Arbor, are spending their spring vacation at their respective homes
in Holland.

A Reudnue Extension Telephone
a Few Cents a Day. A Small

Costs

Only

your

Semce

Connection Charge Applies

-

o

-

1

.

:37

am
nn

pm
pm

:28
4:55
4

9:30

pm

RETURNING
8:45am
2:00

*12:00
3:55

pm

5:20 pm
9:33 pm

nn

pm

1

1

:45

4:45

am
am
am
am
pm
am

The morning train

arriving Chicago at 12:05 noon and evaning train leavingChicago at 5i0 pm provide a service at convenient hours for the business man and shopper.

ABLE*TRIP.

Pere
Marquette
2000
Railway

2000

MILES

IN

MICHIGAN

'

I

|

Dr. L. Sale. Harrison

j

Bible

ABSOLUTE

Foreign Missions and the Board of cident on M21 a half mile east of|
Domestic Missions. The members Zeeland
........ . .....
. ..............
..... „
March
15. The hearing
of the hoard of missions in the city Lvi|| bt. in xct.|an,| cjty hall. Witd an in..... ' .
were invited for dinner and
noses to he called include Mr. and
formal conference pertaining
Mrs. Albert Elzinga of Hudsonthe mission work was held.
R. F. D. No. 5. the lormt,r jxyi
A bridge luncheonwas held at ville
driver of the ear hit by Van Dykcn. j j V
the Warm Friend Tavern Friday
causing the VanDyken car to turn ' M
with Mrs. T. H. Marsilje and Mrs.
Roy M. Heasley as the hostesses. over four times; Gerald VanDyken.
The tables were beautifullydecor- a brother,and Harold Spoelstra.a
churn, who were riding with John
ated in orchid and yellow. SixtyVanDyken.
Dr. C. E. Boone and
eight guests were present. Frizes
several others also arc to be sumwere won by Mrs. J. Vander Brock,
Mrs. Donald French and Mrs. Mar- moned.
The first annual egg show to he
vin Lindeman.
staged in Zeeland May 8 to 10 will
The Soft Water Laundry A surprise party was held last be sponsored by the Zeeland State
week Thursday evening at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Yan- bank during nationalegg week. Exwill he restricedto residents
Phone 5142-97 E. 8th St. der Hoop. The occasion was Mr. hibits
of Ottawa and Allegan counties.
Vander Hoop's birthday and he received many beautiful gifts. A The premium hook has not been
dainty two-course luncheon was issued, hut silver trophies, cash
and merchandiseare to he offered
served. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Overbeek, Mr. ns prizes.The lobby of the hank
and Mrs. Marvin Albers, Mr. and will house an exhibition. The object
Mrs. Hollis Northuise,Mr. and of the local show is to create a
Mrs. H. Van Eenenaam. and Mr. great interestin the production of
quality eggs and to demonstrate
and Mrs. Vander Hoop.
the proper methods of judging and
William J. I ’op pc, 69 years old, grading eggs, according to Edward
died Monday morning at his home, M. Den Herder, manager of the
175 East 18th street. He had been exhibition. The eggs will be graded
ill for some time. Mr. Poppe has in two classes, whites and browns.
been a resident of Holland for the The point system inaugurated by
past twenty years, working as a Michigan State college will he used.
bricklayer.The deceased is sur- R. L. Gulliver of the educational
vived by his wife, six children, two department of the A. M. Smith Co.
sisters and a brother.The children of Eaton Rapids will act as judge.
are: Mrs. Oscar Bates. Grand Rap- The classes of competition have
ids; Mrs. Albert Oelson, Muske- been arranged according to the
gon; Miss Violet Poppe, Lansing; four most orominenttypes, giving
Ray of Charlotte; Daniel. St. Louis, al! persons a chance to compete.
and Elmer, Lansing. Funeral ser- First is students class, open to all
vices were held Wednesday at 2 Smith-Hughes students in rural
o'clock at the City Mission with and city schools. Class two includes
Miss Nellie Churchfordofficiating. farmers supplying eggs to hatcherIntermenttook place in Pilgrim ies for breeding purposes. Class
Home cemetery.
three is open to farmers not proThe Elizabeth Schuyler Hamil- ducing eggs for commercial purton chapter D.A.R. held their an- poses only. Class four covers
nual spring luncheon in Hope breeders and fancies,open to all
church parlorslast week Thursday. hatcheries,poultry farms and
The program of the afternoon was farmers. Each exhibitormust show
an address by Shirley Allen, who at least one dozen egg in order
i sconnecfed with the department to 1h* eligible for prize money.
of Forestry at the State Univer----- -osity at Ann Arbor. Mr. Allen illusTRAFFIC VIOLATIONS
trated his talk with slides which
showed some of the work being
The following were fined $10 for
done to preserve our forests as well speeding:Albert Derkse, Harry
as the need for continued efforts Vander Wohler. Irving Milham,
oling this same line. Mrs. W. Curtis Don Faber. George Do Vries. Ted
Snow opened the program by play- Vandenbcrg, John Nevins and Earl

SAFETY
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You are
the

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

MEED

entitled to absolute safety for

money you have saved.

It is foolish

for any person to accept less.

Secure complete protection for your
funds by depositing them

in this

strong

bank.

We pay

r,
.

1

6:10
6:39
7:10

•Daily— others Daily except Sunday

Holland,Mich.

OF All

QUICKLY

crisp

1

12:05

*1:05

8:89 pm
9:02 pm
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while its

STATION

CHICAGO
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pm

*5:15

ZEELAND

MODEL

ewcL

63rd ST.

DE BRUIN,

Worries

IjClt tJh
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pm

12:43

teacher of Sydney. Australia,is in

Washday

MICHIGAN BELL
TELEPHONE CO.

A

am

7:20

SOUTH CHICAGO 11:15am 4:04 pm

Ar.

FRANCE
KINDS:

i

Miss Mary Geegh. a missionary Ottawa county. He was at Zeeland
of the Trinity Reformer! church,
and spoke to a large audience in
has left India for a furlough and
is expected in America some time Bible Witness Hall.
Coroner Gilbert VandeWater has
in June.
Miss Hanna Hoekjc entertained set 9 a.m. today, Friday, as the
at her home Friday evening for date for the inquest into the death
Miss Sue Weddell of New York of John VanDyken of Grand RapCity, who is the new secretary for
ids. who was killed in a motor acthe Young Women's Board of the

^

Ar.

HOLLAND

FOR A COMPORT

of Chicago.

an extension telephone,over which

you can make or answer calls

5324

way providing all the modern Travel Comforts

iTraine each

Lv.

to find them.

logical Seminary, has accepted the
call to the First Reformed church

ments may be avoided by having

Phone

How good ar# you at finding mistakes? The artlet has Intentlonall))
made severalobvioue ones In drawing the above picture. Some of them
are eaeily discovered,others may be hard. See how long It will take

j

embarrassing predica-

Protected by ElectricBlock Signals

Inquire

Grand Rapids and a graduateof
Hope College and Western Theo-j

MANY

SAFE - SWIFT - SURE

This is the time ol year folks
think ol beautifying their home
surroundings. Let me give you
an estimate on home decorating
and painting the coming spring.
We can give you attractiveprices
that you will find very reasonable. Workmanship the best.

Ralph Annema. H2 years old.

TRIP

CHICAGO

EXTERIOR PAINTING

Friday, in the G.A.R. room.

ROUND

7.70

$

The F.S.W.V. Auxiliary will
hold a regular meeting tonight,

Up

appointment, or

RATES REASONABLE

mr

All Lathered

for

Address 613 Gilbert Buildinc,
Grand Rapid*. Mich.
.1

ln

,

Wed-

Will teach in Holland every

Sciiaap was
destroyed by fire last week. All the
furniturewas saved. The family is
staying at the home of Ed Schaap.
The house of John Nyhof was
also burned down last week. The
barn and granary were saved. The
family is staying at the home of
R. Nyhof.

u}h
I i K. M. Linvunsi. at 215 Central Are.
Mr., Katherine Van Dura n of the
,1Venue., will be clo»e.l J1*' » »lu. wUijt* in.ur.inre of all
local Red Cross is spending a few
r'— “ ....."•W “
to traffic from seven until ten in ' k'ni18 f',r Mr' L,eV1'"'1'-,
weeks visiting her son in Indianap- the evening for the little folks. Gerrit Boorman was arrested Y r\*
olis, During her absence her work
day morning on charge of stealing
will be taken care of In Arthur
B. H. Williams of the Williams cua| from the Reliable Coal comVan Duren, whose oflcc is in the Jewelry company, l\as been appoint- 1 pany on West Seven teentli street
Tower Clock building.
ed as u time inspectorfor the Pert* and for operating a car with a liMr. and Mrs. Glen Severance Muniuette railway lines on the j cenre issued for another machine. It
spent
in Ann Arbor. Chicago- Petoskey division from Al- was further charged that his brakes
mm. the week-end
..... ..................
Miss Margaret Van Leeuwen. stu- 1 legan to Pentwuter and from Mus- were ilefwtiveand he was endundent at the National Kindergarten! kegon to White Cloud. This work is goring the lives of other motorists,
and Elementarycollege. Evanston.! for inspecting section foremen’s He paid a tine of $PJ. 15 on the autois spending her spring vacation in) watches to see that they are in per- mobile charges and made arrnngefeet conditionat all times.
meats to pay for the coal.
Mnry

o

/ s

The home of Otto

I

ff.wl'lffi!!"B.* Wnte"

JANS HELDER
SINGING TEACHER
J.

FILLMORE

1

;nir

SLJS,

Mrs. A. S. K. Burton of Ganges
Sunday afternoon at the home
of her niece and nephew, Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Knox. Mrs. Burton was
92 years old and was the oldest
resident of Ganges*. She was an
ordained Wesleyan Methodist minister but had not preached for a
number of years. Funeral services
were held Tuesday afternoon at 2
o’clock from the home. Burial took
place in Taylor cemetery.

died

4%

interest at

for all

full

months, where savings deposits are

left

six

months or more.

People’s State Bank
Holland, Mich.

36 East 8th St.

Phone 2824

Ccttler.

Fred Olson hnd A. Vos were each
fined $3 for failing to halt their
machinesat the stop street. Richard Dryer was also fined $3 for
disregardingthe stop-and-go lights.

MONEY
A

WAFFLE Las only one perfect moment — when

it

been baked. And vegetables have only their few perfect moment*

.

.

.

when

Have

And

when

searlej-

fresh from their growing.

tomatoes dangling in a garden of your own.

lima beans — that you needn't pick till the minute you

need them. Have

them

all the kinds of vegetables

you

like

— have

You can make
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By

loan, up to $300, in

24 hours or less

is

easy

To know how and when to plant vegetables and
consult Ferry's Seed

Annual. It even

tells

new ways

flowers,
to cook

Chamber

GARDENER HAS NO SECOND CHANCE, PLANT THE

to

trial

Commerce members get

is

a more

service—by holding

his

loyal friend to other homes.”

a

to this

home-protecting

Chamber of Commerce mem-

bership?

Support Your

Room

514, GrandRapidsTrust
Building, Fifth Floor,

JOIN

Ionia Ave.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Tel. Dial 6-6-2-1-6. Open 8:30 to 5.
Sat. 8:30 to 1

Indus-

values of our city. “For he who protects

Are you lending your support

Complete Privacy

Monroe &

Hrst place in

requests required from the Chamber office.

own home

Courteous Attention

S. W. Cor.

purebred SEEDS

many

of

office

year.

Home, School, Recreational, Commercial and

Your Income

Personal Finance Co.
BEST.'

Chamber of Commerce

both

In our interviews we keep up values as to Church,

vegetables.Write for this— to D. M. Ferry & Co., Detroit, Mich.
P.S.-A

all calls for information,

answered 1,554 requests last

uu"

the

Repayments

check of

a daily

personal and by mail the

with these. Find Ferry's Seeds at the “store around the comer.”

'

^.KPxY S

all

arrangement: for a

Suit
abundance, color, flavor. Having a good garden

of Commerce -Series No. 4

1,554 Requests for Information Last Year

the blue ribbon class, so are Ferry's Seeds bred for superior
size,

Town Chamber

the best vegetables — and have them fresh, by planting

Ferry's purebred Seeds. Just a- fine dairy herds arc bred for

Ptrkept yu wmi
t trry'i

Support Your Home

they have ju*t been picked. Afterwards they

are good, yes; hut never quite to sparkling, eo crisp or sweet
or tender, as

Why

o

has juat

/

NOW-TELEPHONE

Every Membership
Your Truest Pledge of Faith in Holland

s

Future

is a

Membership

in the

V

Home Town Chamber.

is a
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Boost for Holland.

Chamber

of

Commerce.
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HOPE TRUSTEES ARE DUE TO
CONFER APRIL 23 IN

HOLLAND

Pay

all

your

The board of trustees of Hope
collegewill hold its annual spring
session April 23. The personnel
consists of 36 members, 9 representing general synod of the Reformed Church in America and 27
representing14 classes in the particular synods of Chicago and
Iowa.
The Michigan members are: Ger*
rit J. Diekema, Charles M. McLean
and Wynand Wichers of Holland;
Dr. P. J. Kriekaard, Rev. John A.
Dykstra, Herman Liesveld, Rev. N.

bills

at Once
We

Will

Prompt payment

Lend You the Money

synod, also is a member. Officers
division worker of the Michigan State Sunday School associaare: President,Wynand Wichers;
vice president, C. M. Mcl/oan; sec- tion, will be the speakers.
retary Gcrrit J. Diekema; treasurer, C. J.

Dregman.

TUESDAY AFTERNOON
John Hop, Jr., sustained three
broken ribs as a result of a fall 12:00 P.
down the basement steps.

and District Directors.

Inspectionof books and literature. In charge of
Mrs. R. Gunn.

Model Drug Store

your convenience. You pay us only the lawful in-

terest rate— on the actual unpaid balance of your loan. If

1:45 A PentecostalService. The “upper room’’ atmosphere

•

33-36 W. 8th St.

here in a convenient,con-

HOLLAND,

fidential, business-like way.

EATON

sought. Rev.

J.

Van Peursem.

MICHIGAN
2:00 Address:

“Parental Education in the Church School.’’
Rev. Paul

EXPERT TRUSS FITTING

PEOPLES STATE BANK BLDG.
Roomi

Executive Hoard Meeting of State, County,

1:00 Registration.

can borrow up to $300 and arrange repaymentterms to

it

M.

2:45 Solo— “Room

Hinkamp

AH”, Harold E. Van Dyke.

for

WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION

206-7

3:00 Address:

“Teacher, He Prepared.” Miss one Cotton.
I

3:30 Announcements and
Music by

The Michigan Mutual Windstorm Insurance Company

By DR. JOHN W.

HOLLAND

0|>en hand* atrlke few blow*.
Home ia getting to l»e a point

of departure In modern
life.

Keep true to your dreinua
and your aoul will keep
awake.
Mont men hate to put up with
complexlonathat are mere-

The Allegan county treasurer received last Saturday a cheek for
$9,222.39from the state treasurer
for distribution to seventeen of the
townshipsbeing the amount due
them under what is called aid to
“poor school districts.”This was

an enactment of the last legislature
and was designed to help school disAn optlmiNt doea not worry
tricts that were In need — under-,
hImmiI the hole while entstood to be mainly those of the
lug the doughnut.
northern regions where the assessThe over-eateralaya hlm»elf
ed valuation is not Rufficient to
with SmiiHon'a weapon—
provide funds for schools without
the Jawlaiiie of an in**,
excessivetaxation. The Intent was
by Wralna Kaw«i*i»r Unlua)
good but the scheme does not work
out as anticipated.Apportionment
is made to all districta in which
the school tax exceeds $10 to $1,000
of valuation. As a result of blunAWARDS FOR 1929 MADE TO dering legislationmany wealthy
districts share largely in the dlaMICHIGAN BELL COMPANY
tributlon while others,reallv poor,
EMPLOYEES POR OUTwill get little or nothing. For inSTANDING SERVICE
stance. the wealthiest three townships in Allegan county get much
the larger sums of money. In Allegan and Gunplains the payment
THREE SAVE LIVES, FOURTH
for new school buildings made ao
MAKES A VALIANT ATTEMPT high a tax that these came under
the terms of the law.
The county treasurer will remit
Outatandiug acta of service lu to township officials. The schedule
moment* of extreme emergency, bv townships follows:
$2,250,40
that called for ununual Initiative, Allegan ................................

Casco

Offering.

quick action and the application of Clyde .......................
first aid measures, hare brought Dorr
......

the Junior High School Girls.

In charge of Miss Gladys

county
GETSSCHOOLMONEY
IT DON’T NEED

Six Cylinder Sentences allegan

ly |iut on.

CRISP

of bills gives you a good credit standing.

you need money, you can get

Number 16

Boer and Rev. C. H. Spaan of PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN’S CONFERENCES AT ZEEGrand Rapids; C. J.. Den Herd'
Herder of
Zeeland, Rev. H. W. Pyle of OvcrLAND COMPLETE
isel, Rev. A. Klerk of Kalamasoo,
Peter H. Friesma of Detroit,Rev.
The children’s conference of the Ottawa County Sunday
Henry Schipper of Grand Haven
School associationwill be held in Second Reformed church,
and C. A. Brock of Muskegon.
Rev. Daniel A. Poling of Nt** Zeeland, April 22. Rev. Paul Hinkamp, professor of philosYork city, president of general ophy at Hope college, and Miss lone Cation, state children’s

Don't let your bills accumulate. Pay them off with a loan
from us — and repay us a little each week or month. You
suit

1930

17,

.....

recognitionto four Michigan Bell

Moeke.

in charge

of—

to Burch Foraker, presidentof the

........

Two

Prayer of Thanks— Little Phylis Harense.

Miss lone Cotton
Miss Nelly Ver Hage.
Consecration Prayer and

Hymn—

Mr. Geo. Sehuiling.

storm insurance,
EVENING SERVICE

Company

FIRST REFORMED CHURCH

7:15
an enviable reputation for early and

satisfactoryadjustment of losses and
prompt payment of claims over a period of

.

Worship Service

velopmentof universal telephone

Theme: We

aervice, and

would see Jesus.

ideals

Organ Prelude: Miss Ruth Hieftje.
Favorite

near a half century.

and

to

perpetuate the

traditions of public

service he InculcatedInto the tele-

Hymns—

phone business.

In charge of Mr. J. Vandcrsluis.

Since the establishment of the

Devotions— Rev. R. Vanden Berg.

fund, 43 auch awards have been

See a Local Agent or Write the

7:45

Mich.

Greetings- Mr. Geo. Sehuiling.

Ottawa

8:00

OFFICERS
L. W.

GUY

SUNDAY, PreaUeat
E. A. PARKER,

CROOK,
Vice-President

E.

This is what was left of a 40 x 124 barn after the storm of March 7th,
IMS. This property is owned by the State Motnal Roddrd Fire Insurance
Company of Flint, Mich. This barn was insured for $3,000.00and this Company paid $3,000.00 loss.

Jerome Harmon. Ludtnfton
W. P. Green, HUMals
14. DeYonnf. HudeonnUe
L. W. Sunday. Huttn|e
OUre O. Tberpe, Kalaaaio*
B. A. Parker. Hutlngi
Orr O. Stanley,Indian Blew

Pageant—

Co. Supt. of the Council of Rel. Education

“My Task”—

In charge of Miss

Secretary-Treasarer

Story

’*

—fttsktr

Mr*. Henry Borst

Address— “Childhood, Our Hope”, Rev.R.J.White,DD.

Ooy B. Crook, Hasting*
M. B. Cota, Big BnfUs
Harold Btnday, Clan
Harrison Doddi, Weal Branek
W. H. Laanatatn,Ovwas
Chaa. H. Hogkaa, PralrtaTUJi
Frod B. Lttena, M*apM*

Closing Hymn— “0 Master, I^t

Me Walk

with Thee”
No. 277

Benediction— Rev. R. Vanden Berg.

Men
Medal

Michigan Telephone
25
Five Hundred ($500,001 NEK SEK ......................
25
Dollars as a guarantee that he will SEK SEK ......................
CONTRACT AND REVIEW
25
enter into contractand furnish the SWK SEK ......................
OF APPORTIONMENTS
25
requiredbond as prescribedby law. WK WH SEK ..............
25
Notice ia hereby given, that I. The checks of all unsuccessfulbid- EH EH SWK ...............
Henry Sierpema, County Drain ders will be returnedafter con- WH NWK SEK ............25
......... 25
Commiasioner of the County of tracts are awarded. The payments WH EH SWK
25
Ottawa, State of Michigan, will, on for the above mentioned work will EK WH SWK ..............
25
uTlTrlt Ty of Miyvraroao,
be made as follows: Will be an- EH NWK SEK ............
SEK NEK ......................
26
nounced at
the farm of J. Zwiers in the
nt the
thp Day
n°v of
“ Letting.
Notice is further hereby given, SH NWK ........................
26
ship of Olive in Section 34, in said
26
County of Ottawa at nine o’clock that at the time and place of said NH SWK NEK ............
26
in the forenoon of that day, pro- letting, or at such other time and SH SWK NEK ............
ceed to receive open bids for the place thereafter,to which I, the NH NH SWK ................. 26
County Drain Commissionerafore- SH NH SWK ................
26
construction of a certain Drain
26
known and designated as “Bosch said, may adjourn the same, the ap- SH SWK ........................
26
and Hulst Drain,’’ located and es- portionment for benefits and the NW'4 SE‘4 ....................
lands comprised within the “Bosch SWK SEK ......................
26
tablishedin the townshins of Blenand Hulst Drain Special Assess- EH SEK ..........................
26
don and Olive in said County.
27
Said drain is divided into two ment District,’’and the apportion- SEK NEK .....................
ments thereof will he announced by SH NH NEK ................
27
sections as follows, each section
27
having the average depth and me and will be subject to review SWK NEK ....................
width as set forth: All stations for one day, from nine o’clock in WH NWK SEK ............27
the forenoon until five o’clock in EH NEK SWK ..............
27
are 100 feet apart.
the afternoon.
SEK NWK ...................
,.27
Section number one. beginning
The following is a descriptionof SWK NWK ....................
27
at the lower end at station 0-00
the several tracts or parcels of WK NH SWK ..............
27
and extending to station244.
land constitutingthe Special As- SWK SWK ....................
27
Will be let as a Dredge job.
27
From station 0-00 to station 44 ssessment, Districtof said Drain SEK SWK ......................
viz:
SWK SEK ........ ... 27
is to be 8 feet wide in the bottom,
See Town Range
.............
-.27
average depth 6 4/10 feet.
Township of Blendon
NEK SEK ...... ..............
27
From station44 to station74 is
at large ...... ....................
6
SEK SEK ..................... 27
to be 6 feet wide fn the bottom, S^ SWV4 SW'4 ..............
28 6
SH NEK E of RR grade
average dept 6 4/10 feet.
Ottawa County at large.
& Exc 16 rds NAS bv
From station 74 to station 177 SE‘4 SE*4 ......................
29 6
100 rds EAW off S
is to be 5 feet wide in the bottom,
S'* NE14 SE*4 ............29 6
side ................................
27
average depth 5 8/10 feet.
S‘* SWVi SE«4 ..............
29 6
All that part of
From station 177 to station 244 S4 SE>4 SW‘4 ..............29 6
SEK Eof RRU ...........27
is to be 4 feet wide in the bottom, S'A SW‘4 SW‘4 ............
29 6
N* EH SEK ................
27
average depth 4 4/10 feet.
S«4 SE‘4 SE'4 ..............
30 6
SK EH SEK ................
27
Section number two from sta- S‘4 W'/i SEK ................
30 6
NH
E of
tion 244 to station 306. Will be let E'/4 SW‘4 ......................
.'.30 0
RR grade ...................33
in small sections, width of bottom to W‘,4 SWVi ........................
30 6
SH
E of
be 3 feet and the average depth 2 SW‘4 NW‘4 ....................
30 6
RR irrade ..................33
0/10 feet.
S'4 Wtt EH NW‘4.... ..30 6
NH NEK NEK ............33
Said job will be let by sections. NW‘4 NW‘4 ..................
31 6
SH NEK NEK .......... 33
The section at the outlet of said NE‘4 NW‘4 ....................
31 6
NH NH NWK .............34
Drain will be let first, and the re- NW‘4 SE‘4 NW«4 ........ 31 6
SH NH
............... 34
maining sectionsin their order up NE‘4 SEV4 NW‘4 ........ 31 6
NH SH NWK ............34
stream, in accordancewith the
>...31 6

NEK NEK

NOTICE OF LETTING OF DRAIN amount of

Now,

NH SW‘4 NE‘4
diagram now on file with the other SE‘4 NE‘4 ....................
31
napers pertaining to said Drain, NH NE>4
31
in the office of the County Drain NE‘4 SE‘4 ......................
32
Commissionerof the County of Ot- S% EH NEH ................
32
tawa to which reference may be NH NE‘4 NE‘4 ............32
had by all parties interested, and SWH NE‘4 ....................
32
bids will be made and receivedac- SE‘4 NW‘4 Exc 10 ac „
cordingly.Contracts will be made
in SE Cor ....................
32
.......

.

........

with the lowest responsiblebidder SW‘4 NW‘4 ....................
32
giving adequatesecurity for the NW‘4 NW‘4 ..................
32
performanceof the work, in the NWH NE‘4 .................
>.32
sum then and there to he fixed by NEK NWV4 ....................
32
me, reserving to mvself the right NH NW‘4 SE'4 ............
32
to reject any and all bids.
NH NEK SW'4 ..... ...... 32
The date for the completion of NW‘4
..................
33
such contract, and the terms of WH NEK
..........
33
payment therefor, shall and will be Olive Township a{
large ..........................
announced at the time and place of
letting. Any person desiring to bid SEK NEK ......................
25
mentioned work will SWK NEK .........
25
ilred to deposit with the SH SEK NW‘4 ..............
25
.

NWK
NWK

‘

- NH SH NWK
SH

SWK NWK

6
6
6
6

6
6

............

NH NEK NEK
SH NEK NEK
SH NEK

..........

.34
34

............

...................

NH SEK
EH SH SWK
SWK SEK
EK NH SWK
SH SH SH NWK
NK SH NWK
SK NH NWK
NK NH NWK

.34

34
34
................. 34

........................
................

6
6.

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

.............
:34

35
35
..............
35
..............
35
NWK NEK ....................
35
SK SEK NEK ..............
35
......

............

NK NEK NEK
.35
SK NEH NEK _________35
NK SEK NEK
35
NK WH NWK
36
WK NEK NWK
36
EK NEK NWK
36
If NH SEK NWK
36
1 NWK NEK
36
..........

............
...„ .......
.....

.....

..........

...........

..

................

Vail

Louis J. Lozaun, Mt. Clemens
on Memorial day, 1929,
rescued a man who had been

said

HENRY SIERSEMA,
County Drain Commissioner.
County of Ottawa.
Dated this 12th day of April,
A.D. 1930.

Barrett, line In-

lineman,

aforesaid, or at such other time and

hearing may be adjourned. I shall
proceed to receive bids for the constructionof said “Bosch and Hulst
Drain,” in the manner hereinbefore stated;and also, that at such
time of lettingfrom nine o’clock
in the forenoon • until five o’clock
in the afternoon the apportionment
for benefits and the lands comprised within the Bosch and Hulst
Drain Special AssessmentDistricts
will be subject to review.
And You and Each of You. Owners and persons interestedin the
aforesaidlands, are hereby cited to
appear at the time and place of
such lettingas aforesaid,and be
heard with respect to such special
assessments and your interestsin
relation thereto, if you so desire.

First Aid Saves Lives

While performing his duties, last

a man who

KING ALFONSO OF SPAIN

BUYS

200

ZEELAND

“BIDDIES”
A poultry industry in which Fred
Jackson of Holland is interested

has been introduced to royalty,for
no leu a person than King Alfonso
of Spain will have some 200 white
leghoms running around the royal
courtyard. Yes 200 1-year-old“biddies” are on their way today to
tion. With the aid of a police rescue
grace the royal henhouse of the
squad pulmotor and inhalator, the King of Spain.
man was revived,and recovered.
The fowls came from the GrandOn July 14, last, George Adams, view Poultry farm, managed by
George Caball, a director of the
Detroit splicer, pulled a man from
Baldwin Lake, near Greenville, Holland Fair, and were purchased
by Gomez Alonso, who told Caball
Mich., at considerable danger to
he had searched Mexico, the United
himself,and applied artificialres
States and Canada for the best
plratlon nearly two hours In an efWhite Leghorn stock.
fort to restore life. The man sucCaball will attend the World
cumbed to heart failure, however. Poultry congress in London in July
Adams was cited for courage and and will assist Alonso in making
prolonged effort in an endeavor to further selections there.
These birds are now on the Atsave a life.
lantic. They were shipped from
Carl Shoemaker, Pontiac line
New York on Monday bound for
foreman, rescued a small boy from
Barcelona and thence on to Madrid.
the swollen waters of the Clinton
Geo. Cabell leaves for the World
river, March 25, 1929. He applied Poultry Congren in Ixmdon in
artificialrespirationand restored July and will meet the King’s representativeand maybe His Majesty
breathing, and the boy recovered.
will come too, who knows.
Three Others Commended

15 Bosch Est, N. Hoffman, J. Am15 mernal, Wm. Wichers, Peter Bare15 1 man, J. Klunderman, Mrs. J.
jrj J Bloukamp,B. A. Bloukamp,R. Esj'c senberg, Eli Elzenga, C. Retsma,
jj-,I Gcrrit Klcnga, Mrs. J. Mulder,
15 Dick Arens, John Arens, Henry
1R|Kuiper, Dick Stegenga, K. Van
Den Bosch, C. Diepenhorst, John
Bouman, John Brandsen, A. Knoll.
B. KnooihuizenEst., J. Van Der
Zwaag, Mrs. C. Van Der Zwaag. A.
J. Nienhuis,John Maat, H. Weener,
Ben Brandsen, F. Brandsen, M. C.
Westrate, Herman Hop, Mrs. W. Overbeek, R. Knooihuizen. Jacob Ebels, Arie Hofman. W. Vinkemulder.
H. Larreman. G. Van Geldren. Hen15
ry Troost. Henry Roelofs, P. Van
Geldren. Bert Bazan, Henry Kuiper, Albert Stegenga,J. Zwiers,
Joe C. Westrate, H. Siersema, J.
Hassevord, John Veldheer, Mrs. E.
J. Nienhuis, Egb Wolting, Gcert
15
Wolting, Geert Wolters, John Kuyners, G. A H. Wolting,G. Ten
Broeke, John Kimme, afe hereby
notified that at the time and place
olace thereafter to which

tele-

consciousfrom carbon-monoxide
gas, In a closed garage. Breaking
Into the garage, he dragged the
man to safety, summoned a physician and applied artificialrespira-

1

6

of trusteesof the college.
'The charges were brought,” said

“Dr. Mcliean quoted in his class
said 'Sin ia nothing
phone men and women, and the more than a little leu than the
bronze Vail medal Is awarded In best that is in us,’ and then spent
outstanding cases. Those receiv- the rest of the hour proving that he
ing the bronze medal award also was wrong. The students evidently
went to sleep after McLean’sstateare considered for the national ment and attributedit to him.”
gold and silver medal with cash
Vandenberg made it clear that
awards. In past years, two Michi- this was the only count in the
gan people have been awarded the charge of modernism against the
denomination school.
silver medal.
meritoriousacts performed by

spector at Detroit, found a man, un-

Kraai, C. Bouwens, J. J. Huyser,
C. De Jongh, L. Ponstyn, Ed Naltl gelkerk, C. Dykema, Eli Bouwens,
15 1 Mrs. J. Bouwens, J. J. Huyser Est.,
15 C. Bouwens, W. & J. Dc Jongh,
15 ‘Peter Lamer, G. Moeke and Sons,
15 E. Machiela, Henry Geurink, John

6

Grand Ranida Press.— Charges
that modernism ia creepinginto
Hope colege have been spiked, saya
Rev. Richard Vandenberg, chairman of the committee appointed
Tuesday by the Holland claaris of
the Reformed Church in America
to investigate and report to the

Vandenberg,“by one or two stuIn the territory of each Bell dents. who evidentlymisunderstood
System operating company, con- the Rtatements of Dr. Paul McLean,
sideration Is given annually to professorof religious education.

December 27, Mr.

Van Wengreng, Arrie Hop. Enne

:

NWK
SH SH NWK
..34
NWK NEK ............ 34

Awarded

persons interestedin the above deyou Austin Harrington,Chairman of County Road
Comm’r, Wm. Havedink, Supervisor of Blendon Township, P. Vinis'kemulder, Supervisor of Olive
15 Township, and you Ben Balder
ISlEst., Wm. Herdes, G. Do Klein, T.

WH
EHWHSEK

.

15

scribed lands, and

town-

NWK NWK
NWK NWK

6

unknown and
non-resident persons, owners and

.....

WH

36

....................

therefore. All

HOPE COLLEGE MODERNISM
CHARGES ARE WITHOUT
FOUNDATION

made to Michigantelephone men
and women, 39 of them employees
of the Michigan Bell Telephone
company and four employed by board
connecting telephone companies.

Amanda Zwemer.

8:30 OITertory— Solo— “That Sweet

DIRECTORS
L. B. Bpwwr,

95.88

dragged an unconscious man from Pearce has issued a letter to towna carbon monoxide gaa-filled gar- ship officials urging that these
ag< and helped restore conacloue- sums of money shall be anplied so
ness. These acta of life-saving as to reduce taxation and not be
used for new schemes of presumed
were performed by James L. Barbetterments. In Mr. Pearce's own
rett and George Adams, Detroit;
words: “This Turner bill meets a
Carl Shoemaker, Pontiac, and Louis most unhappy problem this year
J. Lotaun, Mt. Clemens.
with an unprecedented amount of
dellmiuenttaxes due to taxpayers1
Honor TelephoneLeader
inability under present conditions
The awards were made under to raise the money to pay their
the plan of the Theodore N. Vail taxes. Yet school boards In some
MemorialFund, created a decade instances want to apend this Turner
act windfall on athleticsor proago, in memory of a man who
moting new projecta.”
played a leading part in the de-

5:30— Fellowship Supper.

1

Office — Haatinga,

..........................

Watson ................................288.62
....

The heavy windstorm loss over the entire state during the year 929 is indicative of the great danger from windstorm to Michigan property owners.
Good business should prompt every property owner to carry plenty of wind-

Home

Valley

died persona from drowning,A Wavland
.........................
1,171.79
made a heroic attempt under
Concerning this matter State
similarconditions,and tha fourth Superintendent of Instruction

A demonstration of Worship Through Song -

—has

telephone employee! rea-

......

third

Michigan experiencedthe Heaviest Windstorm Losses During 1929 of any
year but one since the organization of the company— 45 YEARS AGO.

Michigan Mutual Windstorm Insurance

188.69

.......

Monterey

Gunn

TUESDAY EVENING

&

Manlius
.....

5:00 Adjournment.

Half Million Dollars Windstorm Losses Last Year

•

compnny. The announcementfol- Martin
329.00
lowed action by the Michigan
... 61.07
Theodore N. Vail committee of Otsego . ..................
1,588.88
Award which conaldered the caaea. Sal^m ................................... 323.75

Mrs. Edith Walvoord.

Promptly Paid Michigan Property Owners Nearly

ttt.66

................................

.........

.......

Mrs. R.

15.50

254.50

1.575.84
Telephonecompany employeesin C.unnlain ..............................
HflElg
the form of the brnnie Theodore Heath
Hopkins .......
233.18
N. Vail Medal for 1919, according
Lee
88$y88

Miss lone Cotton

OF HASTINGS, MICHIGAN

...

..........................

Fillmore

.

Open Forum

......

IMp

f&y v

J.i-

>

U

J

These employeesof the MichiganBell Telephonecompany performed outstandingacta of aerviea In extreme emergency. Upper left,
Carl Shoemaker, Pontiac; upper right, James L. Barrett, Detroit;
lower left, Louis J. Lozaun, ML Clement;lower right, George Adams,
DetroiL The first three named aaved lives, the last named attempted
to save a life at the risk of hia own.

ON YOUR ELECTRIC LIGHT
BILL OF MARCH

The followingparagraphs will be
caught In the strong undercurrent found printed on your light bill of
of the Clinton river. Lozaun ap- March. Rather interesting:
plied first aid and restored con“Each year the Board of Public
sciousness. He was the only per- Works makes an accounting to the
son in the crowd that witnessed Common Council of all the monies
the near tragedy, who bad a knowl- receivedand disbursed by it; also a
statistical report showing the
edge of artificialrespiration.
growth of the several utilities under
These four telephone men are its direction,and other pertinent
holders of American Red Cross features that are of interest.The refirst-aidcertificates,awarded Joint- port is in printed form and every
consumer is invited to phone the
ly by the American Red Cross and
the Michigan Bell Telephone com- Board’s office,No. 5243, and ask for
pany upon completion of first-aid a copy. The number to be printed
will depend upon the response to
trainingclasses conducted by the
this invitation. If interested, please
Michigan Bell company. The first phone now.
aid knowledge thus acquiredby
“On February 28th the Board let
telephone men has been used to a contract to the General Electric
good effect in many emergency Company for a 5000 kilowatt or
6700 horsepower turbo-|
cases the last several years.
set. This unit will have a
The Michigan committee on the
to furnish electricity for
Vail medal award also awarded letfifty watt lamps. For each r
ters of commendation to Lewis hour output the turbine
Schroeder, Battle Creek, for call- 11.70 lbs. of steam. This is (
ing attentionto a fire and helping than that which
rescue a man from a burning first turbine installed
room; Leo Babcock, Lansing, for
and removing a large casting from a railroad right-of-way;
and Ziba Winget, Benton Harbor,
for pulling to safety a boy who
had broken through river
finding

lot.

Among the friends
lege in town at

Jay Wabeke, ‘
Willard

“

and “Bt
and other#.

r

'^r~'

CTRyr

THE HOLLAND CITY

BASE COW’S GRAIN
ON MILK SHE GIVES
Role 1 in Making Created Profit from Dairying,
Institute States

COWS PRODUCTION AND SIZE DETERMINE
AMOUNT OF FEED SHE NEEDS
TXC ONLY WCY THAT THE GREATEST POSSIBLE
SETVtN CAN K O0TAMED FROM THE FEB» FED ID
DAIRY COWS IS TO FEED EACH COW DAILY

^

\-UtkMkrodKrktaK
kifjhetiJ/eit
Inmfntthr ach 100 Ik to

Ti+

coi) fOtrf/n)
l- All

MtkrcutJ*

kmufMto
tt

Meat

mf>KClk thtcrifa

frtdkaaxOt

fmunf

to ah* to

(amlnb~3lkdi/r fcr
5-4 milk msking (ran
rntmairttr cf 1 !b
tram to each 5 or 4
lbs of mlk prodactd

tf*

mmidofftrds

titkmtaa

A|n4nt«lr«aMh r«#

srsttsars?

'THE

amount of milk a cow gives a roughage-consuming animal, she
1 should determine the amount of should receive all the alfalfa or

feed she get* -that is Rule No. 1 to other legume hays and all the silage
follow to make the greatest j*ossible she will cat. Legume hays are the
profitfrom dairy cows, declares the very best dry roughagesbecause
Blue Valley Creamery Institute of they are rich in protein and minChicago, an authorityon the feed- erals, materials needed in abunding of cows, sows and hens. Feed- ance for making milk. These mateing, according to the Institute, is rials are obtained at lowest cost in
the moat important factor in milk farm-grown alfalfa or other legume

..w——...
With high prices of
iuction
prod

hays. In order that each cow may
fecdi to say nothing of the price of j be sure to get all the roughages she
the cow and the cost of raising her, I needs for maximum milk producthe old method of feeding by guess tion, two good rules to follow are:
—with a scoop shovel, a candy pail, Feed one jiound of hay and three
or a wash basin — is decidedly an l pounds of corn silage daily for each
unbusinesslikeand expensive way 100 pounds of the cow’s weight If

NEWS

1930, on the following pronosition: by Postma.
Nicholas Snrietsma— 1 yr.
hereby declared CARRIED.
RESOLVED, that the above
To the Office of City Supervisor
"To authorize the Board of SuSaid resolutionprevailedall votpervisors of Ottawa County to bor- proposition—“To authorize the
—BenjaminBrower— 2 yrs.
ing Aye.
To the Office of City Supervisor
Said Committeeappointed to row $26,000.00for the purpose of Board of Supervisors of Ottawa
—Edward Vandenberg—2 yrs.
canvass the vote cast in the sev- tho erectionof an addition to the County to borrow $25,000.00for the
To the Office of City Constable eral Wards of the City of Holland, County Infirmapy”— further re- purpose of the erection of an addi(5th Ward)— Arthur Steur— 1 yr.
at the Charter Electionheld in and spectfullyreport that they have tion to the County Infirmarv”—
To the Office of City Constable for said City on Monday, April 7, made such canvass and that the re- having received a majority of all
(6th Ward)— Nick Hoffman— 1 yr.
sult of said canvass is embodied in the votes cast therefor, be and the
same is hereby declaredCARRIED.
Said resolutionprevailedall votthe followingvote:—
Expires July 12
Said resolutionprevailedall vot1369
ing Aye.
MORTGAGE SALE
ing
t
363
Said Committeeappointed to canAdjourned.
vass the vote cast in the several
CARRIED.
Oscar Peterson,City Clerk.
WHEREAS Default has been On motion of Aid. McLean, 2nd
Wards of the City of Holland, at
OP’HJK
the Charter Election held in and for made in the payment of moneys sesaid City on Monday, April 7, 1930, cured by a mortgagedated the 24th
Expires July 6
day of May, One Thousand Nine
on the following propositionNOTICE OF MORTGAGE
Hundred Twenty-six (1926) execu12341-Exp.Apr. 19
FORECLOSURE SALE
charter Amendment
ted by Hayden-Koopmen Auto
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
"Sfrall Sec. 23 of Title HI of the Company, a Corporation, of the
Court for the County of Ottawa.
Notice is hereby given that deCharter of the City of Holland be City of Holland, Michigan, as mortamended so as to clarify the result gagors, to Austin Harringtonof fault has occurredin the condi- At • session of said Court, held it
of primary electionswhere there said City of Holland, as mortgagee, tions of that certain mortgage, the Probate Office in the city of Grand
are more than two candidatesto be which mortgage was recordedin dated the 29th day of November, Haven in said County, on the 31st
nominatedand or electedto offices the office of Register of Deeds for 1922, executed by Sam Shapiro and day of March A. D. 1930.
Promt! Hob. Jtasss J. Danbof, Jndn
of the same kind by using the num- Ottawa County, Michigan, on the Dora Shapiro, his wife, as mortof ProtwU.
ber of electorsvoting at such pri- 2nd day of April, 1927, in liber 134 gagors, to The Federal Land Bank
mary elections in determining per- of mortgages on page 568 and on of Saint Paul, a body corporate, In tho matter of ths Estate of
centages and majorities as re- which mortgage there is claimed of the City of St. Paul, County of
JOHANNES KOUW, Deceased
quired by such Section?” further to be due at this time the sum of Ramsey, State of Minnesota, as
It
appearing
to the court that the
respectfullyreport that they have Seven Thousand Nine Hundred mortgagee, filed for record in the
made such canvass and that the re- Thirty-fourDollars and Eleven office of the Register of Deeds in time for presentation of claims against
sult of said canvass is embodiedin cents ($7,934.11)principaland in- and for Ottawa County, Michigan, said estate should be limited,and that
a time and place be appointed to rethe following vote:—
terest and an attorney fee of Thir- on the 4th day of December, A. D.,
ceive,examine and adjust all claims
1187
ty-fine Dollars ($35.00) and no 1922, at 3:20 o’clockp.m., recordand demands against said deceased by
361
ed
in
Liber
129
of
Mortgages
on
suit or proceeding having been inand before said court:
CARRIED.
Page
104
thereof,
in
that
that
cerstitutedat law to recover the debt
On motion of Aid. McLean, 2nd or any part thereof secured by said tain installmentof Eighty-one and It is Ordered, That creditors of said
by Postma,
mortgage and whereby the power 25/100 Dollars ($81.25), principal deceased are required to present their
RESOLVED, that the above of sale contained in said mortgage and interest due May 29, 1929, re- claims to said court at said Probate
mains unpaid; and further that the Office on or before the
proposition,(Charter Amendment) has become operative,
relative to clarifyingthe result of
THEREFORE notice is insurance was not paid by the
(th Day of Auf«st A. D. 1930
primary elections, having received hereby given that by virtue of the mortgagorsand was permitted to
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, said time
majority of all the votes said power of sale and in pursuance become delinquent; that on the
cast therefor,be and the same is of the statutes in such case made failure of said mortgagors to pay and place being hereby appointed
the examinationand adjustmentof
and provided for, the said mortgage such insurance,The Federal Land claims and demands against said de
will be foreclosed by sale of the Bank of Saint Paul did elect to pay

YES
NO

Aye.

YES
NO

NOW

a

ceased.
IMPROVED UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL premises therein described at pub- the same, and on February 11,
It U Further Ordered.That public nolle*
1930,
paid
the
sum
of
Thirteen
and
lic auction to tho highest bidder at
thereofbe given bjr publication of a eopi
to
silage is not available, slightly more
the North front door of the Court 40/100 Dollars ($13.40); and fur- of this order, for three successive
The grocer would not think of hay should be fed. The grain feed
House in the City of Grand Haven, ther that the taxes were not paid weeks previousto uid day of hearing,
guessing at the weight of the sugar is fed at the rate of one pound for
Ottawa County, Michigan, that be- by the mortgagors and were per- in the Holland City News, a newspaor prunes he puts in a customer’s each three pounds of milk produced
ing the place where the Circuit mitted to become delinquent;that per printed and circulatedin said
bag. If he did, he soon would be by cows giving high fat-testing
Court for the County of Ottawa is on the failure of said mortgagors
^
out of business.So it is with the milk, or one pound of grain for each
held, on Monday, the 14th day of to pay such taxes, The Federal
JAMES J. DANHOP,
fanner who keeps dairy cows and 4 pounds of milk produced by cows (By REV. P. B. FITZWATER, D. D.. July, A. D. 1930 at two o’clock in Land Bank of Saint Paul did elect
Member of Faculty. Moody Blblo
Jadga of Probata
feeds them by guesiv-generallyall giving milk testing less than 4 per
Inatltuta of Chlcaso.)
the afternoon of that day which to pay the sum of Three Hundred A trae *o*M
1iW — regardless of the amount of cent outterfat.
f®. 1»I0. WMtrrn Kowapapor Union.)
Forty-two
and
55/100
Dollars
said premises are described in said
COKA VANDEWATER
The Institute points out five main
milk each cow gives. Like the grocer
($342.55) as taxes for the years
mortgage as follows, to-wit:
Register of Probate.
who sells sugar, the farmer sells his reasons why a cow having access to
The followingdescribed land and 1926. 1927 and 1928, that pursucows feed. What they pay him for plenty of hay and silage should reLesson for April 20
premises, situated in the Town- ant to the provisionsof said mortit in milk depends on how much and ceive her daily grain ration in
ship of Park, County of Ottawa, gage, said mortgagee has elected
what kind of feed they receive. amounts based on her milk flow. JESUSTEACHING FORGIVENESS
State of Michigan, viz: all that to declare the whole debt secured
12186-Exp. Apr. 19
Therefore, the farmer who keeps They are: (1) It inducesmaximum
part
of Section Twenty-seven thereby to be now due and paytrack of each cow's milk production production; (2) saves feed; (3)
LESSON TEXT— Matthew 1*:15-I6.
STATE
OF MICHIGAN— Th* Pro(27), Township Five (5), north able; and there is due and payand feeds each cow good milk-mak- promotes the cow’s health and helps or Easter Lesson, John !0:1-16.
able at the date of this notice upon hate Court for the County of Ottawa.
of
range
sixteen
(16)
west,
GOLDEN TEXT— Forgive us our
ing feeds strictly according to her
to keep up a steady milk flow; (4)
bounded and described as fol- the debt secured by said mortgage, At a session of said Coart, h*ld at
debta as we forgive our debtors.
mflk productionis the one who will
th* Probate Office in the City ofGrend
systematicfeeding makes it less of
PRIMARY TOPIC— Jesus Teaching
lows: Beginning at a point on the the sum of Twenty-eightHundred
make the most money from dairyHaven in said County, on the 29th day
Forgiveness.
Sixty-four
and
4/100
Dollars
a chore; and (M permits the eating
east
and
west
quarter
line
of
He sells each cow all the feed
of Mar. A. D. 1930.
JUNIOR
TOPIC— Jesus Teaching
($2,864.04);
and
that
no
action
or
of
ample
roughage,
the
cheapest
said
Section
Twenty-seven
(27),
die pays for— no more, no less.
Forgiveness.
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof,
proceeding
at
law
or
otjierww?
part
of
the
ration.
424 feet west of the center quarSince the dairy cow is primarily
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR
has been instituted to recover said Judgt of Probate.

feed.

Don’t Be Cold! Call

4631
For prompt delivery service

BUY DUSTLESS COAL
Our new method
coal.

It

rations.

enables us to deliver to you clean

sure helps save the wall paper or house deco-

COSTS NO MORE.

Gebben & Van Den Berg
275 Eist 8th

street

Holland, Mich.

I

UNDAY SCHOO

:

s

TOPIC —

LESSON

Why

L

Practice Forgiveness’

TOUNO PEOPLE AND ADULT
GIBSON

Expires July 12

TOPIC— What

Is

True Forgiveness?

county.

ter post of said Section;running
thence east on the east and west
quarter line of said Section to
the water's edge of Black Lake;
thence northerlyand easterly
along the waters of Black Lake
to the west line of Elmgrove
- Plat, so-called;thence northerly
along the west line of said Elmgrove Plat to the northwest corner of said Plat; thence easterly
along the south line of the right
of way formerlyowned by the
Pere Marquette Railway Co. for
u distance of 797 feet; thence
north 61 degrees west to a point
67 rods south from the north section line of said Section Twentyseven; thence west parallel with
the north line of said Section
Twenty-seven(27) to the north
and south quarter line of said
Section; thence south along said
north and south quarter line of
said Section to the south line of
said right of way of said Rail
way Co.; thence southwesterly
along the southeast line of said
right of way of said Railway Co.
920 feet more or less, t* the
place of beginning.
Dated this 18th day of April

In the Matter of the Estate of
debt or any part thereof,that, by
virtue of a power of sale therein CORNELIUS VAN PLAGGENHOEF,
contained, said mortgage will be
Deceased
foreclosedand the land and prem- Bessel Vande Runte having filed in said
ises therein described lying and court his final administration
account
being in the County of Ottawa, and his petition praying for the allowState of Michigan, as follows, to- ance thereof and for the assignment

BreHl
The

heart’s sincere

and tender tribute
FIAHBRE

no emotion* of the human heart so tender
or so beautiful as those which prompt the placing of
ft Memorial that the place where loved ones lie may be
beautiful forever.

X

There in satisfactionin knowing that one has done
one can. One feela more content when one see* how
dignified a proper Memoriallooks, how calm, how
peaceful, enduring and beautiful
all

may be

that you are thinking about a Memorial.
be very glad to show you our display of all
types, including Guardian Memorials.
It

If so,

we

rrill

MORTGAGE SALE
Guests at McAllisterFarm over
This lesson touches a most vital
the week end were Mrs. B. Mcsubject for our everyday lives. We
Allister,Holland, Mr. and Mrs.
Default having been made in the are always surrounded by wicked
Neal Bush and daughters Betty,
conditions of a certain mortgage men. Ill treatment we shall most
Evelyn and Ellen, Grand Rapids,
wit :,
signed and executed by Edward J. surely receive, for all who will live
of Everlasting "Beauty
and distribution of the residue of uid
and Wm. Hartl and Alice McAllisNorthwest Quarter of the South- estate.
Luick and Laura Luick, his wife, to godly In Christ Jesus shall suffer
{Rifititrti Tndt Hark)
ter, Detroit.
west Quarter (NW%SW«4) of SecPeoples State Bank of Holland, persecution (II Tim. 3:12).
The April meeting of the Gibson
It is Ordered, That the
tion Three (3) and the Northeast
Michigan, on November 13, 1928,
In this lesson we have divine inPTA held at Gibson schoolhousc and recorded in the office of the structionsas to our behavior In
29th Day of April. A. D., 1930
Quarter of the Northeast Quarter
was attended by many from other
Register of Deeds for Ottawa case of such III treatment. *>
(NEKNEK)
of Section Nine (9), at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at uid
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
school districts as well as those of
all in Township Eight (8) North, probate office,be and is hereby apI. How to Qaln an Erring Brothcounty, Michigan, in Liber 147 of
18 W. 7th
Holland.
Phone 5271
the immediate district and as usual
Range Fifteen (15) West, contain- pointed for examining and allowing
Mortgages, page 633, on which er (vv. 15-20).
the schoolroom was crowded. The
ing Eighty (80) acres, more or less, said account and hearing said petition.
A
sinning brother Is lost. To
mortgage
there is claimed to be
new officerselected were Mrs. Geo.
It is Further Ordered,That public
according to the Government surnow due for principaland interest bring him to a knowledge of his sin
Valkema, president, and Mrs. E. N.
cfMmktmygmvt
notice thereof be given by publication
vey thereof,
the sum of Nineteen Hundred Sev- and restore him to fellowship In
Ebbeson, vice president.The proWill be sold at public auction to of a copy of this order for three succesenty and 75/100 Dollars ($1970.75) the church 1* to gain him. One soul
gram for young people’s night was
the highest bidder for cash by the sive weeks previous to uid day of hear*
and an attorney fee as provided in Is of greater value than the whole
arranged by a specialcommittee,
Sheriff of Ottawa County at the ingin the HollandCity News, a newsworld. The method to be used Is:
said mortgage;
Irene and Elmer Bauhahn.Roxie
1. Personal (v. 15).
front door of the Court House, in paper printedand circulated in said
Default
having
RtSo
been
made
Mize, and Carl Bjork, and they did
the City of Grand Haven, in said county.
Go alone and tell him his fault.
not let the stormy weather of the in the conditions of a second mortJAMES J. DANHOF.
County and State, on Tuesday,
Personaleffort Is most vital In whiJndn of Probata
preceding weeks deter them from gage, signed and executed by the
ning
an
erring
brother.
It
Is
usuJuly
8, 1930, at 10:00 o’clock in the
A true copy—
arranging and meeting with those said Edward J. Luick and Laura
forenoon, Central Standard Time, CORA VANDEWATER,
who were assigned their several Luick his wife, to the said Peoples ally an effective method.
to pay and satisfythe debt secured
2. The help of a comrade (v. 16).
Register of Probate.
part*. Program opened with a vocal State Bank, oil November 13, 1928,
The Latest in Transportation “Service” our MottoJ
by said mortgageand the costs and
"Take with thee one or two
trio by young girls, Edith Wilner, and recorded in the office of the
disbursements
allowed
by
law
upon
more."
The
presence
of
one
or
two
Lillian Hartman and Lillian Valke- Register of Deeds for Ottawa
said foreclosuresale.
comrades helps In making known
ma, who sang ‘The Nobody Man” County, Michigan, in Liber 147 or
his fwilt.
Dated this 5th day of April. 1930.
Mortgages,
page
632.
on
which
Expires April 19
and later on they sang “Little
3. Tell It to the church (v. 17).
THE FEDERAL LAND BANK
1930.
Johnnie’s Toothache.”
play, mortgage there is claimed to be
MORTGAGE SALE
Sometimes
the
church
can
accomOF
SAINT
PAUL.
“Mamma’s Boy,” with Rob Robin- now due for principal and interest
AUSTIN HARRINGTON.
plish that which the Individual and
Mortgagee.
son as Bill. Minnie Nemeth, Bill’s the sum of One Thousand NinetyMortgagee.
Whereas,default has been made
_
Clapperton * Owen.
the comrades fall to do.
five
and
10/100
Dollars
($1095.10)
mother. Margaret Glass as Miss
in the payment of moneys secured
DIEKEMA.
CROSS
&
TEN
CATE,
Attorneys
for
the
Mortgagee,
4.
The
binding
authority
of
the
Wilson the teacher,and Carl Val- and an attorney fee as provided in
Attorneys for Mortgagee,
by a mortgage dated the 23rd day
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
kema, Edward Nemeth. Jean Ap- said mortgage, and no suit or pro- church’sdecision(vr. 18-20).
of December, A.D., 1907, executed
When the church follow*the in- Business Address:
plegarth and Edward Kanera pu- ceedings at law having been instiand given by Issac Bazan and Esstructionof the Lord, gathers in Holland, Michigan.
tuted
to
recover
the
moneys
sepil*. Lennart Hemwall and Alex
12399-Exp. April. 26
Holland Phone
Office Cor. Pine & 8th
ter Bazan, his wife, of the Townthe
name
of
Jesus
Christ,
and
Is
Nemeth sang duets, “Old Virginia cured by either or both of said
STATE
OF
MICHIGANThe Probate ship of Holland, County of Ottawa,
actuated
by
the
Holy
Spirit,
Its deMoon.’’ and “Happy Days Are Here mortgagesor any part thereof;
11640— Exp. Apr. 26
Court for the County of Ottawa
and State of Michigan, as mortya'
are final.
Again.” A character sketch, “Dr.
NOTICE IS HEREBY given cision*
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN— The Probate At a session of said Coart, held at gors, to Jan Ten Hagen of Olive
II. Piter's Question (v. 21).
Cure Me,” with Clifton Valkema that by virtue of power of sale conCourt for the County of Ottawa.
This questionwas probably occathe Probata Office in the City ofGrand township, Ottawa County, Micha* the doctor and patients,Miss tained in said mortgage and the
At a session of said Court, held at Haven in said Coanty, on the 2nd day igan, as mortgagee, which said
sioned by the 111 treatment which
Thin, Mrs. Severe, Miss Lively, statute in such case made and proBROS., Operators
mortgage on the 17th day of
Peter was then experiencingat the the ProbateOffice in the City of Grand of April A. D. 1930.
Kanera. Olive Van Dine,' June Mc- vided. on Monday, the 14th day of
hands
of
his
fellow
disciples. Haven in uid Coonty, on the 2nd day
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof, March, A.D., 1923, was assigned to
Cormick and Alex Nemeth filling July A. D. 1930 at 10 o’clock in the
A*> VV A
A A VVA-A W *-A W A A
A «*
Abraham Ten Hagen of Holland,
Jod&e of Probate.
Christ’s confessionof Peter brought of Apr, A.D. 1930.
part of patient*, Dr. Cure Me show- morning, Central Standard Time,
Ottawa County, Michigan,which
him !n$o the limelight.The quesPresent:
Hon.
James
J.
Danbof.
In
the
matter
of
the
Estate
of
ing how the pocketbooks could be the undersigned will, at the front
mortgagewas recorded in the office
tion of the disciples,“Who Is great- Judge of Probate.
diminished if not their several ills. door of the Court House, at the
MARGARET PESSINK, Deceased of the Register of Deeds for OttaIn the Matter of tha Estate of
Another sketch, “Bobby Puts It City of Grand Haven, Michigan, est In the kingdom?”shows that
there was some Jealousy of Peter
JohnR.VanBochovahaving filed his wa County, Michigan, on the 7th day
Over,” with Bill Woodall as Bobby, sell at public auction to the highamong the disciples. This envy and JOHN E. PELON, Mentally Incompetent petition,praying that an instrument of January, A.D. 1908, in Liber 89
Josephine Boyce as Bobby’s mother, est bidder the premise* in said
Benjamin Brouwer having filed in filed in said Court be admitted to Pro- of Mortgages on page 61, and which
Joe Hirtzer,his chum, and Jean mortgage,or so much thereof a? Jealousywas known to Peter. HU
said assignment was recordedin
Cor. 19th St. and Washington Ave.
Applegarth. visitor. “Bea*‘iful may be necessary to pay the prin- patience being thus tested, he mine said court his petition,prayingfor li. bate as the last will and testament of
to Jesus with a question regarding cense to mortgage the interest of said __________________________________
said deceased and that administrationsaid Register of Deeds’ officeon the
Flower.” a ten-minute play in which cipal sums of said mortgages, toforgiveness. From the Lord’s teach- estate in certain real estatetherein de- of uid eatate be granted to Garrett j 29th day of March, A.D. 1923, in
Carl Bjork and Roxie Mize were gether with interest and legal costs
Van Bochove or tome other suitable Liber 97 of Mortgages on page 617,
Mr. and Mrs. Simpleton,the newly- and charges, the premises being ing as to the efforts to bring about scribed,
and which said mortgage was on
person.
reconciliation
in case of offenses
It is Ordered, That the
weds, Roy Hemwall, generalhouse- described as follows:
It is Ordered, That the
the second day of January. A.D.
between brother and brother, he
man, and Bernice Bauhahn, maid of
The East Fifty (50) feet of Lot knew that the spirit of forgiveness
1926, assigned to Frank E. David6th
Day af May, A. D., 1930
6lh
day
•(
May
A
D.
1936
all work, as Tom and Jelly, all havForty-seven (47), Slaghs Addison of Park Township, Ottawa
would be required.Peter, disposed
ing various experiences,some alat ten o'clock in the forenoon, at said at ten A. M , at said ProbateOffice is
tion to the City of Holland,MichAll kinds of ELECTRIC PUMPS and SEPTIC
county, Michigan,and which asto be gracious, inquired, “till seven
most tragic in their attempts to be
igan, according to the recorded times?" showing his readiness to probate office, be and ia hereby ap- hereby appointedfor hearingsaid pe- signment was recorded in said
installed. Guaranteed. These are especially adaptable in
beautiful. Program closed with
plat thereof.
pointed for hearingsaid petition, and tition
Register of Deeds’ office on the 7th
forgive his brother not three times,
t utlying and rural districts.
trombone solo by Elmer Bauhahn,
that all persons interested in said esIt is Further Ordered, That public day of April, A.D. 1927, in Liber
PEOPLES
STATE
BANK
hut
twice
three
times, and a little
“Going Home,” by Dvorak and as
state appear before said court, at said notice thereof be given by publication
over.
141 of Mortgages on page 193, on
Mortgagee.
encore. “Carry Me Back to Old Virtime and place, to show cause why a of a copy hereof for 3 successive weeks
which mortgage there is claimed to
III. Jmus' Amwer (v. 22).
ginry.” Lemonade and delicious Dated: April 14. 1930.
license to mortgagethe interest of previousto said day of hearing, in the
be due at this time the sum of
This answer was an astonishing
Ixikker& Den Herder.
said estate should not be granted;
$SeJ\ere serve<J by committee, Attorneys for Mortgagee,
Holland City News.a newspaperprinted Three Thousand Two Hundred
revelation to Peter. Jesus said, not
IW> Robinson. Wm. Woodall, Louis
It is Further Ordered, That Public and circulated in uid county.
Twenty-seven and 87/100 Dollars
until seven times, but until seventy
Van Dine and Minnie Nemeth, as- Holland, Michigan.
notice thereof be given by publication
JAMES J. DANHOF,
($3,227.87),principaland interest,
times
seven,
showing
that
willingsisted by other young folks.
Jadfee of Probata.
and an attorney fee of Thirty-five
ness to forgive should be practically of a copy of this order, for 3 successive
oweeks previous to uid day of hearing
limitless.
Dollars ($35.00), being the legal
Hendrick Nobel and Maurine
CORA VANDEWATER
attorney fee in said mortgage proIV.
The
Two
Creditors (vv. 23 in the Holland City News, a newspaCOUNCIL
Boshka figured in an accident on
Register
of
Probate
per printed and circulatedin said
vided, and no suit or proceedings
35).
Diekema-Kollen and
the Grand Rapids road last weekThese two creditor* Illustrate County.
having been instituted at law to re
Dr.
D.
end when a brake jammed on NoJAMES
J.
DANHOF,
Ten Cate
cover the debt, or any part thereof,
Christ’s principle of forgiveness.
12293— Expires Apr. 19
bels car, and the occupants and
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Jad^a of Probata
Attorneya-at-Law
Holland, Mich., April 10, 1930
secured
by
said
mortgage,
whereby
1.
The
gracious
creditor (vv. 23- A true
ffTATB OF MICHIGAN - The Probata
machine were catapulted into a
Office Second Floor, DeFouw Bldg.
Cora Vanda Water,
Office — Over the First State Bank
27).
the power of sale contained in said
Court for Um County of Ottawa.
Regiater of Probata.
cement culvert.
Hours: 2:30-5; 7-8 P. M.
The Common Council met purThe king In this parable repreAt a aaaaioaat said Court, held at tha mortgage has become operative.
Open
Mornings
by
Appointment
suant to Charter provisionsto canProbate Office la tha City of Grand Hava*
THEREFORE, notice is
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS vass the vote cast at the recent sents God. The servant who Is
Phone 4444
in uid Coanty, on the 31st day of hereby given that by virtue of the
greatly In debt representsthe sin11929-Exp. April 26
Sealed proposals will be received Annual Spring Election held in the
Mar. A. D. 1930.
ner. any sinner, every sinner— you
said power of sale and in pursuance
H. R.
by the Board of County Road Com- various wards in the city of HolSTATE OF MICHIGAN— Tha Pro- Present, Hon. James J. Danhof, of the statute in such case made
DR. E. J.
and me. We were hopelessly In
missioners of the County of Otta- land, on Monday, April 7, 1930.
Drugs, Medicines and
bate Coart for the Coanty of Ottawa. Jad&a of Probata.
and provided, the said mortgage
OSTEOPATH
wa at their office in the Court! Prt -<rnt: Mayor Brooks, Aids. debt to God. Ten thousand talents
At a Marion of uid Coart, htld at
will be foreclosed by sale of the
Office at 34 West 8th St.
Toilet Articles
In the Matter of the Estate of
House, Grand Haven, Michigan, un- Westing. Kleis, Woltman, Vanden- are equal to some twelve millions
tha Probate Office in tha City ofGrand
premises therein described at pub- Office Hours: 9-12 A. M. 2-5 P. M.
til 10:00 o’clock a.m.. Eastern berg, McLean, Steffens.Jonkman, of dollars.To meet this obligation Havan in uid Coanty, on tha 8th day
ALBERT
PRINS,
Deceased
lic auction, to flic highest bidder, at
and by appointment
Standard Time, Thursday, April Postma, and Veltman, and the would be an utter Impossibility. of Apr. A. D.. 1930.
This man’s plea for time, promising
It appearingto tha court that the the north front door of the court'-4, 1930, for the constructionof a Clerk.
CLARE E. HOFFMAN .
to pay all, resembles man’s vain
Present, Hon. Jamas J. Danhof, time for presentation of claims against house in the City of Grand Haven,
bath house, concession i»nd quarOn motion of Aid. Veltman, 2nd Imagining that he sen pay his debt Jud&e of Probata.
and
uid estata should be limited, and that Ottawa County, Michigan, that beters building in the Ottawa Coun- by Kleis,
to God, that by his future good
a time and place be appointed to re- ing the place where the Circuit
In tha mattar of tha Estata of
ty Park, Section 21, Park TownCARL
E.
Eye,
Ear,
Nose
and
Throat
RESOLVED, that the Mayor ap- works he can atone for past sins.
ceive,examine and adjust all claims Court for the County of Ottawa is
ship.
point a specialcommitteeto canSpecialist
Attotneys
ANNA J. VAN LANDEGEND,Deceased and demands against said deceased by held, on Monday the 21st dnv of
2. The cruel creditor (vv. 28 35).
The project will consistof fur-'vass said vote,
[Vander Veen Block]
The man who was forgiven so
April, A.D., 1930, at two o’clock in
Martha DeYoung having filed in said and before said court:
mshing all material and labor. } Carried.
•
2-5 p. m. For your convenience. Arrange for
much found a man who owed him
It is Ordered,That creditors of said the afternoon of that date, which Office hours: 9-10 a.
Plans and specifications may
Mayor Brooks appointed as such a small sum— perhaps seventeen conrt her final administrationaccount deceased arc required to present their
premises are described in said Evenings—Tues. and Saturday
\ppointmenta Monday, Tuesday
and her petition prayingfor the allowsecured at the office of the Board Committee: Aids. McLean, Stef7:30 to 9:00
dollars. He shut his ears to this ance thereof and for the assignment claims to said court at said Probate mortgage as follows, to-wit:
and Wednesday.
of County Road Commissioners in fens. and Postma. The Council then
man’a entreaty to have patience
Office on or before tha
The following describedland and
and distributionof the residue of said
the Court House at Grand Haver, recessedfor five minutes. After rePETERS BUILDING
with him, flew at his throat, and
premises, situated in the Township
Michigan.
6th Day of Auguit, A D. 1930
Opposite Warm Friend Tavern
cess, the special committee appoint- cruelly put him into Jail. The great estata,
of
Olive,
County
of
Ottawa,
and
E.
J.
A certified check in the amount ed to canvass the vote cast in the
it is ordered, that tha
at tan o'clock in the forenoon,said time
mercy shown the one whose debt
State of Michigan, viz:
nf Two Hundred ($200.00)Dollars several Wards of the City of HolD. C., Ph. C.
32 E. 8th St
and place being hereby appointed for
Phone 6291
had been forgivendid not touch bis
13th day af May, A D.. 1930
• The South half of the northwest
made pyable to the Board of land at the Charter Election held
the examinationand adjustmentof ail
heart, so he refused to be merciquarter
of
section
twenty-three
CHIROPRACTOR
County Road Commissioners of the in and for said City on Monday,
at ten o'clock in tha forenoon, at uid claims and demands against said deful. Being set free from so great
(23) in Town six (6) North of Office: jfolland City State Bank
County of Ottawa must accompany April 7, 1930. for the severalCity
probate'- office.be and is hereby appoint- ceased,
a debt as our sins against God. we
range sixteen (16) west. Containeach proposal.
HourM£41j3Qji£i^2-5
A 7-8 p.m
and Ward Officers, respectfully should not take up some slight con- ed for examining and allowing said! It it Further Ordered, That public
Dr. J. O.
ing eighty (80) acres of land be
account and hearing said petition;
It is required that the building report that they have made such
notice thereof ba feivanby publication
sideration against our brothers, hut
the same more or less,
Dentist
l>® completedand ready for occu- canvass and submitted a tabular
It is Farther Ordered, That public of acopy of thiaordsr, for thrao »uc- together with all tenements, hereLangeland Funeral Home
should make God’s act of unlimited
Hours:
8:30
to
Phone
pancy on or before June 15, 1930.
statement of same. On motion of forgivenesstoward ns a standard notice thereof ba fcivenby publication ealaivtweak* pravioua to said day of
ditaments and appurtenances there1:30 to 6
6-4604
MORTICIANS
A surety bond in the amount of Aid. McLean. 2nd by Postrna,
haarinR,
in
tha
Holland
City
Newt,
a
of
a
copy
of
thia
order
for
three
aucof unlimited forgiveness toward
unto belonging.
212 Med. Arts Bid
the contract price will be required
RESOLVED, that the report of others.
ceuive week* previous to said day of nawipapor printed and circulatedin
Phone 4550
Dated this 22nd day of January, 21 W. 16th
GRAND
RAPIDS,MICH.
when contract is accepted.
the votes cast for the several City
tsid
County.
(1) We, every one, continue to haarinfc in the Holland City News, a
A.D. 1930.
Holland, Mich.
The right is reserved to reject Officer* be and the same is hereby need every day the forgivenessof newspaper printed and circulated in
FRANK E. DAVIDSON,
adopted and that the severalper- God. When we pray, “Forgive us said coanty.
JAMZS J. DANHOF.
Assignee of Mortgagee.
BOARD OF COUNTY ROAD sons’whohove receiveda majority our debts ns we forgive our debtors,”
JAMES J. DANHOP,
Tyler Van Landegend
DIEKEMA,
CROSS & TEN CATE,
IERS OF THE of the votes cast for the respective let us be sure that we have put
Judge ad Probata.
Judge of Probate
Dealer In
OK OTTAWA.
Attorneys for Assignee of Mortgaoffices for which they were candi- a '\ay all thought of sin held against
Ambulance Service
A true copy—
gee,
fGTON, Chm. dates be and hereby are declared others. No mercy will be shown to A true copy—
* 1
’ll
CORA
VANDEWATER
sstusL
Business Address;
INNELLY
elected to such officesas follows:
those who have not shown mercy.
Register of Probate
lone
49 W. 8th S
Remitter of Probate
Holland, Michigan.
To the Office of City Treasurer—
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